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Fair and muggy
Tonight: Fair and muggy with
some late night fog. Low near
70. Light wind.
Friday: Continued very warm
and humid with a high in the
lower 90s.
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Burn Old Glory? High court's 5-4 vote decrees
protection as a form of free political speech

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 22. 1989

NATIONAL

BEIJING
China today executed seven more anti-government
protesters, saying they had set fire to army trucks, stolen army goods
or assaulted soldiers when the military crushed the pro-democracy
movement in Beijing.
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State James A. Baker III is facing
tough questions from Capitol Hill on the low-keyed U.S. response to
executions in China as he struggles to keep relations with the world's
most populous nation close to normal.
WASHINGTON — Senate Republicans are promoting tax credits as
the answer to rising child care costs, but Democrats say their combination of tax help and direct subsidies will emerge the winner in a partisan showdown over the issue.
WASHINGTON — The share of first pregnancies beginning out of
wedlock has risen sharply in the 1980s and single pregnant women are
no longer rushing to the altar, a new Census Bureau study shows.

WASHINGTON (AP) — They call her Old
Glory. She has flown proudly from masts of
America's ships, waved defiantly from her battlements, lain sadly across her coffins. For 202
years the flag has inspired — "Oh, say, can you
see" — but she also has been spat on, stepped
on, torn and defiled.
The flag has been flown upside down in derision, not just distress: it has been exploited in
advertisements, desecrated with unkeeraly mottoes and burned by enemies without and protesters within. It has been a political issue, a legal
issue and pseudo-patriots have been accused of
hiding behind it.
It "waves" for all eternity on the airless surface of the moon.
And now, the highest court in the land —
divided 5-4 — has decreed that the freedoms
symbolized by the flag protect the very people
who burn it as a form of political protest.
"We do not consecrate the flag by punishing
its desecration, for in doing so we dilute the
freedom that this cherished emblem represents,"

founder, Ray Kroc.
The difficulty the justices faced in reaching
agreement mirrors the shifting of American attitudes toward the Stars and Stripes. Until the
* *
Vietnam generation, Americans venerated the
An AP Essay
flag. A flag was burned only because it was old
and then to spare it the indignity of being
said William J. Brennan, the most senior of the thrown into the garbage can.
justices, in the majority opinion.
The burning flag, however, became a searing
And Justice John Paul Stevens, in dissenting, symbol of the dissent over the Vietnam war,
said that condoning descecration of the flag serving to further: polarize those who regarded
"will tarnish its value — both for those who the flag with awe. It was a schism that remains
cherish the ideas for which it waves and for today.
those who desire to don the robes of martyrdom
Recall the part the flag played last year in the
by burning it."
presidential campaign.
The case before the court involved the burning
There was the suggestion by Sen. Steve
of a flag at the Republican National Convention Symms of Idaho, a Republican, that Kitty
Dukain Dallas in 1984, in which protesters chanted kis, wife of the Democratic candidate,
had
"America, the red, white and blue: We spit on burned the American flag while she was an antiyou."
war demonstrator during the 1960s.
That same year the McDonald's restaurant
The Dukakis campaign was forced to respond
chain got some flak for lowering the American
flag to half staff to observe the death of its (Cont'd on page 3)
444444
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Total loss

MCCH audit:
finances look
in good shape
for 1988-89

STATE

By DAN LOUDY
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Writer

RANSOM — Roving pickets hit at least two non-union mines in
Pike County and were reported at several places throughout the eastern
Kentucky coalfields as wildcat strikes continued for a fourth day here.
FRANKFORT — With its membership finally set, a special legislative and executive education commission is scheduled to begin next
week the task of re-creating Kentucky's school system.
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky isn't doing enough to educate its children and if the problem isn't corrected, they eventually will migrate to
other states for jobs, according to a prominent futurist.
ASHLAND — Ashland Oil Inc. has been ordered to clean up a
37-acre hazardous waste landfill and submit a modified closure plan to
the state within a year.

SPORTS
CINCINNATI — Baseball's evidence against Pete Rose includes an
expert's determination that his handwriting is on betting sheets involving Cincinnati Reds' games, sources familiar with baseball's investigation have told The Associated Press.
NEW YORK — Rickey Henderson's stormy marriage with the New
York Yankees is over. Now, he's going home, at least for a little
while.
OKLAHOMA CITY — Barry Switzer is no longer football coach
at Oklahoma, but he will continue to draw his regular $7,250 monthly
salary until next June and then will pocket $145,000 as part of a
"farewell" settlemeni
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — Eleven years of teaching golf has made John
Schlee confident that his return to the professional ranks will be a
success.

BUSINESS - FINANCE

Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteer Fireman John Morris battled a blaze that destroyed the home of
Jimmy and Patricia Edwards, located on Carl Crisp Road near Elm Grove, Wednesday afternoon. CCFR
reports say Mrs. Edwards was in the front yard with her children when she heard a popping sound inside
the house shortly before noon — when she went in, the living room was on fire. Neighbors managed to pull
several clothing items from the'home before the flames spread to the back part of the house, CCFR reporter Mike Sykes said. The county responded with seven men and four trucks and were on the scene for
nearly two hours. No injuries were reported.
Staff Onto by David Tuck

Murray-Calloway County Hospital appears to be in good shape
financially, according to the
1988-89 fiscal year audit report
presented at Wednesday's Board of
Commissioners Meeting.
The audit report, presented by
E.L. Howe, Jr. of Richadson, Howe
and Wilson, showed the hospital's
total assets to be around $23 million, as compaired with $21 million
for 1987-88. The net patient
revenue exceeded S20 million for
the first time and there was an 18
percent increase in collectable
revenue. The only bad spot was an
8 percent drop in net revenue,
down to S1.526 million.
"From the figures presented, we
had a solid financial year," said
Stuart Poston, MCCH administrator. "We have a very stable
hospital."
In other business, finanical
director Danny Waters presented
the May financial and statistical
report. The average length of stay

WA.
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(Cont'd on page 3)

In other words...
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LONDON — The U.S. dollar
was down this morning against
all European currencies and the
Japanese yen.
Gold prices were higher,
moving up on the dollar's
weakness.
Traders were puzzled by the
dollar's direction.
"We're all trying to determine what kind of consolidation
phase this is. It doesn't fit any
of the patterns," said one analyst in Milan, Italy.
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What would you do to change Kentucky's education system?
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
tht Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

John Kim
Governor's Scholar
'I think there needs to be an
emphasis on getting more information to students about college and
ways to get into college.
"A lot , of people drop out (of
high school) because of a lack of
knowledge of what they can do
with their lives through college.
"I don't see this state having a
high emphasis on education. I think
that needs to change "

Darren Grunwaldt
Governor's Scholar
"I would increase the range oi
seltction of classes.
"Most schools are required, for
example, to offer four year of
English. They usually offer English
I. English 2, English 3 and English
4.
"But I feel these classes need to
be differentiated into other areas
that would interest more students.
Instead of just English, offer literature or language history."

Lee Johnson
Governor's Scholar
"I would make it more strict to
participate in extra curricular activities such as sports.
"I think it's ridiculous the
emphasis that we put on sports. On
my foottzall team, we had special
ed. (low grade point average) students playing that shouldn't have
been playing. Our academic banquet was nothing like our sports
banquet."

Brian Scantland
Governor's Scholar
"I would try to make teaching
more professional.
"By that I mean I know a lot of
people that would be good teachers
and want to be teachers, but there's
no reason to because there's no
money in it.
"Teachers can't make a living.
They don't get enough respect.
In the olden days, teachers were
everything."

'sr•
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Expert: Kentuc
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky isn't doing enough to educate
its children and if the problem isn't
corrected, they eventually will
migrate to other states for jobs,
according to a prominent futurist.
There are solutions and one of
them is money, said Marvin Cetron, president of Forecasting
International.
He told the Governor's Local
Issues Conference that "at least 40
of 50 states, including this one, pay
a starting garbage collector more
than a starting teacher."

isn't doing enough to educate its children

Cetron noted that Kentucky
ranks 48th in education and said a
status quo would force the brightest
youths to seek employment
elsewhere.
"No industrial country in the
world does as poor a job of educating our young as we do," Cetron
said. "We have the dumbest kids
in the industrial world because you
don't care."
During his speech Tuesday, Cetron offered these remedies for
strengthening education:
—All students should be compu-

ter literate so they can help teach
themselves.
—The number of school days
should be extended to 210 a year,
with classes running seven hours a
day.
—Teachers' salaries should be
raised at least 30 percent.
Cetron said the money needed to
carry out his suggestions could
come from the state lottery and
possibly an additional 2 cent pergallon gasoline tax.
The reason most people don't
want to spend more money on edu-

cation is because they cannot see
the payoffs in the long run, Cetron
said.
He also said parents must take
the lead in warning their children
about AIDS and premarital sex.
"Sixty percent of all kids have
had sexual relations by the time
they're 15," Caron said." Parents
have to tell them'straight. Either
abstain, or use a condom."
Many children in Washington,
D.C., want to drop out of school
before age 17. because there is so
much money to be made selling

SI

drugs, he said.
"It's not supply, it's demand,
and people have to realize that,"
Cetron said of the drug problem.
"How many people ever saw broccoli being smuggled into this
country?"
On another issue, Cetron said
-labor unions are dead, and he predicted that the unionized work
force will drop from less than 17
percent now to 10 percent by the
year 2000.

He also said the U.S. Marine
Corps should be di$banded, becom-
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ing instead a rapid response team
because this country no longer
needs an amphibious operation.
By 2000, the number ol people
age 65 and older will rise from
16.2 million to more than 25 million, Cetron said. In 1983, in 50
percent of all households, both
spouses worked full time. Now that
number is 63 percent and by 2000
it will be 75 percent, he predicted.
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Residents believe North
should receive pardon

IC

-

By a margin of nearly
three-to-one, western Kentuckians
believe President Bush should pardon Oliver North according to preliminary results of U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard's 1989 congressional
questionnaire.
During a one-minute speech in
the House of Representatives
today, Hubbard informed his colleagues of the results of questions
pertaining to North from the first
9,000 questionnaires returned to his
office and tabulated.
Two of the 15 questions asked of
western Kentuckians pertain to the
retired Marine Lt. Col. who was
convicted of aiding and abetting in
the obstruction of Congress,
destroying or mutilating official
documents and accepting an illegal
gratuity.

le
11

When asked "Do you believe
President Bush should grant a presidential pardon to Oliver North?,"
6,496 western Kentuckians
responded that the president should
pardom him while 2,312 responded
that he should not.
When asked which given statement best describes Oliver North,
5,463 respondents thought North
was best described as a "wellinformed operations officer acting
on orders from his superiors," an
opposed to 940 who described him
as a "violator of the law deserving
of the guilty verdict handed him..."
North was to face sentencing
Friday for his role in the IranContra affair, the scheme to funnel
proceeds from Iranian arms sales to
the Nicaraguan resistance at a time
when Congress had banned military

High court...

Carroll Hubbard
Releases findings
aid; however, the sentencing will
be postponed so a federal judge can
consider misconduct charges
against one of the jurors who convicted the former White House
aide.

Hubbard tells House questionnaire findings
In the U.S House
of Representatives
Wednesday, June 21, 1989
Mr. Hubbard: Mr. Speaker, on
May 4th Lt. Col. Oliver North was
found guilty here in Washington
D.C., by a federal district court
jury of obstruction of Congress,
destroying or mutilating official
documents and accepting an illegal
gratuity.
Sentencing, which was to occur
this coming Friday, has been postponed by U.S. District Judge Gerhard Gesell until July 5th.
"Earlier this month, I sent to my
constituents in western Kentucky
my 15th annual congressional

questionnaire. A large number of
these questionnaires have already
been completed by my constituents
and retured to my office. In fact, at
this point. I have received some
16,500 responses, a larger number
than normal so soon after the questionnaire was received by my constituents. Of these, my staff and I
have tabulated 9,000.
Two of the question on my
1989 questionnaire pertain to Oliver North, and I believe the
responses are noteworthy.
Question four asks: "Do you
believe President Bush should
grant a presidential pardon to Oliver North?"
Of the 9,000 western Kentuc-

kians whose responses have been
tabulated, 6,496 responded that
President Bush should pardon him.
Question five, Mr. Speaker,
asks which one of the following
best describes Oliver North.
Of the 9,000 responses tabulated
thus far: "a. An American hero"
1,051, "b. A well-informed operations officer acting on orders from
his superiors" 5,463, "c. A naive
scapegoat who was the fall guy for
his superiors" 1,850, "d. A shrewd,
zealous Marine Corps colonel acting on his own initiative" 608, and
lastly, "d. A violator of the law
deserving of the guilty verdict
handed him by a federal district
court jury" 940.
Thank you.

Special legislative and executive education
commission to begin restructuring schools
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) 7—
With its membership finally set, a
special legislative and executive
education commission is scheduled
to begin next week the task of recreating Kentucky's school system.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson on
Wednesday appointed his five delegates to the panel and House Republican Leader Bill Strong of
Hazard agreed to serve. And
though Senate GOP Leader John
Rogers refused to join, Senate
Republicans will be represented by
Walter Baker of Glasgow.
But even though House Speaker
Don Blandford said he is eager to
get started, he will not be rushed to
a conclusion.
"I am not ... going to be put
under any kind ,of a time frame or
schedule by editorial writers, by
judges by anyone," Blandford said.
"There's a time and a place to do
things in the legislative precess."
Blandford apparently received
some support for that position during a closed meeting of House
Democrats on Wednesday.
"There's no sense calling a (special) session if you're not going to
agree," said Rep. Tom Burch, DLouisville.
There is little agreement right

MCCH...
(ConI'd from page 1)
based on census and admissions
was 6.2 percent, up from 5.8 percent in May 1988. Outpatient operations increased last month, from
197 last year to 226 this year.
Low bids were accepted for
work on the Hart Opthomology
Suite. Carpet Decorations of Central City will be handling the carpet
work and tile and base work. Parker Paint Company of Benton will
take care of the wall covering and
painting. In addition, Dr. Craig
Dowdy's office is scheduled to be
ready for him when he begins his
practice Monday.
Dowdy and Dr. David Ginn in
Oncology were both approved for
consulting staff privileges. Leonard
J. Hohlbein, CRNA, was approved
for allied health privileges.
Poston gave a status report on
the search for an assistant administrator. He said five individuals
will have been interviewed by Friday. He added that he would have
more information to present concerning the search at the July
meeting.

• r•
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House Democratic Leader Greg
Stumbo of Prestonsburg raised the
prospect that one casualty of the
ruling could be the Department of
Education. Stumbo said the department could be slashed and the
funding given to local schools.
"I'm not one that's going to say
we're going to jump in and raise
people's taxes," Stumbo said.
Other members raised the prospect that drastic measures could be
proposed in other areas, such as the
merger of school districts or the
elimination of elected local boards
of education.
Blandford and Rep. Joe Clarke
of Danville, the chairman of the
House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, said a tax increase was
inevitable if the court mandate of
an "efficient" system was to be
met.
Clarke said it was too early to
say how much money would be
required.
"I think changing the school
system around is the big difficulty," Clarke said.
Wilkinson's delegates to the special education panel will be
Cabinet Secretary Richard "Smit-

Report from wreck
on Saturday released
An accident on Ky. 121 North
early Saturday morning sent four
teenagers to the hospital, according
to a report from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
The report stated around 12:56
a.m., a car driven by Peter Luciano,
16, Route 6, Murray, was attempting to pass another vehicle on 121.
While trying to pass, the driver told
Sheriff's Department officials that
he saw a vehicle coming toward
him in the southbound lane. To
avoid hitting the vehicle, the report
stated Luciano sped up. When he
pulled back into the northbound
lane, he ran off the shoulder of the
road and lost control. According to
the report, the car went airborne for
about 50 feet, crossed two or three
driveways become coming to rest
in the front yard of Jack
Norsworthy.
Luciano, along with passengers
Jason Adams, 16, Route 1, Kirksey
and Christopher Catlett, 16, Route
8, Murray, were admitted to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have since been discharged.
Another passenger, Shane Ticknor
of Murray, was transferred to
Westgn Baptist Hospital in
Paduclh.

Read the
want ads daily

ty" Taylor, Education and Humanities Secretary Jack Foster and his
deputy, Sandy Gubser; Chief of
Staff David McAnelly, and Budget
Director Kevin Hable.
House and Senate Democrats
will each have seven members on
the panel.
Strong said he agreed to serve
because it will be best to work
from the inside on this topic.
Rogers took the opposite view
and demanded more Republican
members from the Senate. Instead,
Senate Democrats appointed Baker
without consulting with other
Republicans.
Rogers said Wednesday that
Baker will find himself an outcast
among his own party members for
participating.
Republican House members
closed part of their caucus on Wednesday to hear from Rogers, but
the Senate leader said he did not
chide Strong for his decision or
attempt to change it.
"I said you've got to live without whatever you want to do,"
Rogers said.

(Cont'd from page 1)
that the suggestion was "totally
false and beneath contempt" and
that she regarded the flag as "a
symbol of our nation's commitment
to freedom." Symms later admitted
the story was only something he
had heard and that he had no proof.
Michael Dukakis also took the
heat for opposing a Massachussets
bill to require daily recitation of
the Pledge of Allegiance in the
school. Dukakis pointed to a U.S.
Supreme Court decision that said a
forced pledge was unconstitutional,
but it was a fine distinction that
swayed few voters.
George Bush went to a flag factory, and recited the Pledge of
Allegiance at innumerable campaign stops.
He won.
In Chicago, last March, an exhibit at the Art Institute featured a
flag positioned on the floor in front
of a book asking viewers to write
their opinions on "What is the
proper way to display a U.S. flag."
The exhibit — called "How to display 'Dread' Scott Tyler" sparked
strong protests, with one woman
writing:
"An artist he is not, this Dread
Scott. He is an unpatriotic snot. He
knows not what this country is
about." Another wrote: "I would
do anything short of killing you to
stop you."
The exhibit prompted a march on
the institute with demonstrators
chanting "Hut, two, three, four; get
the flag off the floor."
The flag as a freedom-of-speech
issue was strongest in the Vietnam
days.
In Mineola, N.Y., a woman was
handcuffed, searched, fingerprinted
and jailed for flying the flag upside
down during a nationwide moratorium observance by opponents of
the Vietnam war. She was freed by
a judge writrtuled her act was not
defilement, but a distress signal.
In Philadelphia, the state
Supreme Court threw out the conviction of a man for displaying a
flag on which he had written,
"make love, not war."
The Monmouth County Board of
Freeholders in New Jersey decided
it wouldn't allow citizens to speak
at its public meetings if they didn't
take part in flag ceremonies that
began each session.
A 19-year-old resident who
strolled through Leominster, Mass.,
with an American flag sewn to the
seat of his pants was sentenced to a
year in jail. The law, passed in
1899, forbade treating the flag in a
contemptuous manner.
Yippie leader Abbie Hoffman,
who died recently, was convicted
of defiling the flag — wearing a
shirt made in the design of the flag
when he showed up for a hearing
of the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities. The conviction was overturned.
Passions ran so high in a southern New Jersey county that the
loverning board voted to require
county-owned cars to carry flag
decals with the slogan "Our Flag:
Love it or Leave."
But in Minnesota, the state

GARDEN FRESH
SALADS!
Back by popular demand!
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Supreme Court upheld the "defacing" conviction of a youth who'
painted a white peace symbol over
the field of stars. A judge who dissented said, "patriotism is not
instilled by statute."
And the ultimate in disappoint-

mehts came in 1987 to a Taiwanese
company that found it difficult to
sell American flags labeled "Made
in Taiwan." The company offered
its American distributors "Made in
USA" labels, but they wouldn't
bite.

Staff says GOP rep
to seek Simon's seat

ROCKFORD, Ill. (AP) — U.S.
Rep. Lynn Martin has told staffers
and GOP officials that she has
decided, as was expected, to seek
the U.S. Senate seat held by Democrat Paul Simon, her press secretary says.
The Loves Park Republican will
publicly announce her decision
Thursday, according to her press
secretary David Fox.
Martin, 49, told her congressional staff at her Washington office
Tuesday that she had decided to
take on the statewide campaign
against Simon, Fox said. Then she
placed calls to President Bush and
to Republican figures throughout
Illinois, the Chicago Sun-Times
reported today.
"Challenging an incumbent
Democrat will not be easy," Fox
quoted Martin as telling the staff.
"Still, I would not run unless I
expected to win."
Simon, expected to seek reelection to his seat after last year's
unsuccessful run for the Democratic presidential nomination, called
Martin a "talented politician."
"But I'll leave it to the Republicans to choose their candidate," he
said. "Whether Lynn Martin or
Gary MacDougal is my opponent
or someone else, I'll be preparing
for a tough campaign."
MacDougal, a businessman and
assistant national campaign manager for President Bush in 1988,
said he would challenge Martin for
the nomination in the primary.
"I have evaluated the Senate
race, and I feel that I have a better
chance of beating Paul Simon than
she does," MacDougal said when
informed of Martin's decision.
A third contender, Illinois Capital Development Board Executive
Director Gary Skoien, also
explored the possibility of making
the race. But he has said he would
support Martin if she became a
candidate.
Martin has been considering
challenging Simon, a first-term
Democrat from Makanda, for
months and appointed an exploratory committee in April to examine
her chances.
Martin's decision wasn't easy.
though the five-term congressv.oman has been urged by congressional and state Republicans to
consider a Senate run in 1990, Fox
said.

Although there was speculation
late last year that Martin was in
line for a position in Bush's
cabinet, Fox said Martin "never
was looking for a cabinet spot"
and had limited her options to running for the Senate or seeking a
sixth House term.
Election watchers predict a
Senate race between Simon and
Martin would be a barn burner.
"It will be one of the premier
races. It will be one of the sexy
races," said Stuart Rothenberg,
editor of The Political Report, a
non-partisan weekly newsletter on
House and Senate campaigns.
"Why? Because she's an articulate,
tough-sounding Republican woman
running against an interesting
incumbent who ran for president. It
has all the makings of one of the
sexiest races in 1990:."

Chamber set
to sponsor
seminar on
Section 89
Section 89. What is it, and
how does it affect your tax liability'? This will be the topic of
a seminar on this new federal
law to be held Wednesday, June
28, from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. in
the Shoney's Inn Meeting
Room.
John Campbell of Mid St-ate
Brokerage will inform participants on how to check to see if
your employee benefit offerings
are in compliance.
Section 89 was enacted as a
part of the Tax Reform Act of_.
1986 and is intended to equalize employee benefits between
low and high paid empolyees.
The law requires that employers
with benefit plans conduct tests
to prove their plans don't discriminate or face potential
employer penalties and taxation
of employee benefits.
This seminar is free, but seating is limited and priority will
be given to Chamber members.
Make a reservation to attend
this important and timely seminar by calling the Chamber at
753-5171.

Frigidaire 18.6 Cu. Ft.
Refrigerator-Freezer
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Frigidaire
Jerry's cool, refreshing array of sun-ripened
fruit
snapping-fresh garden vegetables
all whitemeat chicken and great-tasting seafood
Just a few of the good things in Jerry's
Garden Fresh Salads, starting at only $3.49.

Jea
FAMILY RESTAURANT
S. 12th Street - Murray, KY

PAGE 3

• 100% frost proof
• 4 full-width, fully adjustable
shelves
• "Soak-Findor" drawer, & hydrators

'698'9

• Automatic ice maker
• "Fresh sealed" hydrator
• Full-width freezer shelf
FPCI-19T1F

With Factory Installed Ice Maker

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY!
On The Square

753-1713
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Summer solstice marks the year's meridian

•

Dear Editor:
I have lived in Murray and the
surrounding area for most of my
life. Without -a doubt, Murray, is
one of the best places to live in the
U.S.A. We are, however, experiencing one particular problem that
I would like to address.
Our community, as a whole, is
becoming far too sedentary. We are
rapidly becoming a city of dedicated television viewers. When
most of us talk about "getting out
and doing something" — we are
usually referring to driving to a
restaurant. Granted, there is
nothing wrong with watching television and eating out. It's just that
we are not balancing these passive
pastimes with more active endeavors. To put it bluntly...we are getting lazy! Meanwhile, our waistline
increase as our vitality timinishes.
A perfect example of this is our
drastic decline in our number of
active tennis players. A few year
ago, on a nice summer weekend, a
person would find it difficult to
find a vacant tennis court in the
city of Murray. Nowadays, on a
nice summer weekend, a person
would find it difficult to locate a
tennis court that is being used at
all! As a matter of fact, outside of
softball and golf, it is hard to find
anyone doing much of anything
that requires a little exercise and
sweat.
I, for one, do not believe that'
this situation has to continue, I
believe that what we need is a fresh
outlook toward exercise and recreational activities in general. Maybe,
what we need to do is to let go of
some of our traditional ideas of
"stiff competition" and "structured
activities". What we need to do is
Lo simply learn how to play again!
I here are so many things that we
could do that would enhance the
lives of both our children and
adults. And, we don't have to confine ourselves to structured competition (even though there is a
place for that as well).
.How about some impromptu
"Beach Volleyball" games? Most
people around here have never
even heard of a volleyball team
consisting of only two players, but

this form of volleyball is very
exciting and a lot of fun...and Murray State just happens to have two
sand volleyball courts that are
almost never used. How about a
designated area for kite flying on
windy days? A sky full of colorful
kites is very entertaining, and this
is something that both parents and
kids can do together. How about a
bicycle touring club? There are
miles of scenic, low -traffic roads in
the county that are perfect for bicycling. Or, how about a walking
club? Surely, with our rich natural
surroundings, we could find some
nice places to walk or hike. How
about a "Dry Land Bait Casting
Contest?" It could be held at the
city park, and would be a good
event for all of our fishermen and
their families. How about an "Aerobie Golf Tournament". Never
heard of "Aerobie Golf- you say?
...Just give me a call. How about
going for the world's record in
musical chairs? I even have he
perfect name for it: "The Murray
Mammoth Musical Chairs Contest." Can you imagine a line of
"musical chairs" the length .of the
Stewart Stadium parking lot?
Am I getting through to anyone?
I have seven years experience as
a recreation director, and I am willing to donate my time and services
to any individual or organization
that would seriously like to pursue
some of these ideas — however,
lets keep the "win-at-all-cost" fanatics to a minimum. What I am
interested in is simply providing
some fun, healthy activities for the
citizens of Murray. It's just that I
am getting a little weary of looking
around Murray and seeing almost
nothing but empty tennis courts
and traffic jams. And, if there is
just one person out there who
needs a tennis partner, or would
like to take a bicycle ride, or fly a
kite, or would just like to take a
walk and discuss philosophy...just
give me a call. The important thing
is that we get out of our recliners
and "seven way" car seats — and
do something!!!
Joe West, Jr.
411 North 18th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Treehouse days recalled
Dear Editor:
I suppose a treehouse would not
be popular in town, but when I was
.1 boy and lived in the country they
were easily found.
When a boy is all alone in his
own house he is in his private
world, and if he needs someone to
talk to the next tree over is full of
squirrels.
His dog sat on the ground below,
wondering where did my master
go?
y Mom and Dad tell me I am
their, pride and joy. What more
could I ask for than to know that
they love me and to them I am a
very special boy.
Riches my Dad said, we do not
own but this is just not a house we

live in but a home.
Sometimes when I feel like I
want to cry I stop and think I have
no reason to, there would be only
tears to dry.
1 know what I want to be when I
grow up someday I want to act and
be like my daddy in every way.
And when it comes to Moms I
have the very best and she tells me
until I know you are asleep I cannot get no rest.
I wish every kid in the world had
a Mom and Dad like mine, so I
find each day I grow a little and in
my treehouse I spend less time.
Sincerely,
Joe Shekel]
Murray, Ky.

When I was 12, I spent most of
one summer teaching myself how
to type. My older brother, off to
the Army, had left an old Royal
office model typewriter behind. My
oldest sister was married, another
one was working at camp in Nev.
Hampshire, and the third was
spending a month with a friend
whose family had a house at the
beach. That left me at home in the
peculiar state of grace of an only
child.
Besides my parents — who were
quite willing to leave me to my
solitude — it was just the typewriter and I. The bulky gray creature
crouched on metal haunches, relegated to a rickety card table in a
corner of the sunroom. It seemed to
prefer shadow to light, and
appeared posed to spring at the
throat of anyone who dared touch
IL.

1 started my self-instruction with
the quick brown fox jumping over
the lazy dog. I'd heard one of my
older sisters explain that drill from
typing class in high school. I practiced the fox and dog routine but
quickly tired of it. To relieve the
boredom, I transformed the fox
from brown to silver to burnished
orange. The dog evolved from lazy

Main
Street
By
Constance
Alexander4
to crazed, frothing at the mouth,
obviously rabid. I ended up adding
a person to the fray, a boy who tormented the dog and got bitten. In
the end, the boy and the dog died,
and the fox went back to the woods
sleek with new wisdom about dogs,
boys, and jumping to conclusions.
That summer began what has
become an annual tradition with
me. Ever since then, I have devoted
my summers to words — reading
them, writing them, or some combination of the two.
One summer I vowed to read my
way from A to Z through the fiction section of the local library. I
whizzed through A, B, and C, and
then got stuck on Mazo de la
Roche, author of kind of an
antebellum soap opera about the
Whiteoak family who lived on the
Jalna plantation.
I spent another summer on do-it-

;i14.1LIMA1

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Dr. C.C. Lowry, local surgeon
and member of Murray Lions Club,
will be installed as governor of
Lions District 43-K on June 23 at
Lions 62nd International Convention in Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
New officers of Humane Society
of Calloway County are Carol Barrett, David Livers, Vera Mordoff,
Gigi Dawson and Bonnie Sanders.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Moffitt will
be married for 50 years on June 29.
Rose Ross, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert H. Ross and graduate
of Calloway County High School,
has signed a national letter-ofintent to play basketball for Vincennes, Ind., Junior College.
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Twenty years ago
The Rollie Henson family home,
located east of Kirksey on Highway 464, was destroyed by fire on
June 20 at about 2 p.m.
Murray Police Chief James
Brown said the City Police will
start roadblocks to check for city
stickers on June 23.
John R. Quertermous, son of Dr.
and Mrs. John C. Quertermous, has
signed an athletic grant-in-aid at
Murray State College to play on
the Thoroughbred Golf Team.
Pamela Duncan and Larry Cherry were married June 1 at the home
of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L.B. Duncan.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Cleaver Jr.,
June 16, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles N. Eldridge, June 17.

Thirty years ago
Murray Chief of Police Charlie
Marr said road blocks to check for
city stickers started today.
Jo Cleta Williams for Calloway
County Chapter of American Red
Cross and Leroy Barnett for Calloway County Rescue Squad attended
American Red Cross National
Aquatic School at Purdue University Lumberpost Camp. LaGrange.
Ind., June 10-20.
Elected as officers of Business
and Professional Women's Club
were Marjorie S. Huie, Dorothy
lrvan, Ella Murray Kee, Beth Wilson and Freda Butterworth.
Mrs. Zelda Galloway has
returned home after a visit with her
daughter, Mrs. Martha White of
Jonesboro, Ark.
Forty years ago
The Murray City School System
will receive slightly less per capita
from the state this year, according
to W.Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools.
More than 100 Girl Scouts are
enrolled at Day Camp at Murray
City Park this week. Mrs. Lee Williams is director.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Rudolph, June
18; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. E.F. Alexander and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Devine, June 20.
The Joe Ben Irby, pastor of
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, is attending
119th General Session of Churches
at Muskogee, Okla.
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vacation I took between '83 and
'87.
By last summer, I realized the
book was unsalvageable, so 1 went
back to poetry once more. I also
tried my hand at writing a play.
This year, I haven't yet decided
what direction to take in summer
reading or writing but, until yesterday, I wasn't in any hurry to
decide.
Until June 21, summer solstice,
we were still immersed in spring.
But then yesterday morning just
before dawn, spring shifted into
summer. As always, the transition
was subtle, sensual — like a young
woman shrugging a sweater off
delicate shoulders. The act was an
invitation and a surrender.
Summer is my favorite season, a
time for plunging into the cool,
refreshing waters of words. It is a
time of discovery and renewal, a
time to turn the impossible into the
possible, the unlikely into the certain. Summer solstice marks a turning point. From this day on, the
hours of daylight slowly diminish
into autumn and winter.
It's time for me to start another
book. The light won't last forever,
and the brown fox isn't as quick as
she used to be.

By JO BURKEEN

The Murray Ledger & Times is publuhed every afternoon except Sundays,July 4,Christmas Day,New
Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc., 1001 Whitnell Dr., Murray,Ky. 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
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yourself topics, reading books
about fonune telling and palmistry.
That was freshman year in high
school, and ruy motivation was to
be the hit of every slumber party
when school started again.
During my college years, I'd
decided to focus on one author per
summer, and then I'd try to read
everything the person had written. I
spent one summer with Henry
James, another with Eugene
O'Neill, and still another one with
Yukio Mishima, a Japanese writer
most famous for disemboweling
himself performing ritual suicide
some time in the early 70's.
There was a summer of reading
diaries, aid another one of just
reading poetry. I once spent all
thirty-one days of July reading
women writers only, and an entire
August trying to get through some
of the great Russian novels before
Labor Day.
Most of my summers in the
1980's have been devoted to writing. I went from poemss to short
stories in 1980 and '81, and got
brave enough to attempt a novel in
'82. The novel, which still languishes — unpublished — at the
bottom of a desk drawer in my
house, accompanied me on every
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Today is Thursday, June 22, the 173rd day of 1989. There are 192 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 22, 1940, Adolf Hitler gained a stunning victory as France was
forced to sign an armistice eight days after German forces overran Paris.
On this date:
In 1611, English explorer Henry Hudson, his son and several other people were set adrift in present-day Hudson Bay by mutineers.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated a second time.
In 1868, Arkansas was re-admitted to the Union.
In 1870, Congress created the Department of Justice.
In 1911, Britain's King George V was crowned at Westminster Abbey.
In 1937, Joe Louis began his reign as world heavyweight boxing
champion by knocking out Jim Braddock in Chicago.
In 1938, heavyweight boxing champion Joe Louis knocked out Max
Sctuneling just two minutes and four seconds into the first round of their
rematch at New York's Yankee Stadium.
In 1941, Germany invaded the Soviet Union during World War II.
In 1944, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the G.I. Bill of Rights.
In 1969, singer-actress Judy Garland died in London at the age of 47.
In 1970, President Richard M. Nixon signed a measure lowering the
voting age to 18.
In 1977, John N. Mitchell became the first former U.S. attorney general
to go to prison as he began serving a sentence for his role in the Watergate cover-up. (He was released 19 months later.)
In 1981, Mark David Chapman pleaded guilty to killing rock star John
Lennon outside Lennon's New York City apartment building the previous
December.
In 1987, dancer Fred Astaire, whose elegance and fancy footwork
graced more than 30 movies, died at Century City Hospital in Los
Angeles at age 88.
Ten years ago: Britain's "trial of the century" ended as former Liberal
Party head Jeremy Thorpe and three co-defendants were acquitted of
charges they had conspired to murder a male model who had claimed to
be Thorpe's lover.
Five years ago: Vermont state troopers raided the Northeast Kingdom
Community Church, a fundamentalist Christian sect, taking away 112
youngsters to find out whether they'd been physically abused. (A judge
ordered the children released the same day.)
One year ago: Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis, the nomineeapparent of the Democratic Party, said the Rev. Jesse Jackson was getting
"very serious consideration" as a possible running mate.
Today's birthdays: Movie director Billy Wilder is 83. Author Anne
Morrow Lindbergh is 83. Broadway producer Joseph Papp is 68. Fashion
designer Bill Blass is 67. Actor Ralph Waite is 61. Former San Francisco
Mayor Dianne Feinstein is 56. Singer-actor Kris Kristofferson is 52. CBS
News correspondent Ed Bradley is 48. Singer-musician Todd Rundgren is
41. Actress Meryl Streep is 40. Actress Lindsay Wagner is 40.
Thought for today: "Every being cries out silently to be read differently." — Simone Weil, French philosopher (1909-1943).
By The Associated Press
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Busy Couple Finds Dinnertime
Interruptions Hard to Stomach
DEAR ABBY: My.husband and I
both work, and during the dinner
hour we have our first opportunity of
the day to sit and talk.
We have a very dear friend who is
semi-retired and works at home and
lives near us. While we enjoy our
friend's company, we find it not so
enjoyable when our friend arrives
during dinner, pulls up a chair and
chats about anything and everything
with no thought whatsoever as to
whether or not our dinner or evening
plans have been interrupted by her
visit. Her visits last anywhere from
30 minutes to three hours.
Our time at home is precious since
we both work and must plan to fit
our house and yard work into our
business schedules.
We can find no way to communicate this problem to our friend without offending her since we are sure it
never occurred to her that her visits
are often an intrusion, and sometimes spoil previous plans that we
may have had — whether it be relaxation, house or yard work. We are
hoping that our friend will see this
letter and understand that not everyone is semi-retired with evenings
free to socialize and entertain unexpected company.
BUSY FRIENDS IN NEW YORK
DEAR BUSY:I receive no less
than 1,000 letters on a slow day,
and approximately 100 of them
sound exactly like yours, so let
me kill one hundred birds with
one stone (with apologies to the
S.P.CA.):
Nobody can impose upon you
without your permission.People
who make a practice of dropping in and staying anywhere
from 30 minutes to three hours,
and spoil your previous plans,
can hardly be called "dear
friends." And if you tolerate this
kind of"intrusion"(your word),
you are encouraging it.
If you can't summon the courage to tell a drop-in friend that
you have plans for the evening
— even if it's only to wash your
hair and go to bed early — you
will have to put up with the intrusion. Unless, of course, your
friend reads"Dear Abby,"recognizes herself and takes the hint.
But don't count on it.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I have been a telemarketer for the last 10 years, and I
thank God every day for my job. I
have no other skills and do not have
a degree in anything. I have rheumatoid arthritis, high blood pressure and diabetes,so needless to say,
I could never hold down a factory job
or do waitress work.
I always read your column and
usually like your answers, but you
are offthe wall knocking people who
make a living telemarketing. I am a
single parent who makes enough
money to support myself and three
children, and this job keeps me off
welfare.
If people aren't interested in what
I'm selling, all they have to do is say,
-No, thank you," and hang up. -I'm
sorry if! call some folks at an inconvenient time, but regardless of what
they say to me (and I have heard
everything), I am always polite and
keep my cool.
You probably won't print this, but
maybe you will realize that telemarketers provide an important
service, plus we provide jobs for a lot
of people who otherwise might be on
welfare. We hire pregnant women,
students, handicapped people,overweight people and mothers with
small children who can work from
their homes.
Thank you, Abby, for letting me
get this off my chest.
I'M OK IN OKLAHOMA CITY
#* #
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House Ways and Means Committee
voted Wednesday to increase by
$600 a year the amount Social Security recipients may earn without
losing part of their benefits.
If the proposal becomes law, a
person age 65 through 69 would be
allowed to earn $9,720 next year
before having to give up part of the
Social Security pension. For each
S3 earned above $9,720, the beneficiary would lose SI of Social
Security.
The panel, on an 18-17 vote,
rejected a subcommittee recommendation that would have raised
taxes on employers by $10.6 billion over five years to finance
improvements in unemployment
benefits and other social programs.
This tax increase, opposed by the
Bush administration, would have
gradually raised from $7,000 to
S10,000 the share of each worker's
wage subject to the 0.8 percent
unemployment tax.

PAl;F: 5

The action came as the commitLee continued work on a package of
revenue and spending changes
designed chiefly to reduce the federal deficit.
Other parts of the package
approved Wednesday would
increase slightly benefits under the
Supplemental Security Income
program for poor and disabled individuals, and boost grants to the
states for . such social services as
Meals on Wheels.
The legislation also would take
the Social Security Administration
out of the Department of Health
and Human Services and make it
an independent agency. The agency
would be governed by a threemember board appointed by the
president; an executive director
named by the board would oversee
day-to-day operations.
Present law limits the amount of
wages a person may earn while
drawing Social Security benefits.
A person 65 through 69 — those

affected by the bill -- may earn
$8,880 this year without losing any
benefit. For each $2 earned above
that level, $I in benefits is lost.
Under present law, that limit is
scheduled to rise in 1990 to $9,360,
and in 1991 to $9,840. Under the
committee's action, the 1990 limit
would be increased by $360 to
$9,720 and the 1991 figure would
rise by $240 — plus the $360 for a
total increase of $600 — to
$10,440.

to about $5,676 the special $5,256
minimum benefit for a person who
worked 30 years and retired at age
65.
While the minimum -benefit
increase would help only the poorest recipients of Social Security,
the boost in the earnings limit
would help those at the other end
of the income scale.
The Congressional Budget
Office estimates that in 1986 only
10 percent of the people between
65 and 69 and eligible for Social
Security gave up a part of their
pension because of the _earnings
limit.

The bill does not affect the lower
earnings limit that applies to retirees 62, 63 or 64. That ceiling will
rise under current law from S6,480
this ye r to $6,840 next year.

Under present law, a person age
65 through 69 may earn up to
S8,880 and still draw a full Social
Security benefit. For each $2
earned above that level, the worker
must give up SI in benefits.
The limit and the S1-for-S2 loss
are due to rise next year under current law, to $9,360 and S1-for-S3.

Pèbns 70 and older may earn
an unlimited amount without losing
any pension benefit.
The committee also agreed to
raise a special Social Security
minimum benefit for retirees who
worked long years at low wages.
The net effect would be to increase

Baker facing tough questions after executions
•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of State James A. Baker III is
facing tough questions from Capitol Hill on the low-keyed U.S.
response to executions in China as
he struggles to keep relations with
the world's most populous nation
close to normal.
Baker was going before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee today with questions also
remaining on whether the Bush
administration would try to compete with the Soviet Union in seeking improved relations with Tehran
21/2 weeks after the death of the
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.

Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev heartily welcomed the
speaker of the Iranian Parliament,
Hashemi Rafsanjani, to Moscow on
Tuesday in an effort to reverse the
hostility of Khomeini's nine-year
rule.
Since Khomeini's death, President Bush has repeated his insistence that Iran end its support for
terrorism and free the nine Americans held hostage in Lebanon as a
sign that Tehran wants to renew
ties with the United States.
Baker said Wednesday the administration did not plan further sanctions against China for executing

•

three of the 11 persons condemned
to death in Beijing and Shanghai.
Bush had appealed to the Chinese
government to show clemency tow-

voletietk

ard the 11 and to pardon the more
than 1,200 individuals arrested
after pro-democracy forces were
attacked by troops June 3-4.

grab a slice of life
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Paducah Carson Park
100" Paid Back - Plus

1 LARGE
16" PIZZA

PRIZE MONEY
IN FEATURE

2 LARGE
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$
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Dear Abby's Cookbooklet is a collection of favorite recipes — all tested, tried
and terrific! To order, send your name
and address, plus check or money order
for $3.50 (N4 in Canada) to: Abby's Cook.
booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61054.(Postage is included.
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Committee approves $600 increase in S.S. benefits

DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old
girl and just love your column.Some
of my friends and I were talking
about different things, and we have
a question to ask you. Can a girl get
pregnant when she "does it" with a
guy for the first time?
FOUR GIRLS
IN CHARLESTON, W.VA.
DEAR GIRLS: The answer is
yes!

MURRAY
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Central Shopping Center 753-9600

For more information contact:
Tom Emerson, 2414 Monroe St., Paducah, Ky. 42001
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MONEY BACK!

WASHER

DRYER

SMOOTH
PORCELAIN
ENAMEL
FINISH DRUM

Model WINA8324G
•Mini-Basketry tub for
small loads and delicates.
•2 wash/spin speeds.
•3 cycles including
permanent press.
•4 water level selections.

Model DDE6500G
•3 cycles including automatic permanent press.
•4 drying selections with
no-heat fluff.
•Porcelain enamel drum.
*Removable up-front lint
filter.

$418

$318

Model GSD700L
temperature Sensor System.
5-cycle wash selection including
energy saver dry option. 3-level
wash action.
90 day money back or e•change option
from GE on 0,1.1 purchases

$358

GE VHS HQ TABLE MODEL VCR
Model 9-7500
•Quartz Tuning - Frequency Synthesized
•100 Channel - Cable Compatible
•Special Effects in EP Mode
•2 Event/7 Day Timer
•14 Function Wireless Remote

$258

Your Best Buy in Home Entertainment

c *---`11011111111111.5zEmsp7

Service

Buy it now through Tuesday, July 4
and get a'200 U.S. Savings Bond.

.26.6 Cu. ft. capacity; 9.88 Cu. ft. freezer expecte)
•Automatic dispenser for crushed ice, cubes and water.
•Adjustable glass shelves.
'
Food Saver System helps keep food fresher long in
controlled climates.
•Spacemaker"d door holds gallon containers, 3-liter bottles
and six-pecks.

26" DIAGONAL STEREO
REMOTE CONTROL COLOR
MONITOR-RECEIVER
Model 26GC642
•MTS Broadcast Stereo

SPACEMAN/11
NMI WOWS

BOTTLES

Model 26GT430
•Digital Remote Control
•Auto Programming
'Cable-Compatible Quartz Tuning
'Square-corner 110° COTY Picture Tube
'Automatic Picture Controls
•BlackLock Contrast Circuit
•Sharpness
*Walnut Finish

$449

SpaceCenter 27
REFRIGERATOR
'100 U.S. Savings Bond available
on other selected GE Dispenser
Refrigerators.

26" DIAGONAL REMOTE CONTROL
TABLETOP COLOR TV

1111:•on

.„„„,„.....
v"qiimti
- SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK!

•On-Screen Menu Selections
•Sleep Timer
*Auto Start Auto Programming
'
Built-in Auto Demonstration
•3-Jack Stereo Monitor Panel
'Cable-Compatible Quartz Tuning
•Oak Finish on Fiberboard and Select
Hardwood Solids

$579

.11-DAY 1110•11.11ACI Olt ISOIANGI CATON PROM GI ON MAL
PUNCRAUL

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
•

after the
SALE!
Model 26GC100
'On-Screen Menu Selections
•Sleep Timer
'Auto start Auto programming
'Square-Corner 110° COTY Picture Tube
'Cable-Compatible Quartz Tuning
•Automatic Picture Circuitry
•Pecan finish on fiberboard and select
hardwood solids

$418

• Your Gen
General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 E. Alain St.

753-15Sti
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Local couple will be married Aug. 19
Terri Lynn Elliott and Sean Wilham Burkey, along with their
parents, announce their engagement
and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr,• and Mrs. Gerald Tabers of
Murray.
A 1980 graduate of Murray High
School, she obtained her Bachelor
of Science in Nursing from Murray
State University in 1987. A registered nurse, she is employed at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mrs. Margart't Burkey of Hardin.
A 1983 graduate of Marshall
County High School, he is presently employed at West Kentucky
Specialists, a construction firm at
Hardin.
The wedding vows will be solerimiied on Saturday, Aug. 19, at
n.30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House, Vine and South
Set nth Streets. Murray.
A reception will follow the
ere rnony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Parkinson's Disease Support Group will meet Friday, June 23, at 12
noon in Education Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
information call Dixie Hopkins, speecnpatholgist, or Ann Ingle, R.N., at
753-5131.

Fell reception on Friday
"A New Direction," senior exhibition by Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
candidate, Victoria (Vicki) M. Fell, is now on display through Monday,
July 3, in the Curris Center Gallery, located on the lower level, Murray
State University. Her exhibit includes recent photographs as well as nautical gear she acquired during her stay this spring in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
In 1988 she was the recipient of the Dot Rowlett Scholarship for Outstanding Art Education Major. A reception in honor of her exhibition will
be hosted by Fell on Friday, June 23, at 8 p.m. in Curris Center Gallery.
Summer hours for the gallery are 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m., seven days a week.
There is no admission charge.

Chestnut Grove plans service
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel will observe its annual men's
and women's day program on Sunday, June 25, at 3 p.m. The Rev. L.
Royal Byars, associate pastor of Mt. Olive Baptist Church, Nashville,
Tenn., will be guest speaker. The public is invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Terri Lynn Elliott and
Sean William Burkey to marry

Ton of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Angie Lovett and Debbie Swift.
The flower girl will be Racheal
Grogan.
Chris Tucker will be best man.
Groomsmen and ushers will be
Dale Smith, Jerry Dunaway.
brother of the bride-elect. Daryl
Cain and Mark Cunningham.
The ring hearer will be Joshua
Lovett. Jeremy Tucker will roll out
the aisle runner.
Lucy Forest will direct the
wedding..

UNIT
15% CASH DISCOUNT
ON PRESCRIPTIONS
FREE DELIVERY
PCS • MEDIMET • BC-BS • PAID
STATE AID
Computerized Prescription Records
for Insurance and Taxes
Medical Claims Service
Full tine of Health and Beauty Aids
Locally Ovined & Operated - Bob Dunn, R. Ph.

HOLLAND DRUGS

109 S. 4th St.

VISA/MC

753-1462

Opening
Soon
131614Ark
Dining Emporium
Delicious selections in a relaxed,
refined atmosphere, moderately
priced and graciously served.

A reception will follow in the
Hospitality Room of the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
Mrs. Clifton E. Jones will be in
charge of the reception.
Assisting will .be Shaun Bucy,
Tammy Darnell, Ronda Howard
and Irene Tucker. Randy Tucker
will be video-grapher.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.,

Thurmond gets
scholarship
Kenneth Bruce Thurmond II, a
1989 honor graduate of Murray
High School, has been awarded a
S2,000 scholarship package for' the
1989-90 academic year at Murray
State University.
He will receive a $1,000 University Scholarship and a $1,000 John
W. Carr Scholarship.
Ranked third in the MHS Class
of '89, Thurmond is the son of
Carol Ann Lane, 1106 Larkspur
Drive, Murray, and Kenneth Bruce
Thurmond, 2728 Trimble Ave.,
Paducah.
A Jackson Purchase Area Scholar, he was named a National Outstanding High School senior and
selected for Who's Who Among
American High School Students.
He was voted "Most Dependable"
by his classmates.
A three sport athlete — football,
basketball and baseball — Thurmond served as senior class treasurer and on student council. He
was also vice president of Hi Y
Club.
Other activities include National
Honor Society, the MSU Foreign
Language Festival and Spanish
club.
The University Scholarship is
renewable for four years provided
the recipient maintains a 3.2 grade
point average on a 4.0 scale. University Scholars are eligible to participate in the Murray State Honors
program.
The Carr award is named for the
first president of Murray State.
Recipients are selected based on
their potential to continue the traditions set by Carr: high academic
achievement, outstanding leadership and concern for others.

An Antiques and Collectables Market will be Sunday, June 25, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Arena Building, Cape Girardeau, Mo. Exhibitors from
four states will be selling antique glassware, furniture, toys, comics, baseball cards, jewelry and primitives. For more information call
1-314-334-5153.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Harold Carroll of Kirksey and Mary Majors of Murray from
Western Baptist; Joshua Dick of Murray and Charles York of Hardin from
Lourdes.

Northside plans homecoming
Northside Independent Church will have its annual homecoming on
Sunday, June 25. The Rev. Lloyd Underhill will be the evangelist for the
services at 11 a.m. The Shelton Singers will be featured. The Rev. Bob
Lamore, pastor, invites the public to attend the homecoming at the church,
located 31/2 miles east of Dexter off Highway 1346 on McKinney Road.
COMpton

reunion on Sunday

The annual Compton Reunion will be Sunday, June 25, from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. at pavilion by old courthouse in Murray-Calloway County Park. A
potluck meal will be served at 12 noon. For more information call
753-5346 or 489-2258.

Dexter church plans services
Dexter Church of Christ will have gospel meeting starting Sunday, June
25, and continuing through Friday, June 30. Gilbert Gough, minister of
Green Plain Church of Christ, will be the evangelist for the services at
7:30 p.m. each night. Also on Sunday a basket dinner will be served at 12
noon and a gospel singing will be from 2 to 4 p.m.

Theatres

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
:30)
i* ;100)

LAST CRUSADE
11.411
Pewee Or
Pero - Ends Soon

Families and friends of Boy Scout Troop 77 will serve a homecooked
breakfast featuring country ham, eggs, biscuits and gravy, coke or milk
on Tuesday, July 4, at Pagliai's Restaurant, 510 Main St., Murray. This
will be a part of "Freedom Fest '89." Tickets at S4 per adult or $2.75 for
children under 12 may be purchased from any troop member or at the
door. Proceeds will go to help the Scouts to purchase needed equipment.
For advanced tickets call Roger Haney, 759-1451, or Dr. David Roos,
753-3824.

Kirksey classes plan reunion
The 1949 and 1950 graduating classes of Kirksey High School will
have a reunion on Saturday, July 1, at 6:30.p.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn. Anyone who was in either of these classes during their high
school years and did not graduate with the class is welcome to come by
and visit with us, a group spokesman said. For further information call
Lillian Suiter Steele, 753-2875, or Emma Adams Rushing, 753-2713.

Amanda Marie Schroader born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Schroader of Rt. 7, Box 1240, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Amanda Marie, weighing eight pounds 15 ounces,
measuring 203/4 inches, born on Saturday, June 17, at 7:56 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have one son, Brian James Milt
:
en, 6. Grandparents are Art and Betty Moes, and Bobby Schroader and the
late Mrs. Doris Schroader.

Rebekah Brock gets degree
Rebekah Brock, daughter of J. Donald Brock of New Concord and Mrs.
Cecelia M. Brock of Murray, received a Bachelor of Arts in History of
Art from Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa., in commencement exercises on Sunday, May 21. Miss Brock is a graduate of Murray High
School.
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Area women
selected as
outstanding
Several young women from this
area have been selected as Outstanding Young Women of America for 1988. Their complete biographies will appear in the annual
awards publication.
The program seeks to recognize
the achievements and abilities of
women between the ages of 21 and
36. These women are being honored for their outstanding civic and
professional contributions to their
communities, their states as well as
to their nation, according to R.
Diane Lee, program coordinator.
Names released were the
following:
Mary Lindsey Wooldridge, 106
North 10th St., Murray; Kimberly
Ann Underwood, Rt. 1, Box 6,
Puryear, Tenn.; Joyce Ann Osborne, MSU Housing Office, Murray;
Penny Overbey Wallace, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Cheryl Ann Jones, Rt. 4,
Murray;
Terri McCord Benton, Murray;
Whitney Adams Taylor, Rt. 7,
Murray; Nancey Moreland France,
2218 Quail Creek Dr., Murray:
Beth Ellen Miller Stribling, Rt. 1,
Murray; Teresa Yvonne DeLancey,
111 North Seventh St., Murray;
Frances Ann Beard, 1807 College Farm Rd., Murray; Joetta Harlow Kelly, Rt. 3, Murray; Sherry
Ann Morris, Al2 Fox Meadows,
Murray; Lisa Giltner Rudolph, Rt.
8, Murray; Amy Jo Ross, 211
North Fifth St., Murray;
Jann Lee Washer, 102 North
15th St., Murray; Sandra Mae Hester, MSU Housing Office, Murray;
Janie Mae Stephen, 404 College
Cts., Murray; Jacklyn K. Dudley,
1911 Wiswell Rd., Murray; Choysandra Rochea Perry, 1619 Sunset
Dr., Murray; Shirley Ann Rainey,
1623 Loch Lomond, Murray;
Lori Anne Webb, 2650 N.
Friendship Rd., Paducah; Nanette
D. Kehrer, Rt. I, Centralia, Ill.;
Cheryl Renee Herndon, 123 Florida
St., Paducah; Leiah Janee Sims, 706
Arbor Knoll Bud, Antioch, Tenn.:
Sally Grasty Kinsey, 2518 Buckle
St., Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Scout breakfast on July 4

All Designer

*

Just off the Court Square
at 304 Maple
Monday thru Saturday
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Closed Sunday
753-0
124
•

Market will be Sunday

MOVIES
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DATEBOOK
Parkinson's group will meet

Dunaway-Tucker wedding Saturday
Plans for the wedding of - Miss
Deborah Lynn Dunaway, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William G. Duna01 San Diego, Calif., and CurLinn Tucker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John L. Tucker of Kirksey.
Peen completed.
iL ‘ows will be exchanged on
June 24. at 6 p.m. at
i:I .ksey Baptist Church. Kirksey.
: he Rev. Garlon Sills will officite. Mrs. Oneida White will present
Inc music.
Mrs. Kelly Thomas will be mat-

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Terry's Decorating
Southside Shopping Center

753-3321

Performance
by children
on Saturday
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery at
Murray State University will celebrate the culmination of three creative workshop experiences for
children with performances of
children's plays and a public reception on Saturday, June 24.
At 2 p.m., performances of several 15-minute plays written by
members of the Young Playwrights
Workshop will be presented in the
main gallery on the fourth floor of
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Sponsored by Murray's Playhouse in the Park, the Young Playwrights Workshops are being led
by Becky Reynolds, a professional
playwright, screenwriter and performer from Mayfield.
The performances will be
repeated at the Playhouse in the
Park at 2 p.m. Sunday, June 25.
The workshops have been funded
in part by a grant from the Kentucky Arts Council.
Following the Saturday performances, a public reception will be
held in honor of the Young Playwrights participants and children
who took part in the Summer Art
Workshops at M.S.U.
Sponsored and conducted by the
MSU Art Department, the Art
Workshops have provided children
in grades 1 to 3 opportunities to
learn skills in drawing and
printmaking.
Older children in grades 4 to 6
have made jewelry and masks,
worked with sculptural materials
and techniques and explpred
mixed-media processes such as collage, painting and papermaking.
Artworks created by the children
will be exhibited in the upper level
galleries June 24 through July 7.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
located on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
15th and Olive Streets on the campus of Murray State University.
The gallery's summer viewing
hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
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Coming community events are announced
Thursday, June 22
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Friday, June 23
Bible School for New Providence and Green Plain Churches of
Christ will be at 9 a.m. at New
Providence.

Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at American Legion
building.

Bible School for Coles Camp
Ground, Temple Hill and Independence United Methodist Churches
will be at 7 p.m at Independence.

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Bethany Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 7 p.m.

Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public Library.

Spring Creek Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at
6:15 p.m.

Purchase Area Alliance for the
Mentally Ill will meet at 7 p.m. in
Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

Grace Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School will be at 9 a.m.

Poplar Spring Vacation Bible
School will be at 6 p.m.
Bible School for Coles Camp
Ground, Temple Hill and Independence United Methodist Churches
will be at 7 p.m. at Independence
church.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevit Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Events at Paris Landing State
Park will include Swimnastics at
10:30 a.m.; Apple Bobbing at 1:30
p.m.; UNO at 3:30 p.m.; Family
Scavenger Hunt at 7 p.m.

Friday, June 23
Methodist Churches will be at 8
a.m. at Good Shepherd.

Friday, June 23
p.m. at Playhouse in Park. For
information call 759-1752.

The Singles Organizational Society will sponsor a "Memories"
Dance at 7:30 p.m. at Joe Creason
Community Center, Lovett Park,
Benton. For information call Pamela, at home, 753-7638.

Annual Hawaiian Tropic Jr. Tennis Championships, sponsored by
Murra) Tennis Association, will
start today at Murray State

Main Street Youth Center at 205
South Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
Parkinson's Disease Support
Group will meet at 12 noon in education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Bethel United Methodist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at
6:30 p.m.

Basketmaking Demonstration
will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
the Quad at Murray State University. In event of rain, it will be in
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Admission is free.

Spring Creek Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at
6:15 p.m.

Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at
6:30 p.m.

Potluck supper will be at 6 p.m.
at North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church with service at 7 p.m.

Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at
6:30 p.m.

Bible School for Martin's Chapel
and Good Shepherd United

Auditions for "This Joint Is Jumpin — gourmet cabaret will be at 7

Compassionate Parents Group
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Twilight Golf for men and ladies
\kill be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Count') Club.
\Reception for Victoria Fell Art
Exhibition will be at 8 p.m. in Curris Center Gallery, Murray State
t . niversit).

Saturday, June 24
by Leadership Murray for Murray
State University's Summer Orientation participants will be at Stewart Stadium concourse.
Murray High School Class of
1984 will have a five-year reunion
at 3 p.m. at home of Kenny and
Lanette Kings. In case of rain call
753-6617, 762-3402 or 753-6907
for information.

Demolition Derby featuring
xiurray-Calloway County Jaycees
..1 be at 7 p.m. at Carson Park,
l'aduk:ah.
"The Foreigner" will be presented by Purchase Players at 7:27
p.m. at Legion Theatre, Mayfield.
10inner will be at 6:15 p.m. For
reservations call 1-247-5977.

Murray-Calloway &unty Swim
Team will host Calvert City in a
meet at 8 a.m.

An ice cream social, sponsored

(Cont'd on page 8)

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry
al 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Turtles of LBL
at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Mule Skinner Reunion at
Wranglers Campground.

Bethany Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 7 p.m.

University.

Saturday, June 24
Murray-Calloway County Disaster and Emergency Services Rescue
Unit will have an equipment set-up
in parking lot of Wal-Mart from 8
a.m. to 9 p.m.

Don't Be Dismayed
By Our Disarray
We Are Currently Re-Locating Our Store In The
Bel Air Center To Our New Location At...

1205B CHESTNUT ST. Ille39.
Apiace-R,D..„r

Please excuse any temporary inconvenience, and rest assured
that
you'll enjoy an even better shopping experience at our new
location.

753-1851

Pets o the week named

Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital:
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
The local Honors Youth Chorus
will join the Young Singers of Callanwolde in a choral .concert at
7:30 p.m. in Robert E. Johnson
Theater, Doyle Fine"Arts Center,
Murray State University. Admission is free.
Open Narcotics Anonymous will
meet at 7 p.m. at Parish Center, St.
Leo's CAtholic Church.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
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June Adopt-A-Cat Month features four spayed older housecats. Offidals would prefer adoptions by senior citizens or homes where there
are no children. These four are, Sugar, top left, Tippie, top right,
Church, bottom left, and Cassie, bottom right. They are available for
adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. Also
available for adoption are boxer mix pups, Collie mix pups and a variety of kittens. Animals who do not find homes must be destroye
d.
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. For information call
759-4141.

ORY..

EXCEPTIONS:
NO

Friday, June 23
A fellowship meeting of Apostolic Pentecostals will be at 7:30
p.m. at Lake -Land Apostolic
Church, 402 Sunbury Circle, Murray. For information call 759-1602.

ALL SUMMER Dresse

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Young Actors' Guild Movement
and Improvisation Workshokp will,
be from 1 to 4 p.m. at Playhouse in
Park. For information call
759-1752.
West Kentucky Allied Services.
Inc., Board of Directors will meet
at 2:30 p.m. in Conference Room,
400 North Fifth St., Mayfield.
"The Foreigner" will be presented at 7:27 p.m. by Purchase
Players at Legion Theatre, 211
South Seventh St., Mayfield. Dinner will be at 6:15 p.m. For reservations call 1-247-5977.
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Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at 6
p.m.

•

•

,

ii.

I.

Gospel singers
of Poplar Spring
present programs
The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visits to West View Nursing Home at 10:30 a.m. and at Fern
Terrace Lodge at 1:30 p.m. on
Monday, May 15.
Bill Reamer spoke briefly and
gave the devotion at each place.
Nancy Futrell read the birthdays
for May.
Singers were Mary Burgess,
Bobbie Cook, Nancy Futrell, Laurme McCuiston, Helen Nance, Bill
Reamer, Louise Short and Muriel
Wright, members; Cleo Grogan,
Juanita Lee and Martha Manners,
guests.
The group had lunch at Sirloin
Stockade.
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Use yew Funson Bug Charge.
VISA MasterCard American Express
& Discover also accepted
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Summer Special
Families + Children
Call Today About Our Special
At Our Environmental Location
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Styles to fit every you *

Good thru July 15th
607 S. 4th St.

Harry Allison

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY

Murray, KY

753-8809

OPEN DAILY 10-9, SUN 1-5
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Hospital lists newborns and dismissals

(Cont'd from page 7)

Saturday, June 24
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
p.m. to 12 midnight.

Saturday, June 24
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

Saturday, June 24
Campground; Drag Boat Races at
Pisgah Bay.

Dance wilt be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.

Auditions for "This Joint Is himpin — gourmet cabaret will be at 2
p.m. at Playhouse in Park. For
information call 759-1752.

Calloway County High School
Class of 1979 will have a breakfast
from 9 to II a.m. at the school;
and a banquet at 6 p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah, at which time
payment can be made.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
National Scouting Museum will
:)e open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
nformation call 762-3383.
A reception celebrating the cul:lination of Summer Art Workshop
xperienee will he at 3 p.m. in Clad NI. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine
\rts Center, Murray State Univer,ity. Admission is free.
Second of three summer orientation sessions for new freshmen and
.ransfer students will be at Murray
State University. For information
:all 762-2S96.

TWO newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
June 21, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Overcast baby girl, parents,
Jamie and Timothy, Rt. 2, Box
267G, Springville, Tenn.;
Tapp baby boy, parents, Lisa and
Mike. Rt. I, Box 118A, Hardin.

Dismissals
Mrs. Sandra Johnson, and baby
girl, Rt. 7, Box 767, Murray; Mrs.
Denise Adams and baby girl, Ri 2,
Box 29, Kuttawa;
Mark Willie, Rt. 3, Box 117A,
Benton, Mrs. Sue Rowland, 317
Woodlawn, Murray; Anthony
Salyer. Rt. 1, Box 425, Benton;
Mrs. Margie Haley, Rt. 5, Box
214, Mayfield; Mrs. Carolyn Kil-

gore, HC Box 97, New Concord;
Mrs. Maudena Butterworth, 702
Meadow Lane, Murray;
Mrs. Ola Culver, 1405 Poplar
St., Murray; Mrs. Sadie Harrell, Rt.
10, Box 719, Benton; Mrs. Nelle
Outland, 1011 Sharpe St., Murray;
Loin Jones, 111 North Ninth St.,
Murray; Fred Perry, 405 North
Second St.., Murray; Isaac Page,
HC Box 327, New Concord.

Events at Paris Landing State
Park will include Worm Race akt
10:30 a.m.: Goofy Dive Contest at
1:30 p.m.; Free Throw Contest at 3
p.m.; Summer in the Park at 7:30
p.m.

First Christian Church will have
a church-wide summer picnic at
pavilion at Murray City Park at
North 10th and Payne Streets from
3 to 8 p.m.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Visit with the
Eagles at 1 p.m. and Attracting
Hummingbirds & Butterflies at
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Wagon Rides at 1:30 and
2:30 p.m. at Empire Farm; Mule
Skinner Reunion at Wranglers
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PTA president vows to make image changes
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Ann
Lynch, who joined the PTA 21
years ago thinking it was a "cookies and punch organization," took
the reins of the national organization Tuesday and vowed to make
some image changes.
Ms. Lynch, 54, is the first
woman with a full-time job to take
the reins of the 6.6 million-member
organization.
The public relations director at
Humana Hospital Sunrise in Las
Vegas, Ms. Lynch said her major

goals include a PTA image overhaul and more parent involvement.
"The PTA is not an organization
for homemakers," she said in a
telephone interview from Atlanta
where she was installed as president. "It is for parents and others
who care about young people.
Everyone has a part to play.
"You can work full time and be
involved," she said. "Just because
you work is no excuse."
She said she would like for the
PTA to become less of a fund-

raiser and more of an advocacy
group.
Ms. Lynch joined the PTA when
her son, Ed, was in kindergarten.
He is now a 26-year-old graduate
student.
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DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 21
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Genetically engineered anti-AIDS drugs
AIDS Infection
HIV

Healthy T-cell

4.40,

The HIV (AIDS) virus attacks
the immune system by
attaching itself to white blood
cells called T-cells. A protein
(gp-120) on the surface of the
virus locks onto a receptor(CD4)

II Receptor decoys: Researchers have
developed a genetically engineered. free-floating
CD4 protein that acts as a decoy, attracting and
attaching to the HIV's gp-120 An HIV virus
covered by the free floating CD4 cannot
attach itself to healthy T-cells.

00HIV virus
gp-120 coated

A
CD4 with

0with free-floating CD4

gp-120 protein

PE-40

on the surface of the T-cell.The HIV injects
its own genetic material into the T-cells,
turning them into HIV factories. Infected
T-cells die, opening the way for the medical
problems associated with AIDS.
Chicago Tnbune Graphic by Martin Fischer and
Dennis Odom Source Upiohn Co

HIV facloryT-csi
II Factory cell killers: The surface of a T-ce I
converted into an HIV factory is covered with gp-120
protein. This makes it a target for free-floating CD4
that has been genetically combined with PE-40, a
cell-killing toxin. The toxin enters the infected T-cell
via the gp-120 and kills it.
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Murray School District prepares applications
for use of federal funds for handicapped students
The Murray Independent School
District has, recently prepared
applications for use of federal
funds for the education of handicapped children in the Murray
School District.
The applications specify that a
free and appropriate public education will be provided to all handicapped children ages three (3) to
twenty-one (21) who are residents
of the Murray School District. PL
99-457 and PL 94-142 provide
priorities for the funds. First priority is given to those children who
are not being given any educational services.
PL 94-142 and PL 99-457 also
require that the school district plan

for the implementation of identification, location, evaluation and
appropriate educational placement
of all handicapped children and
their parents in decisions regarding
educational programs and confidentiality of files of those children
identified as being handicapped
will continue to be institutied.
These applications will be on file
in the Board office of the Superintendent of Murray Independent

Schools for seven days beginning
June 22 — July 1. Any interested
persons may review copies of the
applications and make comments
concerning the applications to Doralyn Lanier of the Murray School
District.
Consideration will be given to
all comments prior to the submission of the final copies of the
applications to the Department of
Education.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

Barber attends pretrial training session
Kentucky Pretrial Officer Ken
Barber attended the 1989 Statewide
Pretrial Training Session at Lake
Cumberland State Park June 13-15.
Barber represents the 42nd and
58th Judicial Districts, which
includes Calloway • and Marshall

counties, respectively.
The training session opened with
a presentation on "Interview Techniques" by Professor Brett Scott.
The session provided officers with
techniques to ensure that interviews
they conduct are successful. Pret-

rial officers interview persons who
have been arrested to obtain background information about them.
The information is then provided to
judges to help determine if individuals should be released, if a bond
should be set or if they should be

Humane Society sets meeting
The Humane Society of Calloway County will welcome newcomers to the community at its
meeting this Thursday, June 22, at
7 p.m. in the meeting room of the
Calloway County Public Library.
"Many new residents have recently inquired about the Society. We
invite them as well as our longtime members and the general

public to come to this informal
meeting and get acquainted," said
President Janet Kenney. "We know
that many people support our work
on behalf of animals and the community. This meeting will give
interested people a chance to find
out more about what we do and
who we are," she said.
In additional to extending hospitality to newcomers, the Society

will recognize the special efforts of
its volunteers, elect officers for
1989-90, and prsent the Humanitarian of the Year award.
The meeting is open to anyone
interested in the Society's work.
There will be refreshments and
further information can be obtained
by phoning 759-4141 between
12:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.

kept in jail witout bond. Professor
Scott has been with the College of
Law Enforcement's Department of
Correctional Services at Eastern
Kentucky University since 1980.
He is also president of Brett Scott
and Associtates, a consultant firm
to the criminal justice field.
Associate Professor Sharon
Whitehead provided pretrial officers with a multi-course on public
speaking. Professor Whitehead
teaches composition, speech and
American literature at Somerset
Community College.
Workshops on "Time Sheets"
and "Computer Preparation" were
prseented by Melinda Wheeler,
field manager for Kentucky Pretrial
Services and Ed Crockett, a pretrial
unit manager, respectively.

CIRRAPPErr
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Wilkinson names commission members
FRXINKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson on Wednesday
named his Cabinet and education
chiefs ashcl three other close advisers to a special commission that
will attempt to re-create Kentucky
schools.

or

The Commission wasjiorn
the.
June 7 state Supreme Coun ruling
that Kentucky's entire public
school system is unconstitutional
and must be refashioned by the

General Assembly.
Secretary of the Cabinet Richard
"Smitty" Taylor, the administration's top-ranking appointee,
headed Wilkinson's list of
representatives.
Other appointees were Education
and _I-Itgnanities .Secretary Jack
Foster and his deputy, Sandy Gubser; Wilkinson's chief of staff,
David McAnelly, and Budget
Director Kevin Hable.
The commission will be domi-

nated by legislative Democrats —
seven each from the House and
Senate — and will include one
Republican from each chamber.
The Supreme Court said that, by
allowing a school district's wealth
to dictate the quality of education
its children were offered, the General Assembly had failed to meet
its constitutional duty to provide an
"efficient" statewide system of
public schools.

1989
July 1-4
Murray, Kentucky

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, J1]NE2-3, 1989
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
gat (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Don't be so polite that you fail to
Investments in propery are favored
ask a friend to leave who's keeping now. Try not to
worry so much about
you from your work. Surprise news a family matter.
Impromptu entercomes now about a career matter. tainments are favored
tonight. Expect
Act on your intuition.
a surge in creativity.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Though opportunity is with you, it
It may he time to institute a budget
will be hard to wrap up all the details or to find ways to
economize. Rapof a project in one day. Be patient port between
you and a loved one is
about delays. Evening hours favor excellent now. You'll
be enjoying fun
outings with friends.
times together.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
It's a poor day to get advice about
This is a day of financial gains for
financial interests. But plans fall into you, but perhaps
a poor one for
place about travel. You could meet shopping. Money
comes from an
with an opportunity in connection unexpected source.
Recognition is
with publishing or schooling.
possible through career.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll have some financial luck
You may feel someone fails to
today. Be alert for a good investment appreciate the help you've
given. You
opportunity. Extra responsibilities could discover a new
cource of
could arise now in connection with a income today. Good news
comes
partnership.
from a child. Enjoy leisure events.
LEO
PISCES
Moir
(July 23 to Aug.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
•ahoic
Pay attention to rules of health and
There's plenty going on at home
diet now. A troublesome situation base today that should
please you.
could arise at work, but you'll come You could be unhappy with
a group
up with an innovative solution. activity now. Tonight brings
new
Accent originality.
friends.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY dislike routine
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
and are liable to experiment before
Try not to let friends distract you settling on a carrer. You have
a fine
from work that needs to be done imagination and work best
when
now. An irnporant career opportunity you're inspired. Never allow
expearises now. Enjoy this chance for diency to dictate your actions,
but be
recognition and financial gain.
willing to take a chance on your given
LIBRA
talents. Often inspired, you can
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
succeed in both scientific and creaOpportunities for good times come tive areas. Birthdate of: Dr. Kinsey,
now, but you're still concerned about sex researcher; Bob Fosse, choreoga troublesome family situation. Get rapher; and Duke of Windsor. British
brochures from your local travel monarch.
agent. Plan a vacation now.

(41€
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FICIFIER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

• Durable 11-HP syn
chro-balance Briggs
& Stratton engines.

* ACTIVITIES *
Saturday, July 1
9 a.m. - Fisher-Price Kid's Parade - City Park
12 Noon - Antique Car Show - City Park,
Over 25 vintage auto's, organized and
sanctioned by the Twin Lakes
Antique Car Club
2-6 p.m. - B.B.Q. Dinner - City Park
BBQ, slaw, beans and drinks for $3.75.
Proceeds to Parks Improvement Fund.
If your family plays ball, swims or just drives
through the Christmas display, please
come and support this fund.
4 p.m. - B.B.Q. Cook-Off Judging - City Park
Amateur cooks only, no entry fee,
everyone invited. Trophies awarded
from local merchants.
8 p.m. - Patriotic Gourmet Cabaret Playhouse in the Park - Patriotic theme.
Desserts. For reservations call 759-1752
(Admission Charge)
Sunday, July 2
9 a.m. - Invitational Sail Boat Races
Cypress Springs Bay
2 p.m. - WSJP Gospel Sing Old Freight Depot
8 p.m. - Patriotic Gourmet Cabaret Playhouse in the Park - Patriotic theme.
Desserts. For reservations call 759-1752
(Admission Charge)
Monday, July 3
9 a.m. - Rotary Club Max Hurt Invitational
Golf Tournament - Murray Country Club Women's Division Tee Off

9:30 - Rotary Club Freedom Fest Tennis
Tournament - Murray Country Club Doubles teams - room for 30 teams Info call Van Haverstock 753-3415 or
Gary Haverstock 753-1694.
1 p.m. - Men's Division Golf Tee Off Murray Country Club - M.C. Garrou
Putting Award Contest - Cookout
following tournament.
7 p.m. Ryan Milk Ice Cream Social &
Dixieland Jazz Concert - City Park,
Courthouse Pavilion. Old fashioned fun.
Bring blankets or chairs.
Tuesday, July 4
6-9:30 a.m. - Boy Scout Breakfast Pagliai's Restaurant
9:30 a.m. - Murray Mile Road Race
Main Street
10 a.m. - Biggest Small Town Parade
In America - Main Street
11 a.m.-2 p.m. - Street Fair - Court Square
11 a.m. - 5 K Run
6:30 p.m. - Music With A Bang - MSU Stewart
Stadium. Featuring: Patsy Lynn and her
Band, Daughter of Loretta tours nationally;
Jeff Smith from Hee Haw and "Friends"
and the MSU Community Band traditional July 4th music.
($1 donation to help cover expenses
9 p.m. - Fireworks - starring Gary Hohman
MSU Stewart Stadium

SAVE
650

• Dependale 4speed in-line transaxle
• 38-inch mower
deck standard
equipment

• 18-HP Kohler
gine
—.•••••

• Rugged channel
frame construction

• 50" cutting deck
• 2-year limited war-

• 2-year limited warranty

GTK 18

Reg. $699"

NOW s
• 5-HP Briggs &
Stratton engine
• 12-HP Briggs &
Stratton industrial/
commercial engine
• 6 speeds transaxle
• 38 cutting deck
• 2-year limited war-

• Power reverse
• 12' bnes/17* till

• 7-position depth
stake
• Adjustable handles
• Safety starVstop
time control
• 2-year limited warranty

Murray Home & Auto
972 Chestnut Street
(Northside Shopping Center)
Murray, KY

I.

• 6 speed high low
range transaxle

Ptione
753-2571
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More children conceived out of marriage
WASHINGTON (AP)- Two of
every five American women giving
birth to their first children weren't
married when they became pregnant, the Census Bureau said
Wednesday, a rise over the past
two decades.
The bureau also found a jump in
the birth rate among women in
their 30s, noted that a majority of
the women having a baby in the

year ending in June 1988 were in
the work force, and said minorities
tend to have higher birth rates.
In all, the bureau said the national fertility rate was 69.7 births per
1,000 women aged 18 to 44 in that
year. Those are considered the
prime childbearing ages.
Fertility rates have remained at
about 70 births per 1,000 women
during this decade and the figure

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Malice
6 Weaving
machines
11 "Face the
-"
13 Agreeably
smooth
14 Near
15 Empowered
17 A cont
18 Hog
20 "- Like Us"
21 Greek letter
22 Auction word
24 Summer Fr
25 Unit of
Chinese
currency
26 Father
28 Pastimes
30 Old name for
Thailand
32 Quarrel
33 Cubic meters
35 Genus of

1
11
14
18
22

Answer to Previous Puzzle

maples
37 Lean-to
38 Unit of
Siamese
currency
40 Allowance
for waste
42 'Peter 43 Herb of
carrot
family
45 Health
rqsort
46 Paid /lotice
47 Manage
49 Elevator
sign
50 Mollify
52 Spin
54 Redacts
55 Titles

GARP ROOM BAG
AelE R I DBE ULE
RESULT DE BIT
DEEP DEBTS
ELIMSES AL
IMO N G WIT ELF
WA TUG POP OE
ND EEL TROP
ON MASTERED
DOGIE BEES
EGG RE WRITHE
ARE OGEE DEAN
RED SOAR EATS
4
5
6
7
8

Stalemate
Vast ages
Falsehoods
Ancient
Stamp of
approval
9 Untidy

conditions
10 Gastropod
1 Breaks
mollusk
• suddenly
12 Back of neck
2 Courtyards
13 Slumbers
3 That thing
16 Tiny amounts
19 Shine
21 Talks glibly
23 Evaporated
25 Pamphlet
2
3
4 1
6
9
10
27 Audience
18
29 New Deal
12
13
agcy.
11111
31 More ignoble
15
33 Tinted
17
16UUU
34 Mix
36 Public
21
20UUUU
11
esteem
37 Freshet
123
25
2411
39 Former
Russian
26
27
28
29
ruler
41 Binds
32
43 Simians
301131
44 Kind of
33
34
35
36
collar
47 Choose
38
39
40
41
48 Greek letter
51 Note of scale
5
53 Early morn
43
44
45
DOWN
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37
42

55

46

49

471111148
50

51

54

USU

52115311
55

USSR

for 1988 is not considered signific- entering a potentially unstable marantly different from the 71
riage undertaken solely to prevent
recorded the year before.
an out-of-wedlock birth," bureau
But changes have occurred
analyst Amara Bachu said in the
among the women becoming report.
mothers in America.
At the same time that the share
For women aged 15 to 29, the of unwed-mothers was rising, the
bureau found, 40 percent of their
percentage of women conceiving
first-born children from 1985 to
while single and then getting mar1988 were conceived out of mar- ried before the arrival of the baby
riage, up from just over 30 percent dropped from 14.9 percent to 11.7
when the measure was first taken
percent of first mothers.
from 1970 to 1974.
The share of unwed first mothers
The 40 percent of new mothers varied sharply by race, the study
who conceived out of wedlock also found.
included 11.7 percent who got marAmong black women 74.6 perried before the child was born and cent of first births to women aged
28.3 percent who were still unmar15 to 29 occurred out of wedlock
ried when the baby arrived.
from 1985 to 1988, up from 54.1
The major change was among
percent for 1970 to 1974.
that second group, the women who
For Hispanic women, the rate
were still unmarried when the baby
was 30.6 percent, up from 26.7
arrived. They increased from 17.9 percent earlier. And white women
percent of all first-time mothers in had 19.6 percent out-of-wedlock
the early 1970s to the 28.3 percent births, up from 11.5 percent.
The new report also confirmed
recorded in 1985 to 1988.
This shift "may reflect the opinion of some women that they may
be better off in the long run by
relying more on the support of their
By Peter H.Gott,M.D.
parents and relatives for financial
and emotional assistance than by
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagnosed with premature ventricular
contractions. My doctor put me on
quinidine pills that give a side effect
of stomach cramps. What exactly
causes PVCs and is there a heart
patch I can wear instead of taking
those awful pills?
DEAR READER: Premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) are extra heartbeats triggered by random
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- electrical discharges arising in the
dent Bush said Wednesday he will ventricles, the thick-walled muscular
nominate Victor Stello Jr., a top chambers of the heart. By and large.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission PVCs are common, harmless and
need no treatment. However, if they
official, to become assistant secret- occur
repeatedly or in bursts, therapy
ary of the Energy Department in may be indicated.
charge of nuclear energy.
By depressing excess electrical acStello has been the NRC's tivity in the ventricles, quinidine usuexecutive director for operations ally prevents PVCs. Other medicines,
since 1986 and has held manage- such as procainamide, are equally effor this purpose. Therefore, if
ment posts at the agency since fective
you are particularly sensitive to quin1972.
idine, which can cause abdominal disBush also said he will nominate comfort, you could be helped by
John J. Easton Jr. as assistant sec- switching to another drug.
Ask your doctor about this. As a
retary of energy for international
general rule, patches containing heart
affairs and energy emergencies.
Easton is a former Vermont medicine are not effective in suppressing PVCs.
attorney general who lost a 1984
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have two adult
race for governor of Vermont. He children sniffing speed. Maybe if I tell
has been practicing law in Burling- them what it is made of, they will quit
ton, Vt., since 1987 and was a vice and be persuaded to get help.
DEAR READER: Any mind-alterpresident of Syn-Cronainics,
.
'198(117:'r

Bush to nomiate
Stello to Energy
Department spot

PRICES TOO'GOOD • TO • LAST SALE

5,

Plus A 0020% Bonus
Save $200
to $899°° per set
Plus A Bonus 20% on every set
'4E5

WE
WANT/
SLEEP!1

SAVE
25% On Sleep Sofas
Starting at
SALE
$79900
$59900

Extra long 77" Queensize lnterspring Mattress

NOW ON

SALE

widely reported trend of
women postponing births as they
pursue education and careers.
The "increases in childbearing
among women over 30 ... suggest
that childless women now more
than in the past are deliberately
postponing their childbearing to
older ages," the report said.
For women aged 30 to 34, the
1988 fertility rate was 81.6 births
per 1,000 women, up from 60 in
1980 and 56.4 in 1976. A similar,
though smaller, increase was
reported for women 35 to 39.
The bureau also asked women
about their plans for families and
noted that, among childless wives
aged 25 to 29, 85 percent still
expect to have a child at some
point. That's up from 75 percent
who expected a future birth in this
age group in 1975.
Still, the study concluded, "the
question remains: How strong is
the commitment to childbearing
the

End sleepless nights! Wake up refreshed! Enjoy
Jamison's Good Morning Guarantee! Sleep on
the best bedding set made ... a comfort level that
you choose . . . at savings that you want . . .
available exclusively from Market 414 where we
guarantee your satisfaction.
TWIN per set
Starting at: $1 39oo
FULL SET: $16900per set
QUEEN SET:$17900pet set
KING SET: $42000per set

. ,t
t Sefi)
vitSv

15 year

ing substance that is swallowed, injected, chewed or sniffed has a potential for causing abuse and addiction.
Therefore, the actual composition of
the substance is less important than
the fact that a person is using a drug
inappropriately. "Speed," a stimulant
(such as amphetamine), has a high potential for addiction.
If your children have a habit of using this substance, they probably need
professional help to overcome their
drug abuse. "Speed" is particularly
dangerous because it affects the
brain, causing disruption of thought
process, excitability, high blood pressure and nervousness.
I urge you to enlist your doctor's assistance in developing an approach to
confront your children with their
problem and use whatever community resources are available.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report "Help II - Mental/Substance
Abuse." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1.25 with their
name and address to P.O. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is macular
degeneration of the retina? Does it
cause complete blindness?
DEAR READER: The macula is a
photoreceptor-rich oval area on the
retina at the back of the eye. The
macula enables us to see details, as
when we read, in contrast to move-

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The Rev. Jesse Jackson told thousands of National Baptists that the
dedication Wednesday of a headquarters for the world's largest
black denomination shows progress
amid civil rights setbacks.
"After many years of buildings
and people being torn down, buildings and people are being built,"
said Jackson, a member of the
denomination.
He said the political activism of
the Rev. T.J. Jemison, president of
the National Baptist Convention
U.S.A. Inc., inspired his own bids
for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
Jemison organized the first
Southern bus boycott in Baton
Rouge, La., in 1953 and helped
organize the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People.
"In times like these, when
courts are turning back the hands
of time, we need you, Dr. Jemison," said Jackson, who referred to
recent U.S. Supreme Court rulings
allowing court challenges to affirmative action plans.
About 40,000 National Baptists
were in Nashville for the building
dedication and the group's four-day
annual education conference. The
denomination claims more than
30,000 churches, 7.8 million members, and missions in 19 countries.
National Baptist leaders urged
members to help pay off the $7.5

million debt for the $10 million
Baptist World Center, a white brick
building topped by a 162-foot steeple. The building houses offices,
classrooms and an auditorium.
"We are going to pay for the
building in record time, I have no
doubt," Jemison said. "God is
going to give us the heart and mind
to do what we have to do."
The four-day annual training session for lay leaders and pastors of
the National Baptist Convention
USA Inc. began Tuesday, with
about 25,000 members expected to
attend.
Downtown restaurants and hotels
were packed by the convention,
with hotels as far away as Chattanooga and Bowling Green, Ky.,
putting up some of the conventioneers. There were complaints about

Jarnuson
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Bedding!

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky will get barely half of its
previous amount of federal commodity surplus food this summer
for distribution to needy families,
Social Insurance Commissioner
Mike Robinson said Wednesday.
Robinson said the difference represents a smaller pie to be shared
by all states rather than a smaller
cut for Kentucky.
The commodities that are available will be distributed by regional
agencies such as area development

TilPPRIL
Built-In
Dishwasher
• Choice of Six Cycles
• Porcelain on Steel Tub
• 3-Level Wash System

• Three Detergent Dispensers

• Delay Start (Up To 6 Hours)
• Rinse-Aid Dispenser
• Soft Food Disposer

Market 414 Furniture
642-6996

For women aged 18 to 44, the
study reported that 50.9 percent of
women giving birth in 1988 were
in the work force, up from 50.8
percent a year earlier and just 38
percent in 1980.
"Labor force participation
among women with newborn children is appreciably higher for
college-educated women that for
women" with less education, the
report foundr.
Among new mothers with college degrees nearly 60 percent
were in the labor force, compared
with 49 percent of high school
grads and 34 percent who had not
finished high school.
By race, 59 percent of black
mothers were in the labor force,
compared with 50 percent of
whites and 37 percent among
Hispanics.

ment "out of the corner" of our eyes.
During the aging process, metabolic waste products build up in the retina. This causes atrophy (withering) of
retinal tissue, leading to diminished
vision. When retinal degeneration involves the macula, serious problems
develop because the macula is vital to
sight.
Some forms of macular degeneration are treatable using laser surgery.
Unfortunately, many aren't. Therefore, in most cases, macular degeneration causes an irreversible and untreatable
loss
of
visual
discrimination. If large parts of the
macula are affected, a person will become legally blind. Thus, the extent of
visual loss depends on the size(and location)of the involved area, as well as
the type of degeneration.
Macular degeneration is serious.
Patients with the disorder should be
under the care of ophthalmologists.
01989 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

• PARIS TENNESSEE 38242

traffic jams as the Baptists made
their way to events and meals
downtown.
Several people fainted in the
afternoon heat at the outdoor dedication ceremony. There was a
chance of rain in the forecast, but
the clouds cleared and many members of the crowd used their
umbrellas as protection from the
afternoon sun.
Leola Kirtz, who traveled from
Fort Wayne, Ind., for the dedication of the 109-year-old denomination's first headquarters, said it was
worth battling heat and traffic.
"It's a history-making event for
our people," Mrs. Kirtz said.
"This is something we should have
had years ago, but the timing
wasn't right. It has been a long
struggle."

Surplus food amounts lower

• 120 Degree Water Capability

414 N. MARKET STREET

after remaining mamed and childless for several years?"

Jackson speaks at dedication

Jamison

j7ed:er("

Census Bureau

Drug therapy helps prevent PVCs

Market 414 Furniture
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districts and community action
agencies. Because smaller amounts
will be available, all commodities
may not be available in every
county.
Distribution schedules are set by
the agencies, but usually occur
monthly or every other month.
Thus far, 110,500 Kentucky
households have received some
help from the commodity program
this year.
There will be 252,000 pounds of
corn meal, 756,000 pounds of
flour, 324,000 pounds of honey,
537,000 pounds of peanut butter
available for distribution in July,
August and September. In addition,
there will be 115,236 pounds of
butter available in September.
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Bridge pier
showed impact
CINCINNATI (AP)- Hamilton
County and construction officials
Wednesday displayed damaged
piers and pilings from a collapsed
bridge where at least two people
died May 26.
The bridge's second pier, lying
on the riverbank, shows evidence
of severe impact, said Hamilton
County Engineer Donald Schramm.
The four steel pilings of the pier,
which were imbedded in the river
bottom, were bent and crumpled at
the level where the river's high
water had reached. The river was
about 23 feet deep, seven feet over
flood level, when the collapse
occurred, he said.
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Skin cancer a by-product of summer tanning season
Warm summer weather brings danger
ous for children to be
sun bathers out in droves to catch
sunburned because it is the
the rays of the sun in hopes of
foundation for all skin cancer.
getting a deep, dark tan. Yet,
Begin sunscreens on children at six
dermatologists warn that
months of age.
culmulative exposure to the sun
causes skin cancer.
Sunscreens with an SPF of 15
or greater should be applied 30
June is Cancer in the Sun
minutes before being exposed and
Awareness Month. Dr. Bright,
Murray's only dermatologist, wants reapplied frequently and liberally
to inform the public about the risks at least every two hours thereafter.
Don't forget to use sunscreen on
of skin cancer in relation to
overcast days.
exposure to the sun.
Outdoor workers, fair-skinned
"A tan -- no matter how it is
individuals and persons who have
obtained -- is a scar from the sun."
already had skin cancer, should
Dr. Bright, who is certified by the
apply sunscreen daily to prevent
American Board of Dermatology,
further damage.
said, "A tan is an attempt by the
Individuals who are using
body to protect itself from
certain medications, cosmetics and
ultraviolet radiation.
birth control pills should be aware
Unfortunately, this leads to skin
that a possible side effect is
cancer.
increased sensitivity to sun
The number one cancer of all
exposu
re or abnormal
cancers in the United States is
pigmen
tation
. Extra precaution
cancer of the skin.
should be taken if any of these
Last year, there were over
products are being used. People
500,000 newly reported cases of
should
ask their doctor if they are
basal cell carcinoma.
on
any
medications that may so
Basal cell carcinoma is caused
affect
them.
by cumulative exposure to the sun
Everyone should beware of
combined with a genetic
reflective sun rays. More than half
predisposition, Northern European
of the sun's rays can be reflected
ancestory.
onto your skin from water, sand,
Today, we have compounded
snow and concrete. Neither hazy
the problem because current
days nor shade prevent harmful
clothing styles expose more skin
ultraviolet rays from exposing the
and society deems a virgorous
skin.
outdoor lifestyle with a tan as
In additon, ophthalmologists
being desirable.
confirm the fact that eye protection
This is believed to be
is a must in the sun or shade
responsible for this vast increase in
during summer months. There is
skin cancer.
an increased incidence of cataract
The sun has two kinds of rays.
formation with exposure to
UVB rays are short wavelength
concentrated ultraviolet light.
rays that are absorbed by the skin
Good sunglasses should screen out
and cause sunburn. These rays are
UVA and UVB rays.
most intense between 10 a.m. and
2 p.m.
Protective sunscreens and
UVA rays are longer
sunglasses are a MUST if we're
going to decrease the incidence of
wavelength rays which penetrate
skin
cancer.
deeply into the lower levels of
Be
alert to changes in the
your skin. UVA rays are
number
,
size and shape and color
concentrated during early morning
of
pigmen
ted areas. Also be alert
and laite afternoon but they are
for
sores
that
preserve all day.
do not heal, for
persistent, scaly patches on the
Research reveals that
ultraviolet radiation suppresses the face, ears, forearms and hands. If
any changes are noticed, call your
normal immune function of the
dermatologist_
body which could lead to even
"During my training program
more health problems.
Tanning booths use UVA rays in Southern California," br. Bright
explained, "about 40 percent of my
which do not cause a burn but a
practice was skin cancer and
tan. However, repeated UVA
surgery. In Charleston, S.C.,
exposure is known to cause an
where I practiced prior to coming
increase in in skin cancer and an
to Murray, I would say the
accelerated aging of the skin..
percentage was very nearly the
Looking at years of patient
same -- 30 to 40 percent.
histories suggests that if a person
"However, here in Murray
has had one or more blistering
with less year-round sun, I'm
sunbums as a child, their chances
seeing about that much and I think
of developing melanoma are
there's going to be more. I'm new
quadrupled.
new to the community and I think
Researchers believe
many people aren't aware of the
something happens to upset the
fact that a dermatologist is also a
genetic apparatus of the skin cells
surgery specialist for skin cancer,"
due to in blistering or tanning.
he added.
Figuratively speaking, this
Dermatologists have seen an
blistering is the planting of cancer exponential increase in basal
cell
seeds which will appear years
carcinoma due to lifestyle, genetic
later.
background, societal standards of
tanning, and decreased skin
Therefore, sun protection
coverage by clothing. But rnore
needs to start with children. It is
worrisome than that is the
dramatic increase in malignant
melanomia.
Malignant melanoma is a
specific type of skin cancer that is
a pigmented skin cancer.

Traditionally it is called the black
mole". However, it is not
necessarily a black mole; it can be
a black or dark patch.
Melanoma, two decades ago,
occurred at the rate of 1 in 5,000
people and it was considered
equivalent to a diagnosis of death.
Over the last two decades, the
incidence has increased and is
estimated to affect 1 in 100
Americans by 1990. This is
probably due to facts previously
mentioned plus unknown factors.
A simple rule of thumb in
recognizing melanoma or any skin
cancer, is to look for a mole, a
bump or a pigmented patch on the
body that has changed in any way - has become larger or smaller,
darker or lighter, begun to itch or
developed a sore that doesn't heal.
The presence of red, scaly
persistent patches on the face, ears,
forearms and hands also may
indicate early skin cancer and
needs medical attention. The key

criterion in detecting a skin cancer
is change. Early detection is
crucial because melanoma is
occurring at a frightening rate and
it can be fatal unless surgically
removed very early.
If melanoma is ignored by
people saying, "111 see if it goes
away in six months or a year."
That delay may be long enough for
melanoma to spread to other
organs of the body.
There is no treatment for
melanoma that has spread to
lymph nodes or other body organs.
Surgical removal in the early
stages, before it spreads, is the
only chance for cure and generally
yields a 90 percent survial rate.
Dermatologists, like Dr.
Bright, are trained professionals
who diagnose and treat disorders
of the skin, hair and nails as well
as skin cancer and skin surgery.
Skin cancer can be surgically
removed on an outpatient basis in
the dermatologist's office under
local anesthesia.
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Melanoma does not
discnminate by age. "I've seen
several patients in their 30s die
from malignant melanoma," Dr.
Bright said.
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Kentucky
'Top 3' interview for Lady Racer post
Sports Beat
By DAVID RAMEY

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

Mike Embry — The Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Over a month has
passed since "Kentucky's Shame" was spread to the
world by Sports Illustrated.
'The stark cover, showing a disgraced Kentucky
player in a slumped pose, was a powerful visual
about the severity of the problems within the
school's basketball program after the NCAA investigation and judgment.
And the six-page story by Curry Kirkpatrick struck
hard from the first paragraph: "...the Kentucky
basketball program didn't invent cheating, either; the
Wildcats merely perfected it...Proud elegant Kentucky
stood threadbare, stripped of its medals and conceits,
dispossed of image and reputuation, exposed as a
common NCAA felon."
Kentucky's sins and transgressions, past and present, were then
unfolded for everyone to read.
The ugly side of the Kentucky program — from Adolph
Rupp's 1952-53 team that didn't play because of payments to
players to the Lexington Herald-Leader's expose of the Joe B.
Hall reign to the infamous Emery package in the Eddie Sutton
era that led to the current probation — was shown in black
and white. .
UK President David Roselle was presented as a noble and
just ruler, praised for his efforts to clean up the basketball
program through cooperation with the NCAA and by cleaning
house.
"...thanks to Roselle, the Wildcats have another chance to do
things right," read the article's last paragraph. One final
chance...
Some believe there's a new dawning for Kentucky basketball
with the hiring of Rick Pitino as head coach and C.M. Newton
as athletics director.
But the "shame" hasn't ended for Kentucky. Or the NCAA.
The investigation is still incomplete.
The accusation that player Eric Manuel cheated on a collegeentrance exam has not been totally presented. For his action, the
NCAA ruled that he can't play for any member school.
If others were involved in the academic scam. Manuel should
come forward and tell the whole story. It's apparent that others
don't have the courage to help the young man.
Somehow, if-s- hard to imagine a youngster straight out of
high school in Georgia going to Lexington and working out
those test arrangements by himself.
Assistant coach Dwane Casey was given a five-year conditional suspension from coaching for his actions as perceived by
NCAA investigators.
Although Casey was never directly linked to stuffing $1,000
in the Emery package — his name was simply on the envelope
— the circumstantial evidence was enough for the NCAA to
hand down the harsh punishment.
"I know I didn't do it and will proclaim my innocence until
the day 1 die,- Casey said.
So, who did it?
Only the truth will finally and totally cleanse Kentucky of its
shame.

Last
Call
EdSchuyler Jr. — The Associated Press

Upon resigning as Oklahoma's head football coach,
Barry Switzer said, "It's no fun anymore."
Fun?
It's not fun being part of a game tied to alumni
egos, television demands, the gambling that involves
hundreds of millions of dollars, and — please pardon
the guffaw — to higher education?
There's no joy in a good game of charades?
Big-time college athletics in many instances is a charade. It is
supposed to be part of the college experience, a fun-loving
brother of academics. Instead it often is an undisciplined brat
which makes amends for its behavior with gifts.
The size and regularity of those gifts make it easy for
academia to make excuses for the excesses of sports.
Sports certainly have a place in the college experience, but to
say they are part of that experience at many schools is naive.
They are an important part of this nation's huge leisure-time
industry. Employees (the athletes) are paid with adulation and
promises of big money down the road.
Many of the promises made, but not always kept, are beyond
the rules set by the watchdog NCAA.
The 52-year-old Switzerin announcing his resignation after 16
years at Oklahoma, said he was "totally frustrated working
within a set of rigid rules that does not recognize the financial
needs of young athletes."
"I am not making excuses, but simply giving an explanation
when I say it was difficult to turn my back on these young
men when they needed help. We have created a system that
does not permit me or the program to buy a pair of shoes or
a decent coat for a player whose family can't afford these basic
necessities.''
Many NCAA rules are petty and should be liberalized or
abolished.
A larger problem, however, is that many of today's college
athletes not only feel themselves to be above NCAA rules, but
above the rules of society.
An Oklahoma football player shoots a teammate. Three players
are charged with raping a. woman in the athletic dorm. Quarterback Charles Thomas is arrested on charges of selling coacaine
to FBI agents for $1,400.
Reponsibilties cannot be taken off like shoulder pads and helmets and put on again the next time the players show up for
practice or a game. And it is the coach's job to make sure
off-the-field responsiblitics are shouldered by the athletes. The
ultimite responsibilty, however, lies with the institution, which
reaps the financial rewards from sports.
Academia might wring its hands at recruiting violations by the
athletic department and at the misbehavior by student athletes,
but it cannot wash its hands of responsibilty.
Switzer said coaching was more fun in the 1970's "than it is
today because of all the problems."
So he has walked away.
The problems remain — for as long as sports is the tail that
wags the academic dog.

Rick Reeves, head coach at
Cumberland University, Robyn
Markey, an assistant at Florida
State, and Clemson assistant Carey
Green have all completed interviews with Murray State University
athletic director Michael Strickland
in regards to the vacant Lady Racer
basketball coaching position.
Strickland is expected to
announce a decision soon.
Markey, a 1982 graduate of Tennessee Tech and a native of Mount
Royal, N.J., has just completed her
third year at Florida State under
former Tech coach Marynell
Meadors.
Markey was also former head

coach at the University of the Year honors.
Vermont.
The Indiana State graduate is
thinks{t's every players' dream credited with starting
the women's
to return to the conference you basketball program at Brescia
Colilla)ed in," Markey said. "I've been lege in Owensboro,
Ky.
1:,.r
ry ..imp-ressed with the program
,,e.
"I really want this job," Reeves
said. "I was worried about losing
Markey said she would prefe; to that family
atmosphere that we
pia) a "press-and-run" game if she
have down at a small school like
Likes over the Lady Racer reins. Cumberland,
but they're still very
"You have to take a look at your close here. I've
been very, very
Latent and sec what you can do," impressed."
Markey said.
Reeves, whose team lost a deci"E‘crything I've heard about sion to the Lady Racers this
seaRobyn has been impressive," son, said his goal as MSU
coach
Strickland said.
would be to take the club into the
Reeves, a native of Morgantown. NCAA Tournament. He believes in
Ind., has fashioned a 55-30 mark as pressure basketball.
:lead coach of the Lady Bulldogs,
"We will never play to another
an NAIA school and has been team's tempo, we will never play a
,clected for District 24 Coach of passive defense," Reeves said. "We

like to dictate the tempo, score a
lot of points, and play a motion
offense."
"The bottom line on Rick is that
he is a winner," Strickland said. "I
like Rick, and I've been very
impressed."
Green is the former head men's
and. women's coach at Jackson
State Community College in Jackson, Tenn., and just completed his
second year at Clemson under
coach Jim Davis.
"I'd like to be a part of taking
the team to the next step," Green
said.
Green said he would prefer to
run as a team, but "I'm not so dogmatic that we would never do this
or do that."
(Coned on page 13)

Expert links
Rose writing
to bet sheets

Senior Babe Ruth baseball

By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer

CINCINNATI — Baseball's evidence against Pete Rose includes
an expert's determination that his
handwriting is on betting sheets
involving Cincinnati Reds' games,
sources familiar with baseball's.
investigation have told, The Associated Press.
A handwriting expert who examined the betting sheets for major
league baseball concluded the
handwriting on the sheets is
Rose's, several sources have confirmed for the AP.
The New York Times also
reported today that the FBI has
determined the slips of paper bear
Rose's fingerprints as well as his
handwriting. Baseball's investigators are trying to obtain the FBI's
evidence on the fingerprints, the
AP has learned.
The betting sheets, if judged
authentic by Commissioner A.
Bartlett Giamatti, would give baseAlen Rayburn of The Hoke Company attempts to tag out a Marshall County baserunner during the first
ball tangible evidence that the
game of a doubleheader Wednesday evening. The runner was safe, one of nine Marshall runs in their 9-4
Reds' manager bet on his own
win in the first game, but Murray-Calloway took the second contest, 9-2.
team, putting him in jeopardy of a
lifetime ban. Rose's lawyers tried
to discredit the betting sheets in a
lawsuit filed Monday against
first two innings also, after surren- drove him home with another dou- Giamatti.
By DAVID RAMEY
A state judge scheduled a heardering eight runs to Marshall ble. Waller followed with a twoMurray Ledger & Times Sports Writer
ing
today on Rose's request for a
County. four in each inning.
out single, and Rayburn, drove a
If not for a doubleheader last
Murra.v -Calloway picked up two runner home with a single. Bart temporary restraining order as part
night, The Hoke Company would
markers in the bottom of the first Crum scored after a walk and a of the lawsuit. Rose wants Hamilhave had a disappointing evening.
'hen Scott Adams singled, Greg
Marshall error to cap a four-run ton County Common Pleas Judge
Nocbert A. Nadel to prevent GiaThe Hoke Company played MO
Lassiter walked and Alen Rayburn
inning.
five-inning Senior Babe Ruth
picked up two RBIs with a single.
Bazzell walked and scored in the matti from 'ding a hearing on the
ations Monday in
League affairs against Marshall
second
on a RBI single by Adams. gambling
A triple by Alan Bazzell set up a
NewYork
the
last step before
County, dropping the first game
score in the third after a Marshall Murray-Calloway scored twice in the commissioner would impose
9-4 and winning the second 9-2.
error to cut the margin to 8-3. Mar- the bottom of the third thanks to any penalty on Rose.
The Murray-Calloway club was
shall scored in the top of the fifth, singles from Thurmond and Doug
Rose's lawyers and John M.
undermanned at the start of the
and Lassiter doubled home Jason Payne, a double from Bazzell and Dowd, who investigated the allegafirst contest, as make-up games in
Sammons. who had singled, to an RBI-sacrifice fly from Adams. tions for Giamatti, were expected
the Murray-Calloway County Park
"We were really just out there
close
out the contest in the bottom
youth leagues had team members
the
first game," Jones said. "We to be called as witnesses at the
of the fifth.
umpiring throughout the park. THC
looked like we tried to battle in the hearing today.
Dowd's 225-page report on the
took infield with just eight players:
Murray picked up revenge in the second game."
after another arrived to allow the second contest, as pitcher Bruce
The Hoke Company travels to allegations includes three "Pete
game to start, coach Robert Jones Thurmond struck out seven batters Camden, Tenn. on Saturday and Rose Betting Sheets" supplied to
found himself alone on the bench
in five innings of work, surrenderHopkinsville on Sunday. They investigators by Paul G. Janszen,
until Joey Waller arrived in the ing MO runs in the top of the
return home to host Camden next who claimed to have run bets for
second inning.
fourth.
Wednesday in a doubleheader start- Rose to bookmaker Ronald Peters.
Starting pitcher,
Kevin Turner
Alan Bazzell led off the top of ing at 6:30 p.m. at the Junior Babe Janszen later became an FBI
informant.
might have preferred to miss the the first with a double, and Adams
Ruth field.
(Cont'd on page 14)

Hoke splits with Marshall County

Evert won't
practice for
Wimbledon
EASTBOURNE, England (AP)
— Chris Evert won't be able to
practice for Wimbledon this week.
She still has hopes of playing in
the championships beginning next
week.
An ear infection forced Evert to
pull out of the main women's warmup tournament for Wimbledon on
Wednesday. She was dizzy and
nauseous and a doctor who examined her said it could take anywhere from two days to a week for
the illness to clear up.
Even, who has won Wimbledon
three times, is scheduled to play
her first-round match against Peanut Harper on Tuesday.
Asked if Even would be able to
play by then, Dr. Geoffrey Wilson
said, "That 1 cannot say.... No one
can be sure."
Even, 34, was resting at her
hotel in Eastbourne, a resort on
England's south coast. Her husband. Andy Mill. said Even still
hoped to play at Wimbledon, where
she has reached at least the semifinals in all but one of her 17
appearances.
She has had two weeks' prac-

Sports Notices

CHRIS EVERT
ace on grass, but obviously she had
been hoping to have a lot of match
practice at Eastbourne this week,"
Mill said. "Now that is out."
Even beat Sara Gomer of Britain
6-2, 6-0 in the second round of the
Pilkington Ladies' Grass-Court
Championships. Then she fell
the latest twist in the American's
quest to play at the All England
Lawn Tennis Club at least nrie
more time.

MAX HURT GOLF TOURNAMENT — The 1989 Max Hurt Golf
Tournament will be held Monday, July 3, at the Murray Country
Club. This charity tournament raises money to support the M.C.
Garrott Scholarship Fund, the Max Hurt Scholarship and the
Murray -Calloway County United Way.
The tournament will be offered in scramble/best ball format, with
two golfers per team and three teams per hole. Ladies' division
begins with a shotgun start at 8:30 a.m.; men's play, including
seniors, starts at 1:30 with a shotgun start.
Mixed teams are acceptable and can play in the morning or afternoon, and a seniors' division is also available.
Other competitions will include a putting contest, a par-3 contest
and a longest drive contest.
Entry fee is $25 (cart fee extra) which includes a complimentary
meal served after the tournament and refreshments during the
competition.
For more information, contact the Murray Country Club pro shop
or call Mark Blankenship (753-2633, 753-0078) or Chuck Foster
(753-1893).
The Max Hurt Golf Tournament is a "Freedom Fest" activity sponsored by the Murray Rotary Club.
TENNIS CAMPS — The following tennis camps will be offered at
Calloway County High School this summer:
Grades 1-6, July 17-21 (Mon.-Fri.) 8:30-11:30 a.m., $40 cost.
Grades 7-12, July 24-28 (Mon.-Fri.) 8:30-11:30 a.m., $40 cost.
ADULT CAMPS:
Women, July 17, 18, 20 (Mon., Tues., Thurs.) 5:30-8 p.m., $25
cost.
Men, July 24, 25, 27 (Mon., Tues., Thurs.) 5:3043 p.m., $25
cost,
Interested persons are asked to register for these camps by July
12. For more information, contact Sue Outland (753-8612), the Calloway Co. Board of Education (753-3033) or K ly Haskins
(753-0997).
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In he major leagues

SCOREBOARD

Treadway celebrates as
Saberhagen dominates

Compiled From AP Reports
Jeff Treadway jumped the gun
on today's celebration of "Jeff
Treadway Day" in his hometown of
Griffin, Ga., while, in the American League, the Kansas City Royals were celebrating "Bret Saberhagen Night" for the fourth time in a
row.

Rickey Henderson has taken his last swings for the
New York Yankees aftr being traded back to Oakland.

Yankees swap Henderson
to Oakland in 3-for-1 trade

NEW YORK (AP)
Rickey
Hendeison's stormy marriage with
the New York Yankees is over.
Now he's going home, at least for
a little while.
Henderson, baseball's No. 4
career base stealer and a Bay Area
native, headed home after 41/2
years i New York when the Yankees shipped him to Oakland on
Wednesday for pitchers Greg
Cadaret and Eric Plunk and outfiel-

der Luis PoIonia.
How long Henderson will stay in
Oakland is unclear. He signed a
five-year contract after the Athletics sent him to New York in
December 1984. That contract
expires after this season, and he
reportedly asked the Yankees for
S8.6 million over three years — a
half-million or so more than the
Yankees were willing to give him.

Treadway's two-run single off
Cincinnati relief ace John Franco
gave Atlanta a 4-3 victory over the
Reds in the opener of Wednesday's
twi-night double-header. Treadway
doubled and scored the only run in
the Braves' 1-0 triumph in the
nightcap.
"I was hoping against the Reds I
might have one good game out of
this thing," said the second baseman who the Braves bought from
the Reds for S50,000 near the end
of spring training. "Sweet. That
was a lot of fun for me. It's an old
team that let me go."
Saberhagen is dominating
American League hitters again,
winning his fourth straight game
and pitching a three-hitter for his
league-leading seventh complete
game Wednesday night, with the
Royals beating the Milwaukee Brewers 6-0.
Saberhagen, 7-4, has lowered his
earned-run average to 2.17. He said
complete games aren't his goal.
"It's something that doesn't
really mean as much as ERA or
wins or stuff like that to me," he
said. "I've got three in losing
efforts. It would mean more if I
was going out giving one run or
shutting them out. All shutouts
would be better. But you shut them
down as long as you can."
While Kansas City was scoring
four in the first inning, Saberhagen
retired the first nine batters before
Paul Molitor singled leading off the
fourth. Gary Sheffield singled in
the seventh and Molitor singled in
the ninth.
"That was a masterpiece," Royals manager John Wathan said.

"You can't pitch better than that.
It was nice to get off to a good
start and bat around. We haven't
done that often where we give a
starting pitcher a cushion like
that."
Singles by Kurt Stilwell and
Kevin Seitzer and Bo Jackson's
blooping double off Don August,
6-7, gave the Royals a 1-0 lead.
Jim Eisenreich's sacrifice fly made
it 2-0 and RBI singles by Pat
Tabler and Bob Boone capped the
four-run, six-hit inning.
Treadway's game-winning hit in
the opener marked only the second
failure in 20 save opportunities for
Franco. Dale Murphy and Andres
Thomas singled to start the ninth,
Tommy Gregg sacrificed and Jody
Davis was walked intentionally to
load the bases before Treadway
poked his two-run single into center field.
In the nightcap, John Smoltz and
three relievers combined on a ninehitter with 13 strikeouts. Smoltz
allowed six hits in 5 1-3 innings,
Paul Assenmacher pitched two
innings, Mark Eichhorn got the
final two outs in the eighth and Joe
Boever pitched the ninth for his
11th save as Cincinnati's losing
streak reached four games.
Treadway opened the bottom of
the first with a double off former
Brave Rick Mahler and took third
on Gregg's single. After Gregg was
caught stealing, Gerald Perry hit a
grounder to short that was bobbled
by Lenny Harris, allowing Treadway to score.
In other games, Toronto beat
California 6-1 in 14 innings, Chicago beat New York 7-3,- Texas beat
Boston 10-3, Oakland beat Detroit
6-3, Baltimore beat Seattle 8-6 and
Minnesota beat Cleveland 5-1.
In othpr National league games,
it was Chicago 1, Pittsburgh 0 in
11 innings; New York 2, Montreal
0; San Francisco 2, Houston 0, and
Los Angeles 6, San Diego 2. The
St. Louis-Philadelphia game wa.
rained out.

Youth leagues results

Darnell slugs four homers, drives in 14 runs
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

741

Christy Darnell enjoyed a perfect
night Wednesday during Upper
Division girls' softball action.
In two games played by her
Moose Lodge team, Darnell went
7-for-7 with 14 runs batted in, four
home runs (including a grand slam)
and three doubles.
Darnell was 3-for-3 with the
grand slam and two doubles as the
Moose Lodge defeated Allison
Photography 18-3 in the first game
of the night's tripleheader.
In the third game, the Moose
Lodge posted a 23-4 victory over
Physical Medicine Service as Darnell went 4-for-4 with three home
runs and a double. She drove in
seven runs in each game.
Terri Gilliams added a triple and

Mitzi Rickman was 3-for-3 with a
double for the Moose in the first
game; Amy Ford, Toni Ford and
Christine Carmode each joined
Darnell with four hits in the
second.
Amy Ford's hits included a triple
and double while Toni Ford and
Carmode each doubled. Terri Gilliam homered and doubled, Lydia
('atliey had two triples and Stacy
Williams singled and doubled for
the Moose.
In the second game, Cain's
AMC-Jeep defeated Physical Medicine 21-3 as Mary Catherine Wooldridge and Linda Stubblefield each
belted two homers and a double
and Betsy Whitfield added a home
run. Angie Miller had a triple for
PMS.
MIDDLE DIVISION
Peoples' Bank defeated Swift

'Top 3'interview...
(Cont'd from page 12)
"I owe it to 12 or 13 girls to do
everything I can do to win," he
said.
"He's a first-class coach,"
Strickland said of Green. "Everything I've heard about him says
that.
"All three of these are great people, and they have great qualifications," Strickland added. "There's a
lot of work that needs to be done.
We've got eight players returning
and four new ones. I need someone
who can step in right away and do
the job."
The Lady Racer head coaching
position became vacant when Bud
Childers accepted a similar position
at the University of Louisville.
Childers had guided the Lady Racers to their best season ever, posting a 22-10 record with wins over
rivals Western Kentucky and
Middle Tennessee.
The MSU women finished second in the Ohio Valley Conference
and earned a bend in the Women's
National Invitational Tournament,
where they finished fourth.
In addition to the coaching

change, the Lady Racers lost alltime leading scorer Sheila Smith
and all-time assist leader Rona Poe
to graduation.

Roofing 11-0, Wisehart's Grocery
going 4-for-4 with a home run and
edged Allison Photography 11-9 two triples, while Preston Weatherand Martha's Restaurant got past ly added two hits, including a douMurray Auto Parts 10-7 in Wedble. Ryan Vanover and Rob Carnesday's action.
penter each had two hits for ThornErin Grogan had a home run and
ton, while Jarred Lencki had three
double for Peoples' Bank, while
hits and Jay Starks and Shane
Tisha Sewell tripled and Melissa
Raspberry each singled and
Villaflor doubled. For Swift Roof- doubled for D&W.
ing, Mary Maddox doubled.
In the first game of the night,
Kelly Felts, Stacy Warren and
Hawaiian Tropic posted a 4-2 win
Michelle Doran each collected two over the Fraternal Order of Police
hits for Wisehart's, while Allison as Brent Anderson and Jay Hernwas led by Kersa Bennett's triple don combined for the win, striking
and doubles from April McKeel out 13 and allowing only four hits
and Sara Williams.
with two walks.
Martha's was led by Shannon
Anderson went 3-for-3 at the
Williams with a triple and double plate while Zack Ross added two
while Chrissy Stubblefield tripled
hits and Charlie Harrell tripled. For
and Jill Miller, Amy Alexander and
F.O.P., Mark Kendall had two hits.
Nikki Satterwhite each doubled.
F.O.P. came back in the nightcap
Amanda Haneline tripled and
to post a 14-2 win over West Kenhomered for MAP while Jamie Per- tucky Insurance as Travis Anderson delivered an inside-the-park,
rin doubled.
grand-slam home run and F.O.P.
LITTLE LEAGUE
took
advantage of 14 bases on
The Weatherly brothers stormed
balls.
D&W Auto Parts pitching as
Caleb Johnson and Kerry Colson
Thornton Heating and Air posted a
each
doubled while Mark Kendall
13-1 victory Wednesday night.
Robert Weatherly led the way by (Cont'd on page
14)

ItECNO
THE RIGHT TOOL
AT THE RIGHT PRICE!
0111111111w21" Self-propelled Rear Bagger
• commercial long life 4 1 Hp
ECHO 2 cycle engine - easy to start,
powerful and quiet
• large 3 bushel rear bag
• lightweight
SUMMER SALE PRICE
LM-212P
Reg $57999

$499•99
SAVE $130

CONCRETE
MODE
Federal Materials Co.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

753-3355

/frit
.11
.
Iff

972 Chestnut St
Northside Shopping Centel)

753-2571 or 753-4110

Flouts
M -F. 7 30-5 30
Sat. 7.30.500

&Ye Farrn Insurance Companies
Home Office Bloomington Illinois

Baitimore
'wont°
Boston
Cleveiand
New Yon,
lAkkaukee
Detroit

Oakland
Kansas Ctf
California
Issas
1Annesota
Seattle
C hicago

NeNwCaVork
Si LOU'S
Montreal
Pittsburgh
Philadetphia
San Francisco
Houston
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
San Diego
Atlanta
I denotes tirst game was a win

Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th. St.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pet
GB
Lb 0 Streak Home AVM,/
40 28 588
—
z-8-2 Wen 6 20-16 20-12
34 36 486
7
1-8-2 Won 3 18-18 16-18
32 34 485
7
5-5 Lost 1 16-16 16-18
33 36 478
TA
44 Lost 2 17-16 16-20
33 36 478
7t/i i-5-5 Lost 3 16-18 17-18
32 38 457
9
z-44 Lost 2 1718 15.20
26 43 377
14.5
2-8 Lost 2 15-20 11-23
West Division
• L Pct
GB L10 Streak Horne Away
44 27 620
—
4-6 Won 2 25-1019-17
41 28 594
2
2-6-4 Won 2 25- 8 16-20
39 29 574
3.4
3-7 Lost 3 21 15 18-14
38 31 551
5
5-5 Won 1 20-13 18-18
34 35 493
9
z-7-3 Won 2 17-18 17-17
32 40 444
IV, 2-3-7 Lost 3 18-18 14-22
27 44 380
17
5-5 Won 3 11-25 16-19
• • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct
GB L10 Streak Horne Away
39 30 565
—
6-4 Won 4 le 15 21-15
36 32 529
27, z-7-3 Won 1 21.12 15-20
35 32 522
3
2-6-4 Won 2 19-17 16-15
37 34 521
3
2-44 Lost 1 20-15 17-19
27 39 409
106 1-5 5 Lost 2 15-17 12-22
23 43 348
14'4
2-8 Lost 2 13-20 10-23
West Division
L Pct
GB LID Streak Home Away
43 28 606
—
z-8-2 Won 5 26-12 17-16
39 32 549
4
z-3-7 Lost 3 20-18 19-14
37 32 536
5
2-8 Lost 4 19-13 18-19
35 35 500
77, 7-6-4 Won I 21-15 14-20
35 36 479
9
5-5 Lost I 18-17 17-21
29 40 420
13
5-5 Won 2 17-17 12-23

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 7 New York 3
Texas 10 Boston 3
kannesma 5, Cleveland 1
Kansas City 6, Milwaukee 0
Oakland 6, Deirort 3
Baltimore 8 Seattle 6
Toronto 6 California 1. 14 innings
Thursday's Games
Chicago iPaiterson 3-1) at New York (./ Jones 2-1).
noon
nansas City ikon° 3-ti at Milwaukee rniiguera
• 2) 130 pm
e,as (I< Brown 5-4) at Boston (Snothson 3-4).
t-• 35 p m
chnnesota iR Smith 4-3) at Cleveland (Black 6-71.
35 p m
Baltimore iHotton 2-5) at Calilorrua (Abbott 6-4).
110 pm
Toronto (Ceruts 3-31 at Oakland (M Young 0-1).
710 pm
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago at Milwaukee, 2, 4 p.m
Minnesota a: Boston 635 p.m.
New York at Kansas City. 7 35 p m
Cteveland at Texas. 735 p.m

SCOREBOARD
• St Lou.$ at Priaadelphia (12 35 p m EDT)
Denms Cook 1-0 makes his debut for
the Phillies
against Jose DeLeon 8-5
STATS
• Baltimore was 39-28 after 67 games Inc
same
as its record in 1983 when if won the World Series
The °notes nave held the lead at
some point
Cunng 57 of their first 68 games

Money N,4
I.erera
Women
Through June 18
W1TA Money Leaders
1 , Sloth Graf 5636.004 2 Arantxa Sanchez.
$365.731 3. Gabnela Sabatini. $353.822 4. Hartsna
5210.750 5. Helena Sukova.
$208.811 6, Ziria Garnson. 1202257. 7. Jana
Novotna, 6171.319 8, Natala Zvereva, 1127.615
9. Aqaba $0198 $124.495 10. Manuela Maieeva
$121,833
Virginia Slims Points
1 Stet' Graf. 3.640 2. Gabriela Seriatim. 2,105
3 Arantxa Sanchez I 730 4. Martina Navratlova.
I 395 5, Helena Sukova, 1,387 6, Zinc Garnson.
1.320 7, Jana Novolna. 1.075 8, Chns Evert, 913
9. Manuela Maieeva 880 10, Monica Sales, 840
Men
Through June 18

Celro4 a: Sean* 9 05 p m
Baltimore at Caiitornia 9 35- p m
To*on10 at Oakland, 9 35 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesday's Gomm
New Yon, 2 Montreal a
San Fraheisco 2 Houston 0
Ahanta 4 Cincinnati 3. bit game
Atlanta 1 Cincinnati 0, 2nd game
St Louis at Philadelphia. pod rain
Chicago 1 Pittsburgh 0
Los /knees 6 San Diego 2
Thurscley's Games
St Lours (DeLeon 8-5) at Philadelphia (Cook 1-0).
it 35 p m
Chicago (Sutcliffe 8-41 at Pittsburgh (Kramer 1-3).
635 pm
Cincinnati IScAcler 0-1) at Atlanta (Glavin. 7-3).
6 40 p m
Only games scheduled
Friday's Gams
Montreal at Chicago. 1 20 pm
os Angeles at Cinannati 635 pm
Pkiaaelph-a at NO* York 635 p m
St Louis at Pittsburgh 6 35 p m
niouston at Atlanta, 6 40 p m
,an cranctsco at San Diego 905 ci m

SLUGGING SHORTSTOPS
• Andres Thomas of the Atlanta Braves *ads
'..cmonal League shortstops vnth nine hornets and
RBIs
STRONG SLUGGERS
• Bo Jackson of the Kansas City Royals tied or
eA. home run lead bounced back to the pitcher
r the &fin innirig Wednesday night and then broke
bat aver his head as he waked to the dugout

ATP Money Leaders
1 Ivan Lend), $663,767 2. Bons Becker
5531 902 3 Stefan Edberg. 8472.833 4 Abeno
Mancim $365,647 5. Michael Chang. 1354.951 6.
John McEnroe, $333,171 7. Miloslav Meat.
$277 947 8, Jakob Hlasek. 1255.759 9. Brad Gilbert. 5213.680 10, Andre Agasm, 8182.174
Grend Prix Points
.san Lena 4.818 2 Bons Becker 2,479 3.
Stelan Edberg. 2,312 4 Abeno Mancini 2,089 5,
Mena* Chang 1.876 6. John kkEnroe, 1,660 7,
Andre Agasro. 1.606 8, Mikosiav Hear. 1,603 9.
Brad &Men 1 574 10 Thomas Muster. 1 220
Singles Rankings
Ivan Lend) 181 7500 2 Boris Becket
35 0769 3 Stefan Eitlbe
isrit s,la3n0 4615 4 Andre
980769 5.
1%vecahS:e
r I
1.1 4(f00 7 lheorma
8s
9
Ie6r
80 2667 8, John McEnroe, 78 0000 9, Jaw°
Hasek 71 4211 10 Tim Mayotte 60 2661

YA3u1s

Jane Rogers Insurance
201 South 6th Street

753-9627

Does your boat policy cover
enough to keep you afloat?
Our best-ever boatowners insurance
covers your boat, motor, trailer
and accessories both in
and out of the water.
And, ypu may even
qualify for a discount!

-

N,
ittaase

IN4ii31:15

Robert Billington, Jr.
The Murray
Insurance Agency

AllSiat8*
Allstate Insurance Company.
Northbrook[Wpm

Bel-Air Center 753-4751

HOVE IJIhr© N.E&L`TH
WQ7E1 CLTh1E &12Ki 7 RESERVE.
'Frain for a great career as a:
* Dental Laboratory Specialist
* Emergency Medical Technician (Paramedic)
* Practical Nurse
* Operating Room Specialist
* X-Ray Specialist
* Pharmacy Specialist
* Respiratory Therapist
* Laboratory Specialist
at a local, Army-approved, civilian school of your choice.
Our new STAR program pays your tuition, books,
and fees.
To see if you qualify and to learn more, call:
In Paducah 502-442-2949
Sgt. Jerry Martin

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

•
"See me for all
your family
insurance
Like a good neighbor,
needs."
State Farm is Mere

Sgt. Carroll Smathers

Sgt. Roger Tilley

STAR POOGIAMPAIMMATIOPI SUlLISCT TO aTalLAOLRY MID QUM-MATIONS
OF AFPUCAPIT

cni[N] l3[E0®
&RHY RE3ERVE
DE &LB. YOU
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Oklahoma paid Switzer $145,000 to quit
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)
• fiery Switzer is no longer football
coach at Oklahoma, but he will
continue to draw his regular $7,250
monthly salary until next June and
then will pocket $145,000 as part
• of a "farewell" settlement.
Interim university president
David Swank discussed terms of
the $225,000 settlement on Wednesday after it was approved by the
university's board of regents.
The regents also voted unanimously to hire former defensive
coordiqator Gary Gibbs as SWII/Cr S successor.
Sank called the settlement with
Svitzer "abundantly fair considering the contributions he has made
to the university and the state."
Switzer announced Monday he
v.as stepping down as coach of the
Sooners after 16 seasons, during
which his teams won three national
titles and 12 Big Eight Conference
championships. He V,as the fourthv.uthingest coach in college foothall history.

In addition to hiring Gibbs and
approving a salary of S88,000 a
year for him, the regents also
approved the settlement with Switzer and gave basketball coach Billy
Tubbs a yearly salary of $88,000.
The S88,000 for Gibbs is S1,000
more than Switzer made.
The Switzer settlement included
a $145,000 lump payment to the
former coach on June 1. 1990. It
also provided that Switzer would
he paid a salary of S7.,250 a month
until that time. Until Feb. 1. SWitier is to be on "special assignment" with the school, but his
duties were not outlined.
Switzer resigned Monday after
months of turmoil which sav,
the Oklahoma program wounded
by a.three-year NCAA probation
and five players charged in incidents involving guns, drugs and
sexual assault. Switzer had four
sears left on his rollover contract.
There were no dissenting votes
on the settlement with Switzer,
although regent Sarah Hogan had

earlier questioned the .propriety ot said he also knew nothing about
the agreement. _Hogan said the polygraph tests.
regents were not legally bound to
"I'm sure I would know about it
provide the compensation.
if it was connected with the NCAA
Swank said it was a negotiated investigation," Coats said. "I can't
settlement that was faidto all con- imagine a context in which that
cerned. He said allowing Switzer to would happen."
remain on the university payroll
The Times Herald said the drug
until Feb. I would permit him to investigation involves Scott Hill,
take advantage of all of his retire- who resigned under pressure in
ment benefits.
March. Hill had been responsible
Swank said the regents received for coaching running backs and
legal advice before making the recruiting high school players since
settlement.
1977.
On the day the regents formally
Oklahoma athletic director Donaccepted Switzer's resignation, a nie Duncan told The Associated
Dallas newspaper published a story Press he was unaware of a drug
saying that a pending lie-detector investigation involving Hill.
test and a drug investigation
Duncan said that, as far as he
involving a former coach_may have knew, Switzer's resignation was
played a part in Switzer's based on the reasons given during
departure.
Monday's news conference.
"I can assure you there has been
no request made of him (Switzer)
to take a polygraph test," Swank
said.
Andy Coats, a lawyer hired to (Cont'd from page 12)
help the school on NCAA. matters,
Rose's lawyers revealed the
sheets' existence Monday in their
lawsuit, and released correspondence that confirms Rose supplied
handwriting samples at baseball's
Second flight: Dusty Wilson, request to help an analyst examine
them. The lawsuit said nothing
Matt Imes, Brock Hammat; third
flight: Matt Perrin, Scott Farmer, about the analyst's conclusions.
Janszen, who last week comZack Ross and Jarred Lencki (tie);
Third flight: Brad Clendenen, pleted a six-month sentence in a
halfway house for failing to report
Russell Lencki, Seth Allgood.
income from the sale of steroids,
Other participants went to the
gave the betting sheets to federal
driving range for instruction.
authorities while he was investigated, a source told the AP. He
kept a copy, and later supplied that.
to baseball's investigators when
they' started looking into Rose's
gambling, the source said.
"Rose is claiming the sheets are
forgeries," The Times source was
quoted as saying. -He says he
didn't write them, but we're as
confident as. we could be that he
did."
Rose, speaking Wednesday night
after the Reds lost a doubleheader
to the Braves at Atlanta, was
informed of the reports on the
handwriting and fingerprints.
"That's not true," he said.

Expert...

Fifty-five compete in Junior Golf action
Fifty-live participants competed
in the June 15 session of Junior
Golf at the Oaks Country Club in
Murray. To kick off the 1989 sea,on, drawings were held for three
.;(1i1. bags, six pairs of golf shoes
aria fifteen sets of club covers.
Winners for the day were:

Girls. ;:rNt
Jov Roach.
Kelly Gupton. Catrina Dick: second Hight, Natlie Bridges and
Nicki McMillan (th:i. Dana Dick.
Boys, first flight: Michael
Lovett, Ricky Atkins and Jason
Farley (tie). Brandon Lucas;

AIRFARE UPDATE
FROM PADUCAH
Orlando
198"
Washington, D.C. 218"
Minneapolis
238"
Atlanta
188"
New York
238"
Dallas
198"
Omaha
198"
Tulsa
198"
San Antonio
238"

FROM NASHVILLE
Detroit
38"
Chicago
, 78m
Houston
98"
New Orleans
136'
Phoenix
198"
Birmingham
38"
Pittsburg
118"
Los Angeles
248"
Kansas
136"

FROM EVANSVILLE
Miami
238"
Des Moines
198'
Dayton
88"
Pittsburgh
198"
New York
218"
Charlotte
198"
Norfolk
218"
Myrtle Beach
198"
Cincinnati
113"

*Restrictions Apply *Limited Seats Sold
*All Rates Subject To Change
For full details contact one of the full time House Travel Consultants: Patty
Greenway or Kimberly House.

Darnell...
(Cont'd from page 13)
held WKI to two hits and struck
out five. Sean Waller tripled and
John Marcum doubled for WK1's
only hits.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
The Rotary Club defeated Thornton Heating and Air 9-7 while
Dennison-Hunt chalked up a 14-6
win over Roy's Pharmacy.
Marty Johnson had two doubles
and David Cavitt two singles while
D.J. Steffey doubled for the Rotary, with Ryan Pickens getting the
win. Mitchell Tucker, Ray Stone
and Billy McCuiston each had two
singles for Thornton.
In the second game, Jeremy Hunt
picked up the win while hitting two
singles for Dennison-Hunt, which
also saw Sean Stonecipher deliver
four hits, including a triple and
double, while Russell Lencki had
three hits, including two doubles,
and Josh Price added two singles.
For Roy's Pharmacy, Curtis Burkeen had two hits.
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Actions&
Reactions

Major league baseball

1614, 1619, 1600, 1620

229

your choice

Bag

Concrete Mix. Premixed, Just add
water. 80 lb. bag.

Solid Oak Hardwood Bathroom
Accessories resist moisture & retain
their luster through years of family
use.

WALLPAPER SALE!

Lawn
Edging

All in-stock wallpaper

40%

R88
VIP

\Full size 8 It Treated Landscape Timbers

765/FR64V(0 1)

lx10 6 ft.
Cedar Boards

LEXINGTON, Ky. — The Kentucky Kickers Soccer Club will leave Friday for a European trip that will be a Mixture of sports and good will.
"We are going to play soccer," said Pat Smith, president of the Kentucky Kickers. "But, as I see it, our main purpose is to establish some
cultural ties with different countries."
The 16 players will travel to France and Ireland, matching their ;kills
against teams from Deauville, France, and County Kildare, Ireland, both
of which are partners to Lexington in the Sister Cities program
Lexington and Deauville have been Sister Cities since 1957; Ccunty
Kildare since 1984. Lexington has had a sister city in Japan, Shizunai,
for one year.
Soccer teams from France, Ireland, Canada and Ecuador took part in
a tournament in Lexington last summer when Sister Cities Internxional
held its 30th annual conference here.
The Irish defeated the Kentuckians 1-0 in last year's finals.
The Kickers do not have tournaments scheduled on their trip but plan
four matches in Ireland' and three or four in France.
Players are required to foot their bill of $1.200 each, which includes air
and ferry fares, plus expenses. Housing will be provided by families in
Deauville and County Kildare.
The Kickers raised about $600 from a garage sale and $400 with a
candy sale. Smith also is soliciting contributions from businessmen.
Additional funds collected for the trip will be used to pay the coach's
expenses and cost of uniforms. If there is a surplus. it will be divided
among the players to pay for sightseeing trips.

Bel Air

The summer workshops at the
Playhouse in the Park began with a
kick and a slide, and they kept
going.
A playwrighting workshop
taught by Becky Reynolds, whose
movie "Backfire" premiered on
Showtime Sunday, has been meeting for a week at the theater. During this second week, they are are
preparing scripts for presentation at
the Eagle Gallery of Murray State
University and at the Playhouse.
"You know it's going OK when
I'm in. the -office," Reynolds said:
Her jissistants for the workshop

(Scottie Rice, David Greene, David
Weatherly, Gene Cook, Jr., Sara
Hart, Julia Maddox, Louise Weatherl% and Paul Cagle) have helped
the students to develop their plots
and dialogue. Their finished works
will be performed Saturday at the
Eagle% Gallery and Sunday at the
Playhouse. Both presentations are
at 2 p.m.
Reynolds and several of her
assitants are themselves students in
another workshop presently underway: the Young Actors' Guild
Movement and Improvisation

College Football
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Former South Carolina defensive coordinator
Tom Gadd was acquitted Wednesday of two misdemeanor charges stemming from the alleged use and distribution of steroids within the school's
athletic department. After deliberating for just under two hours, a U.S.
District Court jury of eight women and four men found Gadd innocent of
importing steroids into the state, encouraging football players to use steroids and helping to monitor use of the drugs.
Gadd, 42, could have been sentenced up to two years in prison and
fined $101,000 if he had been convicted on both counts following the
three-day trial.
Gadd was one of four ex-Gamecock coaches and a Maryland man
indicted on April 19 by a federal grand jury. The others — including former assistant coach Jim Washburn, who testified against Gadd —
pleaded guilty in plea bargains and are awaiting sentencing.

Scott Conklin
Performing Tuesday

Violinist Scott Conklin will be
giving a recital at Murray State
University in the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center Annex Recital Hall on
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
He will be accompaied on piano
by Marie Taylor, a professor in the
Music Department at Murray State
University. The program will
include works by Bartok, Eccles,
Massenet, Verancini, Mozart, and
Kreisler.
Scott is the 13-year-old son of
Ray and Liz Conklin of Murray
and studies violin with Carol Dallinger at the University of EvansvilleAle has performed as a soloist
in recitals and concerts in many
areas of the United States as well
as in Germany where he performed
with the Berlin Symphony
Orchestra. Scott has also performed
as a soloist with the Murray State
University Chamber Orchestra, the
Louisville Orchestra, the Nashville

Family tradition

shopping Center

Murray, KY

OAKVILLE, Ontario — Curtis Strange says the full implications of his
second consecutive U.S. Open victory have not yet sunk in.
"I won the U.S. Open again. I won under pressure. I won for the second time in a row. And I have no idea what it means," Strange said Wednesday after a practice round for the Canadian Open, which begins
Thursday.
"I have no idea what it means to me, what it means to golf. I have
no
idea. Maybe someday I'll find out. Maybe someday someone will tell me.
I know it feels good."

Y our Gorr.wow ft:me uurllryg auppyy Cantor ^
ri'
Msa •Tri. 730 6-00 lat. $-5 Sus 1-5
Sala Pries, Good at Murray Store Oily
Maar Locations—Manton sad Late City

Sale Ends 6/25/89
AU Sale Prices Are
Cash & Carry

ing to Phillips.
Auditions are scheduled for Friday at 7 p.m. and Saturday at 2
p.m. at the theater. Phillips asks
that auditioners bring prepared
music and that it be upbeat.
Much of the performance in
"This Joint Is Jumpin" will be
duets in which the singers will be
able to use their creative talents to

develop story lines interpreting the
music. Philliips hopes to have four
to six group numbers, and a wide
range of duets. He also asks that
auditioners remember the tour
dates for this show at Kenlake
State Resort Park.
For more information on the
summer dessert cabarets, call the
theater box office at 759-1752.

Good pointe

Carroll VW Audi Mazda
800 Chestnut St., Murray 7534850

Souvenir
uniforms
available

Many students in the class will
a chance to show off their
new skills in the theater's production of "A Chorus Line" later this
have

summer.

Bussey will also teach the Children's Theater Company workshops
beginning Monday. Designed to'
teach basic thater skills including
acting, terminology, and basic
stagecraft, the class is open to students in grades 1-5. A session is
scheduled for 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
for those in grades 1-3 and 1:30 to
3:30 p.m. for those in grades 4-5.
There are still openings for both
classes, and there is a $25 regstration fee.
For more information, contact
the Playhouse at 759-1752.

Elizabeth Thurman, daughter of Joe and Nancy Thurman of Murray
,
is attending a two'-week intensive ballet course this summer with
the
Lexington Ballet Company. A sophomore at Murray High School,
Miss Thurman is a dance student of Nancy Z. Nerney.

Lees Carpets Authorized Dealer

It Costs No
More To Have
The Very Best!

Large selection in
stock waiting for
immediate
installation!
FREE
Estimates

Stribling said growth in the band
and choral programs at the high
school and middle school has
placed storage space at a premium,
and two such closets in the arts
building next to Murray Middle
School are now filled with hats,
uniforms, majorette boots and other
uniform accessories dating as far
back as the 1950s.
"I am sure there are several people in Murray with strong sentimental ties to these uniforms," Stribling said. "If they call me, I will
meet them at the arts building and
they can pick up a hat or uniform."

‘
.
11 161179

759-1390

Symphony Orchestra, the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra, the Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra, and the
Owensboro Symphony Orchestra.
Scott is the 1985 Winner of the
Young Artist Competition sponsored by the Louisville Orchestra
and the 1988 National Winner in
Salt Lake City, Utah of the Music
Teacher's National Association
Competition, sponsored by the Selmer Music Instrument Compan.
He was selected by audition (one
of only 150 siring players from
throughout the world) to attend the
Encore School for Strings sponsored by the Cleveland Institute of
Music and the Curtis Institute of
Music during the summers of 1988
and 1989. The Encore School runs
in conjunction with the Cleveland
Orchestra's -Bloosum Music
Festival.
The recital is free and open to
the public.

Anyone who would like a souvenir band uniform from the city
school system's storage closets is
asked to contact MHS Assistant
Band Director Beth Stribling by
June 30.

4'x8 Lattice
Panels

1982 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Locally owned, white vinyl top with white
leather interior. Extra clean. Only 60,xxx
miles.

Workshop conducted by Karen
Balzer and Liz Bussey. Where the
playwrighting classes are for students in the grades 7-8, the movement sessions are geared toward
the older members of YAG.
"I walked in there the other
day." says Executive Director Bussey, "and they were working on
this jazz combination. I expected
two or three steps, but it just kept
coming and coming and coming."
"It's an intensive workshop on
dance technique and choreography," says Balzer. "And on
sweating."

Murray's Conklin to perform here

69

off
Many styles! Shop now!

703983

Kinkead Shower Guide Tub Door.
Series 600 tempered safety glass,
towel bar. Do-it-yourself installation. 4511

What would summer be without
dessert cabarets at the community
theater' We won't find out this
year.
Directors Pete Lancaster and
Holly Bloodworth have lined up a
cast of veteran performers to entertain Playhouse audiences on July
1-2 at the annual Fourth of July
Gourmet Cabaret. The July 1 performance will have as special
guests of the Playhouse the major
contributors, corporate sponsors,
and fund drive captains of the 1989
Annual Fund Drive.
Performing to the traditional patriotism theme are Wendy Parker,
Anne and Kim Lough, Allen Williams, Scooter Paschall, Robert
DeSimone, Lancaster, and Blood- worth. Set design is by Pat Skinner, lighting design by David
Fleming, and piano by Pat Bomba,
who played for the winter dinner
theater "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum."
"We think people who attend are
going to be very happy they came,"
say Lancaster and Bloodworth.
Directed by Murray attorney Bill
Phillips, the second dessert cabaret
of the season will be "This Joint Is
Jumpin'." It will feature "a cast of
thousands...men and women and
boy and girls of all ages," accord-

Soccer

on the...lawn or in the garden. Weather
resistant wood scat,& steel tubular frame.

#161 Mill Finish Storm Door has safety
glass
& screen. Includes all hardware. 32" &
36"

Beauty Craft
19"x16" Vanity & Top. Assembled
white base has a 20"x17" white top
with gold marble veining. 408662

Folk music artists Peter Rowan, left, and Bill Miller brought the first
Four Rivers Music Festival to a
close Sunday evening. Approximately 2,400 attended the two-day show,
set at the Homeplace 1850 hi Land
Between the Lakes.

Staff photo h$ Did Tuck

WIRRAL, England — John McEnroe's Wimbledon preparations
received an unexpected jolt Wednesday when he was beaten 3-6, /-6,
7-6 by fellow American Jim Pugh in the second round of a grass-court
warmup tournament. Top-seeded Boris Becker won easily, beating Jan
Gunnarson of Sweden 6-2, 6-3.
"I have lost in other places before and I am sure I will again, but it's
one of those things," said McEnroe, who also had a first-round bye.

O988!
1
Black or Vanilla
Deluxe 5 Foot Lawn Glider for relaxing

Cabarets set at Playhouse

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Officials at Kentucky and North Caroliia cleaned
to comment on a published report that the two schools have treed to a
series of basketball games during the next six years.
USA Today reported in its Wednesday editions that the tvo schools
have agreed to the series that would begin this December in Louisville,
Ky. The series would pit the winningest teams in collegiate lasketball.
Kentucky and North Carolina are ranked No. 1 and No. 2 respectively in
all-time college basketball victories.
Kentucky's sports information director, Chris Cameron, sail he was
unfamiliar with the details of the contract. He said any contractbetween
the two schools would be between Kentucky Athletics Director CM. Newton and his North Carolina counterpart, John Swofford. Neithe Newton
nor Swofford could be reached for comment.
Any series with North Carolina would not be revealed by KentLcky until
the school releases its schedule, Cameron said.
Traditionally, Kentucky makes it schedule public in mid-July, Cameron
said. But because of numerous inquiries he has received about he coming season Cameron said he hopes to release the schedule "soon."
A spokeswoman for North Carolina's sports information office sad she
had no knowledge about the report.

NEW YORK — Carlton Fisk of the Chicago White Sox set an Arrerican
League record Wednesday night, hitting his 307th homer as a catcher in
the second inning of his team's game against the New York YaFkees.
Fisk, leading off the second, broke a scoreless game by hitting garter
Andy Hawkins' 2-0 pitch into the left field seats. It was his fourth homer
of the season.
With the homer, Fisk moved ahead of Yogi Berra. Johnny Bench who
played his whole career with the National League's Cincinnati Reds,
holds the major league record for homers by a catcher with T7.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Home-spun harmony

UK Basketball

Tennis
CPi ''T•

ARTS & ENTERTA1N_MENT
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Johnny VanZant, younger brother of Lynyrd Skynyrd's late vocalist
Ronnk VanZant, will be appearing with his own band at the KatManDoo in Puryear, Tenn., Saturday night. Club owner Terry Edmiston
said Ow doors will open at 7 p.m., with the show set to begin at 7:30.
In addition to the music he sang as the front man of the Lynyrd
Skynyrd Tribute Tour of 1987 and 1988, VanZant will be trying out
some new material on the Puryear crowd, Edmiston said. Tickets are
$10 advance and $12 day of show.
File photo by David Tuck

She added that she had come up
with no way to utilize the items in
the storage closets due to condition
and style. Any remaining items
after June 30 will be disposed of.
Stribling said.
Stribling can be reached at
759-4756.

Featuring

WEAR-DATED® CARPETS

1

_.

With Locked-in Stain Protection & Resistance
Beautiful now and for years to come

FURN ITU RE
208 F. Alain

WkAIMED:
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Croquet no longer backyard sport for Stamping Ground man
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Croquet is his game, but it is no longer
a backyard sport for Archie Burchfield: he now plays in national
and international competition.

His skills with a mallet have
earned him a room full of trophies,
appearances on national television,
and a invitation that will take him
to England for the first time.

Only two Americans were
asked to participate in their world
tournament in July," Burchfield
said. "The other was Jerry' Stark of
Phoenix.

COW.1011
'
1Wi
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Continental Airlines will pick up
the tab for Burchfield, a 51 -yearold tobacco grower at Stamping
Ground, "where we have about
630 people,„ he said.

Sale Good June 22 thru June 28
Phone 753-4682

Blue Bonnet
•e4it.,•
;-,0•••••••.:
r'

Deli Hot line
753-7811

1407 Main
Store Hours:
8-7 Mon-Thurs;
8-8 Fri & Sat

The farm is a favorite meeting
place for croquet addicts in the
community because Burchfield has
his own grass court, equipped with
lights.

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Hyde Park

Margarine.... ..........Lb.

Vac & Cheese 550z2/89 Whole

'219

Gatorade
Wesson

Pringies, Reg & Cheese
Corn

Chips ..

.6.1"

$169

Peter Pan, 30' off

Peanut Butter

-

Dixie

Sparkle Paper

Vegetable

. . .______Gal.$29

Towels

Party Cups._. . . 16 oz 20 oL99

Single Rol/5

Ronco, Thin or Reg.

Lucky Leaf Late or Reg

Cherry Pie Filling

Spaghetti

Delmonte

Country Time. Sugar Sweetened

Lb.69 Luncheon Mu
7 Up

Tomato Ketchup .32 0z.9g Lemonade Nlix
Fresh Like Cream Style

Golden Corn

022/99c

Pork & Beans .300z69° Pepsi

New Clorox

Towels

Detergent

9

16 oz. 20 ct.

$179
as oz I

P.:rina. Plus Chicken

Tea Bags

......

Van Camp

Chili w/Beans
Tissue

$299
Lb

4 Roll Pkg

64 oz$159

Juice
Rap domes tyle

Hormel Vienna

50L2/89 Spaghetti Sauce

Sausage
Sample at store Friday

ound Steak
$179

_
Rudy Farms

69'
‘9,„‘

151/1 oz.

Northern Bathroom

BEST MEATS IN TOWN
U.S. Choice Boneless
Full Cut

\

Sausa•et

Nabisco

Rudy Korn.,

Snack
Sausage Crac
kers
39
$ 59

Owen's Best Sliced
14 Lb Pkg.

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Slab Bacon

Sirloin Steak
$ 9

$119

sco
Ritz Bits
Crackers
$ 59

7-10 oz.

Lb

U.S. Choice . or k,;,c

Ribeye
$429

Lb.

Produce

Deli

Home Grown

Bologna

.....
Pencil Green

00

Wieners
,

New Red

Cello Pack

Radishes

$9
Lbs.2
5

14100

6 ozg/

$159
Home Grown Yellow

S

Ham Shank '
Extra Lean

9$

uash •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••00.0•••alL4

Eckrich Boiled, 99% fat free

................................. .....
Eckrich All Meat

Bologna......................

COURT
OF CALLOWAY
COUNTY,
KENTUCKY
SECTION ONE. The following budget is

tentatively adopted subject to approval as to form
and classification by the state local finance officer
and the amounts stated are appropriated for the
purposes indicated.
(01) General Fund

General Government
$ 511,020
Pro. to Persons & Prop.
11,300
Gen. Health & Sanitation
66,900
Social Services
12,250
Recreation & Culture
70,500
Administration
295,494
Capital Projects
42,800
Total
1,009,464
(02) Road Fund
Roads
841,800
Adm.
76,318
Total

918,118

(03) Jail Fund
Pro. to Persons & Prop.
139,110
Adm.
26,525
Total
165,635
(04) LGEA Fund
Roads
41,800
(05) Emergency Shelter
2,000
SECTION TWO. This ordinance shall be
published in Murray Ledger & Times within thirty
(30) days following adoption.
NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY
All interested persons and organizations in Calloway County are hereby notified that a copy of the
proposed annual budget is available for public
inspection at the office of the county judge/
executive during normal business hours.
Attest:
George H. Weaks,
Teresa Rushing,
Co. Judge/Exec.
County Clerk

Owen's Best Oven Baked

Pork Steak
Turkey Franks

Owen's Best

Extra Leal Bo7eiess Bcs

Pork Roast

$9
23

NORTH

NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the Department of
Financial Institutions has received an application
from AVCO Financial Services Two, Inc. for the
establishment of a consumer loan license at 403
Maple Street, Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. KRS Chapter 288 directs the Commissioner
of the Department to investigate the application
and base his decision to approve or deny the
application upon the following criteria:
1. The financial responsibility, experience,
character and general fitness of the applicant,
its officer and directors must command the
confidence of the community and warrant the
belief that the consumer loan business will be
operated honestly, fairly, and efficiently;
2. The convenience and advantage of the
community will be promoted by approval of
the application; and
3. The statutory requirements pertaining to the
application and license fees have been met.
Anyone desiring to comment on these criteria
shall submit written comments within twenty(20)
days of the publication of this notice to the
Commissioner of the Department of Financial
Institutions, 911 Leawood Drive, Frankfort, Kentucky,40601. Anyone desiring to present evidence
at a public hearing shall direct a written request for
hearing to the Commissioner within twenty (20)
days of receipt of this notice.

Public Hearing
City of Hazel
6/26/89 7 p.m.
City Hall
Regarding road aid fund and
budget. Comments and suggestions welcome.
020

CLASSIFIEDS
GET
NOTICED
/I M155Er YOU WI-IEN

(

Fresh Fish

to insure maximum
freshness, phone ahead
Murray

Bait CO.
Hwy. 94 East
753-5693

Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Astro Van $30387 rro.'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tat, Title & License
48 f,1o. Closed End Lease

6- 22

t-ti
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p
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setting.
Only $250 each.
Marker Stone also

One Day Only
Sat., June 24
9 am - 5 pm

MERCHANDISE
from
CAROLYN'S
CORNER
and
MERCHANDISE
AND FIXTURES
from
THE GREEN
DOOR

availble. Ask for
Chuck at 759-9374

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

Notice
BROKEN windshield need
replacing'? Call M&G Complete Glass, Dixieland Center, Ph 502-753-0180

SAE
AS-IS-WHERE-1S

Spas
Spa Enclosures
Personal Sauna
Tanning Booth
Toning Table
Pool & Spa
Water Clealers

Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible Dolls
G(ftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information

Murray
Hot Tubs
115 So. 13th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Key MiniWarehouses

SENIOR CITIZENS Not all
Medicare supplements are
alike Compare Find out all
about Medicare Catastrophic Care Call for your
free comparison today
Bankers Life & Casualty,
603 South 4th Street,
753-3422

We Have

Worry Dolls
Summar Wardrobe Fun
Paint Shirt, Earrings and
Shirt Clip to Match.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Monday, June 26

"free local claim service"

SOME PEOPLE
ARE LEARNING!
1. Bennett & Associates can
save you money on Medicare
Supplement Insurance.
2. Bennett & Associates has
excellent rates and coverage on
Major Medical Insurance.
3. Bennett & Associates is the
place to' get Nursing Home Insurance.
CALL

753-7273
Commented Cdo.iWty GamOwn,

CNA

Unooe coon..• S.,.

THANK
YOU!
THANK
YOO!

COUNTRY Jean's 5 miles
94E, 759-10621 Fridays
4 6p m , Saturdays
10a m -4p m Jeans for
men & misses, jrs & women Lee, Levis, Jordache,
Lawman, and many more
Blouses, shorts, lops, 'jackets, some jeans 7, price,
sizes 3-20 and 32-40 waist
sizes

Imported
Cheeses
Now In Stock

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
INSURANCE
ANDLE

ARNWHATSOMANY OTHERS
HAVE ALREADY LEARNED.

I,. A1i1C5.s
Walk.

LIC

Brie
St. Andre
Havarti
Huntsman
And More.

The

Panhandler
Bel-Air Center
FAYE S Super Tanning
Opening Monday June
19th Hours 8a m -10p m
Walk-ins welcome Wolff
beds available Located at
309 North 16th St in the
former University Barber
Shop Phone 753-2118 for
appointment

American Republic

TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers

Pioneer Life Insurance Company

PFt.Ax

ELECTRICAL Contractor
Positions for experienced
commercial electricians
and good helpers 18
month project Must be willing to -work' Contact Mike
Morris, Department for Employment Service 1210
Johnson Blvd Murray
FEDERAL Jobs Earn
$19,654 to 72.500 a year
All
occupations
(717)327-5341 Dept
EB-64

FUN-SUMMER-INCOME
Earn $200-$500 weekly
Distributing fun children
toys For more information
send stamped envelope to
DMM-II, P0 Box 2297
Miami, FL 33261
SALESPERSON & Collector To represent L B Price
Company in Mayfield Ky
Phone 314-471-2058 for
appointment for interview

MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIST
SENIOR
The
Kentucky
State Penitentiary in
Lyon County has an
immediate opening
for Medical Technologist Senior Permanent, pan-time. Salary
annually.

- $21,600

Full range of benefits, including life
and health insurance,
retirement plan, paid
vacation and sick
leave.
MINIMUM

REQUIREMENTS:
Graduate of a professionally accredited
program of medical
technology; or, registration by the
American Society of
Clinical Pathologists
as a medical technologist (ASCP); or, registration by the National
Certifying
Agency for Medical

Laboratory Personnel
as a Clinical Laboratory Scientist. Either
of the above must be
supplemented by two
years of clinical technologist experience.
hCn
oo
at,
Ann
taPcetrsonnel Administrator, Kentucky
State
Penitentiary,
Box 128, Eddyville,
KY
42038-0128,
(502)
Em

2211.
m/F}{
1
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

LEGAL Secretary Re
quirements include tele
phone skills typing (mini
mum 80 words per minute)
computer knowledge and
experience Salary negoti
able based on qualitica
Dons Send resume to P 0
Box 1040-J, Murray
MEDICAL assistant for
family physicians office
Applicants accepted by re
sume only Send to Richard Crouch, M D 300
South 8th St Murray KY
42071
PAINTERS Must have 2
years experience or more
Steady work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 South 4th Street Murray, Ky or call 753-0839
WAITRESSES Now taking
applications Apply in person only Valley Drive-In.
Hwy 94 East
WAITRESSES 2 full-time,
2 part-time Starting pay at
$2 30 per hour plus good
tax tree tips Call Bill
Hooper 474-8095 before
9a m or 1 30-5 30p m or
anytime after 9p m
090

Situation
Wanted
AMERICAN teacher cur
rently living overseas de
sires house setting position
July 5-Aug 8, would consider rental Doing graduate work references available Contact Chris at
812.985-3847
BABYSIT In my home,
anytime reasonable rates
492-8762
BI-WEEKLY and weekly
house and office cleaning
Also, window cleaning References supplied
759-1578 or 753-4897
I WILL Live In With Elderly
Or Children Experienced.
References 5 days and
nights, cook, light housework, drive, etc Reasonable 759-1671 between
10a m & 3p m
WILL mow lawns- any size,
reasonable rates Call after
5P M Mon-Fri. anytime
weekends. Wayne 489-2342
SENIOR in hal school
available for babysitting
and light housekeeping
492-8724
WILL do housecleaning.
excellent references
753-3247
WILL do housecleaning
074-2379
WILL sit with sick or elderly
nights Experienced References Call for more information 753-4590

100
Business
Opportunity
METAL Building Manufac .
turer will delelop dealer in
select open areas soon
Starter ads, training and
engineering support provided Custom buildings
our specialty Call for application 303-759-3200 Ext
28

HELP WANTED
Classified
Advertisers...

ilOW,I WAt T
;CAI TO LIE,RACK AtA7 ,r-4

BE On TV Many needed
for commercials Now hiring all ages For casting
information
carl
(615)779-7111 Ext T-143

Hwy. 121 South
Sizes horn 5x1010 1000
753-5592 If no answer:
7534078, 753-0996

call:

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St , Murray

6-22-A

•7 42
•Q6
•A K Q 9 3
*8 4 2
WEST
EAST
4Q 8
•J 10 9 3
‘11 J 10 9 8 4
VK53
•10 5
•J 8 6 4
•Q 10 6 3
•J9
SOUTH
4A K 65
A 72
•7 2
4A K 7 5
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South

Shopping Center

Gardens

ATLANTIC AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

OLJT .51EPS THE
STAFUTHE CROWP
GOES Wit P,

Uncle Jeff's

Notice

TWO TI-10USAt.10 FEET
OVER ST JUVIN .SUPPENLY
TI3
RolPvLEANE
AA FPrOEKAKREERp A
ME I

WAS 60NE

Six adjoining lots
in lovely Memorial

020

help
Wanted

AUSTRALIA Jobs Excellent pay benefits Transportation paid
Call
717-327-5341 ext K-14

BURIAL
LOTS:

Tel. Sate
759-1042

TPERE I WAS AT

I WAS AWAY AT CAMP
piP ANYT1.11N6 EXCITING
Wi-IILE I

Murray State University is accepting
sealed bids for the sale
of surplus beef heifers; MUR-205M -89;
to be opened 6/28/89
at 2 p.m. in the Purchasing Dept., General Services Bldg.,
on Chestnut Si, Murray, KY. Forms may
be obtained by calling
(502) 762-2705

020
Notice

"It is a great misfortune not to possess sufficient wit to speak well, nor
sufficient judgment to keep silent."
— La Bruyere.

"Not through me," exclaimed
West when South led a diamond. Although West was thinking other
thoughts, he had just made the only
play to beat the game.
West's heart jack was covered by
the queen and king, and South won
his ace on the third round. If you are
in the West chair, what is your best
play when South leads a low
diamond?
A lazy diamond five doesn't get
the job done. South will insert dummy's nine for his best chance at four
diamond tricks, and the game
comes home. East gets the diamond
jack, but even if East had held another heart, South would still have
had nine winners.
West was making jokes when he
put up his diamond 10, but he would
never admit it. South's discomfort
told him he had made an unconsciously good play.
South was now stuck. If the hearts
were originally 4-4, it was best to
duck. If they were 5-3, ducking
would mean a quick set. South won
in dummy with vague hopes of a 3-3
break, but when that failed, he
found himself with only eight tricks.
When praised about his alert
play, West was modestly silent. He
knew when to keep his mouth shut.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

no
Help
Wanted

What do all these companies have in
common? in Murray, they are all
represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1+
Pass
1•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead: Heart jack

vlCheck
Your Ads!
Please
check
the first insertion
ofeach ofyour ads
for errors. Report
all errors to the
Classified Advertising Department
as soon as possible so that we may
make the necessar0
changes
promptly.
The
Murray Ledger&
Times will be responsible for errors in the first
insertion only.
Call 753-1916

The Purchase District Health Department has an

opening for a registered nurse to provide Home
Health care to patients, primarily in Calloway and
Marshall Counties. Position is based in Murray.
Possible classifications: Community Health
Nurses 11I, IV, V. Starting Salary: $7.81 to $905
($585.75 to $678.75 bi-weekly), based on education, experience and level of responsibility. Applicants must be graduates of a school of nursing
accredited by the National League for Nursing and
be eligible for Kentucky licensure. Excellent
fringe package. Applications may be picked up at
the Calloway County Health Center, or the
Purchase District Health Department Administrative Office, 916 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah,
Kentucky, or other Purchase area health centers.
Applications will be accepted until the position is
filled. Transcripts are required.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

What's as easy as
costs only IS. a day,
attracts readers like a
e

attracts a S142,

Turkey Breast

Crab Meat

Sno White

[
IR Least
Node.

BUDGET SUMMARY
AN ORDINANCE Relating to the Annual Budget
and Appropriations.
WHEREAS,the proposed budget was tentatively approved by the fiscal court on June 13,
1989 subject to approval as to form and classification by the state local finance officer.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE FISCAL
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THE ACES
ON BRIDGE

2 Lite'

Seneca Apple

Cat Chow. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,
$179

Hyde Park

9

CLASSIFIEDS

BOBBY WOLFF

Sparkle Paper

.......01

12 pk

Cal Free Pepsi. Diet Pepsi. Mt. Dew Diet Mt Dew

Hyde Park

reen Beans...my: oz2/99 Party Cups

Dole Sliced. Juice Pack

S/99

S 199 Or, Pepper

Dixie

Fresh Like Cut

149

"Rich people told me it costs
$30,000 for a court," he said.
"Mine was constructed for less
than $900. It would have taken
another $2,000 or so for a sprinkler
system, so I skipped it."
In last summer's drought, he lost
every blade of grass.
He had played the game in his
teens, but Burchfield didn't take it
seriously until 1960. After perfecting his tactics and strategy, he won
eight state singles and four state
doubles championships and the
U.S. doubles with his son, Mark, in
1982.
In Kentucky, Players wear what
they please and what's comfortable. In places like Palm Beach,
Fla., they wear white — a tradition
that nearly tripped up Burchfield
several years ago.
He and a friend managed to get
into an exclusive country club at
Palm Beach and played croquet,
but were stopped when they later
attempted to enter the clubhouse
for lunch.
The woman at the door
explained that the club had a dress
code and "the way you're dressed
in ridiculous."
Burchfield, who was wearing
khaki pants, pointed out that he bad
on new shoes and a new $15 Levi's
shirt. "I've got a suit back home
but this is about the best I can do
now," he recalled saying.
The woman finally permitted
them to sneak in the rear entrance.
"We paid $26 for a hamburger,
fries, a chicken-salad sandwich,
chips and two Cokes," he said.
As he was leaving, Burchfield
met the club pro, who bragged that
he was the best croquet player in
America. "I doubted that and
immediately challenged him to a
game," Burchfield recalled. "I
whipped him good."

THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1989

BBQ
Owen's Best Boneless Pit

Baked

r•ec-

Baby Swir,i

Chicken Wings

Cheese

Lb.$459

BID WITH THE ACES
South holds:
6-22-B

$359

LOST Doberman Mix Uncut, has tags and collar
answers to -Amos'. reward
753-0527 ask for Dan or

*7 4 2
•Q6
•A K Q 9 3
•8 4 2

$389
$A59

causes your0)
to a

North
1V
2

Wade

South
2•

LOST Ring Mans Ma
sonic ring oval cut red
14KT gold Lost at Parker
Truck load or Taylor Bus
load Sunday night Call

ANSWER: Three hearts. A little
skinny; however, North's two-heart
rebid should promise a six-card suit.
Seed bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225, with sell-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
CapyriOt IWO. United Feature Syndicate

753-4589 Reward is
offered
LOST Wedding Band
Wal-Mart parking lot In
"I've got It, too, Omar ... a strange hafting
that we've lust been going in circles"

scribed 'Katherina
11/3/88"
Reward
759 9934

in your
,and can be as
.
WI full
much fun as a
of

? A little

In classified, that's what

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917

•

l'Aldr

18
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150

FITNESS salon 6 waives
beds, 3 suntan beds, desk
counter, shelves, rowing
machine, treadmill, fans
mirrors, register, chairs and
tables Complete set-up for
body wraps Business doing good must sell for
health reasons Call evenings 436-2611 for
appointment

380

Artickis
For Sale

Mobilo
Horn.. For Selo

EXERCISE bicycle $50
Kero-Sun Omni 105 kerosene heater $50 Early
American loveseat $90
Arm chair. $20 Call
753-2643

12x60 GRANVILLE 2 bedrooms, all electric, mobile
home for sale $5,000 Call
437-4940

HOYT-SPECTRA lite
hunter compound bow
$125 Sears Craftsman
grass catcher, $125
759-1843
OAK KITCHEN CABINETS Prefinishad or
unfinished- IN STOCK'
Mid-South Building Supply,
342 East Washington,
Pans 901-642-2552
STORM WINDOWS Standard sizes $25 25 each
Mid South Building Supply,
342 East Washington
Paris 901-642-2552

lin
instruction

• AIRLINES

TREATED LUMBER
Check our prices and save'
Mid-South Building Supply
342 East Washington
Paris 901 642 2552

•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

HOME STUDY/RES, TRAINING
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•JOB PLACEMENT ASStST.

1-800-327-7728
A C r reavEL SCHOOL
HVIS PO,^0,3no
43+
/
INSTRUCTION
'Ird
(
„k-L
'rdb LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
•No •410110.011

•OOT Corollurooc
•Furi or port-urn•
troonong
•Mammon'0091
•Frnoncni Ar0
Avokablo

USED Tuxedo Sale Short
coats, tail coats, shirts &
pants Low prices Name
brands While supplies last
Mr Tuxedo, 759-4073
VINYL SIDING 8" textured
white- double 4- $48 sq
Mid-South Building Supply,
342 East Washington,
Paris 901-642-2552
WHEELCHAIR Almost
brand new Rolls Deluxe,
used 1 week on rug Original price $650 Will sell for
$500 Call 436-2413

ALLIANCE

TPIACTOPI-TRAILEN
TRAINBIGCEINTERS
LEBANON TN
CallTo Fno

WOODEN Windmills
Small decorative real
nice Call 753-2435
XEROX copier 2830
753-5147, ask for Bub or
Gay

4e

1989 BUCCANEER 3 bed
rooms, 2 baths Call
753-7181

Mobile
Boron For Rent
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath mo
bile home Furnished, Includes washer and dryer,
deck garden $275 per
month 753-7724
2 BEDROOM Trailer City
limits, no pets, adults preferred 753-9866
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
3 BEDROOM Mobile
Home On private lot, 8
miles east of Murray Call
Linza Beane 436-2582
NICE big mobile home for
rent Central hear & air, TV
tower, couples only, no
pets 492-8348

3 BEDROOM Brick Large,
shaded lot, carport, Florida
room, patio, no pets, couples preferred, $425 per
month 753-6931
CUTE, clean, spacious, 3
bedroom, 17, bath house
Gas heat and air, garage
DISCOUNTED rent is
$410 753-8734
370
Livestock
& Supplies
BEAUTIFUL 4 year old re
gistered, saddlebred gelding horse Sorrel with 4
white socks, very gentle
broke to ride Call 436-5413
before 3p m
REGISTERED Quarter horse for sale or trade 1
year old stallion Work
number 759-1965 between
830a m & 3 30p m weekdays Monday- Friday, ask
for Janice

Heating
And Cooling

Homes
For Sale

Collie

BREEDER has AKC Tiny
Toy Poodles males
1-443-2848

KOPPERUD REALTY otters a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753-1222. toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

1'h STORY 4-5 bedroom
house, vinyl siding. 7 acres
located on Hwy 1897 near
Olive Call before 3p m or
after 6p m 1-354-6767

Puppies
AKC Registered

410

Public
Salo

4 Party
Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
June 23 & 24
8 a.m. - 4 a.m.

201 & 204 So.
15th St.

Fri., June 23
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
1717 Keenland
Baby items, old
cast iron, glassware, linens, lots
more.

Yard Sale
Friday Only
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
242 Covey Dr.

AIR Conditioners Two
200,000 BTU, $200 each
See first trailer on right
Forrest Colman Rd in
Penny

BLACK Lab Puppies
Championship bloodline
Phone after 5p m
753-0638

GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road
753-6756 The ultimate for
all your pet's grooming
needs

Big Variety of
things.

Yard Sale
Fri, June 23
7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Tiller,
couches,
paperbacks, clothing,
10-speed, air conditioner, misc.
North on 641 or 16th.
Turn left onto Coles
Campground Rd.(Rt.
1429). Across from
watershed.

guns,
knives, coins, lots
of misc. items.

8 a.m..?

Yard Sale
& Car
Wash

LARGE central air conditioner
Dill Electric
759-1577

Appliances
FREEZER 759-4756

HOME STUDY TIES TRAINING

•F1NANCIAL W AVAJL.
•SOEI PLACEMENT ASSIBT

GE CLOTHES Dryer Excellent condition, $110 To
see call 753-3903 after
Sio m

1-800-327-7728
THE HART SCHOOL
•Olv of 11C T
Nor NINNA IN••••••••••
C.L.

100

Business
Rentals

PUPPIES AKC Registered
Cocker Spaniels, $100
each UKC Registered Rat
Terriers $75 each Days
352-3224, nights
352-2416
410
Public
Sale

160
Home
Furnishings

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 after
5p m
BUYING aluminum cans
45c lb , battery, scrap
metal, copper and junk
cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days. 498-8785
nights
WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and aluminum cans Call Balcan Recycling @ 753-0338

3 PIECE -40s" bedroom
set. $150 Old chifterobe
$150 Youth bed and
dresser, $120 Beautiful
vanity with 3 beveled mirrors $150 Call 753-3991
after 5p m
COFFEE TABLE and 2
END TABLES with storage,
$75 Call 753-7952
LARGE sofa with chair,
$60 753-1852
NEW Furniture Ask for
Neal at Starks Brothers Mobile Homes 753-2922

Commercial
Building
For Rent

Good Location.
753-4682 or
753-5870
4 CAR Shop Has office
and paved lot 753-9386 or
753-4509

Commercial Bldg.
on Maui Street. for rent.
4070 and 30x70

Saturday
Chestnut
General
Baptist Youth
300 Block
Chestnut

607 S. 9th St.
Lots of items!
Must Sell!

Friday

Moving
Yard Sale
June 23 & 24
1612 Loch
Lomond
8-12
Books,
magazines,
pictures,
junky jewelry, dishes, odds & ends.

8:00-5:00
Thurs., Fri & Sat.
Camping equipnrnt, couch,
home interior, TupFerware, furniture, table & 4 chain, odd
kitchen tables,glassware,trw air
conditioner-30,003 BTU, coffee
table & end table, 8" outside
electric yellow sign & letters,5 ft.
bar & 2 stools, exercis machire
121 to Mayfield at Calloway-Graves Co. Line.
Signs

753-6111 Days
753-0606 Evenings.

190
Farm
Equipment

30x40 RED load hog riding
mower trailer, never used, K-GLEANER Both
head1 BEDROOM Apartment
$35 Motor Guide Hawg ers, good condit
ion,
Nice' Partly furnished low
electric trolling motor, $45 $2,500 382-215
3
utilities $200 olus
2104 Brookhaven,
759-9875
rn7g,
200
Sports
5 Gallon ROOF COATING
Equipment
1 BEDROOM furnished
$10 95 Mid-South Building
apartment low utilities No
Supply, 342 East Washing- PEARSON
Compound
pets 753-3949
ton, Paris 901-642-2552
Bow Like new. $60
1 BEDROOM Apartment
- PLYWOOD #2- $9 95 759 9934
With onvate entrance, in
piece Mid-South Building
220
nice, quiet home Available
SuPply, 342 East Washingnow 753-4591
ton, Paris 901-642-2552

ANcuELLED

ALUMINUM WINDOWS
with half screen- $21.90
and up Mid-South Building
Supply, 342 East Washington, Paris 901-642-2552

MUST Sell' CD player, dua
cassette turntable 3 equalizers tuner, amplifier, two
3-way speakers all with
cabinet $700 759-.980 or
759-9355

ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft. building with door
56 wide x 59 height, PIANO $200 753-9297
$22999 10x12 ft building
240
with door 56- wide x 61
height, $29999 10x9 high
gable building with door 56"
Phscellaneous
wide x 60- height $289 99.
FIREW
OOD for sale
Coast to Coast Hardware,
437-4667
753-8604
ATARI 7800 video game
and 23 games $100
753-8713
BRAILING Equipment
Wench. bratls. framework
(901)642-6569
OFFICE Equipment
Desks, chairs, file cabinets,
tables, ipewriters, show
cases, "'shelving. water
coolers plus much more
See Marty Futrell at South
4th & Elm Streets or call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights
PANELING' PANELING'
PANELING' $4 95 and up
Mid South Building Supply.
342 East Washington
Paris 901-642-2552
SILVER Tea Service
Towle, 6 piece Large coffee and teapots, large
creamer and covered su
gar, 30-x20- tray, heavy,
ornate, beautiful Excellent
condition, $450 Call
759-1073

2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment /, mile from
campus water paid $175 1
person $185 2 people
Available now No pets No
children 753-5980
2 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753-4109
DUPLEX 2 bedrooms.
central H/A, stove, refrigerator no pets, lease 1909-B
Westwood
$295
753-5400 or 1-527-7382 af
ter 5p m

GO carts go carts, go carts'
5 HP single and double DUPLEX 2 bedrooms in
seats Keith's Lawn & Trac- Northwood $295/ month
759-4406
tor Center, Industrial Road
Call 75509831
DUPLEX 3 Bedrooms,
HOFFCO Li! Hoe Garden double carport with storage
Tiller only 25Ibs • $229 95 in back, appliances furn753-5114 or
Keith s Lawn & Tractor, In- ished
753-7947
dustrial Rd
Murray
759-9831
DUPLEX Nice. 2 bed
rooms. central heat/ air
LARGE large large selection of storage buildings in washer/ dryer hook-up, no
stock for immediate deliv- pets $325 plus deposit
ery Aaee Portable Build- Days 753-1953, nights
753-0870
ings. Mayfield
Ky
502-247-7831
NICELY furnished 1,2 or 3
bedroom apartments loLEE'S Pools & Spas is cated near campus Also, 1
making pool care easier for house with 3 to 4 bedMurray' Chemicals sup
rooms 753-0606 nights
plies parts paint and water 753-6111 days
testing are available Come
by C J s Pool & Patio 106
North 4th Street 759-1911

4 Party
Yard Sale
Friday

ISO
Articles
For Sale

Saturday

4 Family
Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
June 23 & 24
7:30-5:00
1551 Canterbury
Drive
Dehumidifier, boy's 3speed bike, lamps, boys
clothes M-XL, misc.

Garage Sale
Thurs., & Fri,
22nd & 23rd

June

Will Paint
Your House
Fay Nego t iatie
Call

1546 Oxford

1703 Johnson
Off Doran Road
Women
&
men's
clothes small and large
sizes, boy's clothes,
bicycle, golf cart, bedspreads, curtains, toys,
mower, -77 Corvette,
boat & motor.

Fri.

Only

8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Clothes, (mens, womens,
Childrens),
shoes, toys, house accesories.

14X70 1982 PRESIDENSPECIAL' 4 x8' TREATED TIAL 3 Bedrooms. 2 baths
LATTICE PANNELS
• 1Y, acre lot in country
$6 50 each Mid-South where home is located
Building Supply, 342 Els Cith be rented and home
Washington, Paris
Inft there. Days 753-0877,
901-642-2552
nights 753-9702

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
tree tops (triangle bound by
3 roads) center Marshall
County Look down on Ben
ton's lights' Deer and wild
turkey
No building
$62,500 Joe W Nanney,
753-9622/ 527-7864

Mattress
&
box
springs,
playpen,
toys, baseball cards
knick-knacks,jewelry
dehumidfier,
nice
adult and children
clothes lots of misc.

_
"
,•

BEAUTIFUL View Of Kentucky Lake 12x60 mobile
home with large addition.
central heat & air, partially
furnished, on 3 wooded lots
in Pine Bluff Shores Double carport, ready to move
into $16.500
Call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights

1987
Pertec
Cross

Call at

ATV
tires
brands
Tractot
ray 7E

COME
most tr
tans A'
Tractor
ray 7E

BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, Keenland Dr Re
duce& Appointment only
474-2342
NICE 3 Bedroom Brick In
Country Approximately 6
acres of and for roaming.
New vinyl trim and siding,
roof, electric service, water
lines, etc Many new things
installed. Priced at
$45,000 Call Key Associates, Wilson Realty
753-3263 for more
inforroation

1966
Monza
49 XX)

1976
Wrecki

PLEASANT 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home 2-car attached garage in quiet
neighborhood of well maintained homes Featured
are den with fireplace, central heat & air, privacy
fence patio deck with hot
tub Only $74,9001 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

miles,

gine 4

Sun
l,oca
from

WELL Constructed 3,000.
sq ft brick home on nice,
conveniently located lot,
2-4 potential bedrooms,detached 2-car garage, large
rooms, many extras- 2 fireplaces, spacious sun room
opening on to professionally landscaped deck/
patio/ & privacy area, lots of
storage, workshop space
available 1017 Sharpe
Street Adjoining rental
house available at 1023
Sharpe Street Call (weekdays)753-1268 or(nights &
weekends) 753-1863 for
appointment

IP A

Fresh On The Market!
3 BR,2 Bath,brick ranch with living room,
den with fireplace and great location - 1621
Sunset Blvd. Offered in the $50's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

TOYOTA QUALITY SERVICE
OIL CHANGE WITH FILTER
• Includes up to five quarts of oil and genuine Toyota
double-filtering oil filter.
• Completes under-the-hood check of all belts, hoses,
and fluid levels.

EXCEPTIONALLY Nice
Cabin Completely furnished on 21
/
2 acre wooded
lake front lot, located in the
Center Ridge area on Kentucky Lake Call 753-8850
days or 753-8990 after
5p m and ask for Ed

re
11%e
Iva\s
‘o

•dvertuer

Lunch
Mr./M

1047:4)
MOTOR OM

L.
Col.

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING
MORE!

OF MURRAY, INC.

•

IIV

4410
1
veri°1

All info.,
prannlere
!terns. 0

TOYOTA QUALITY

TOYOTA

Mr.
(
50 yr
Becat
collec
full, a
collec
2 pun
safes
dresse
boxes
old sç
small
woodi
beds beds
beds c
roll tc
washii
dolly
sever
washc
many i
trunks
cream
cans
kettles
- pictu
light of basl
books
tongs
shellet
- old
clectri
bicycl
depres
many
Some
lcakin
Bob B

4591,
Miller
Co. w

,

Genuine
TOYOTA Motor Oil
10W-40
10W-30

400
Nt1"-

515 S.ray12th
Mur
753-4961

gins Furniture
oppers Mall

v

s
sr. 47 oA
,
47
41
04, sof
F.4,9

e4
w„

2 mi. No. of Murray, Hwy. 641
OPEN: 7 DAYS A WEEK-- Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sunday 1 p.m. to
5 p.m. 01

Ready For Summer

1985 f
lent
759-1E

BRICK Horne In Gatesborough In-ground pool, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, family
room, dining room. living
room, screened in porch,
fireplace with woodstove
insert, gas heat and privacy
fence 753-2280

$19.91

RESIDENTIAL/
Commercial/ & Waterfront
property Call Lile Real Estate (502)354-6338 or
(502)474-8891

CONTEMPORARY 3 bedroom, bath,on 1 acre wooded lot in
city. 25C0 square feet includes living roan, dining roan, family
roan with fireplace, large game room and spacious deck, 2 car
garage, cathedral clings in mister suite and living room. Built in
1987 this is a MUST TO SEE! Call 753-7273 or 759-1486.

3 BEDROOMS, plenty of
extras, neat brick house
located in excellent neighborhood 2 baths, 2 car
garage, central gas heat
and air, built in heated pool
with complete system
1725 Keenland Dr ,
759-9579

Real
Estate

Quality Furniture far your Living Room, Dining Room and more.
Bedding, Dinettes, Oak, Maple or Chrome. Solid Oak Round Ped. Tables &

At thi
High'
South
4 piec
compl
drawe
-- sew
cabini
G.E. d
- 2 nit
pieces
As mc
lot of

Chairs.
Sofas, Hide-A-Beds, Berkline Recliners, Swivel Rockers, End Tables,
Desk, Bookcases, TV Stands, Wall Decor Pieces, Baskets, Bean Bags.
Plus Gifts & Accessories. AND MUCH-MUCH-MORE

Silk Plants, Potted Trees, ArrangernentS
Minnetonka Moccasins, Kitchenware, Hardware, Ceramics, Woodcrafts,
Brass, Copper, Toys. Lamps, Wood Glider Swings, & More.

1004 MAIN 5 rooms 1
bath carpeted freezer
stove refrigerator central
H/A, $300 $300 deposit
759-1265 after 4p m
2 BEDROOM Brick High
way 121 lust past Graves
County line Deposit and
references required No inside pets $250 489 2440

Lots
For Sale

WOODED building lot on
blacktop road in Candlelite
Estates near Almo
100'x195', city water, natural gas $3,850 00 Day
753-7668 or night
753-2394

Friday
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
908 Pogue
"Off of South 9th.-

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

4 p.m.

Yard Sale

after 5p.m.

Garage Sale

BY Owner 2 bedrooms, 1
bath. in country 489-2519

A GREAT Buy on this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home with
new central heat and air
and attached garage Price
lust reduced to $37,000'
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222

.00

803
Meadow Lane

437-4545 day
or 753-8202

2 BEDROOM Home in
Stella Area Has fence and
siding $18,900 Call early
mornings or late evenings
753-1474

LAKE PROPERTY For
Sale Building site complete with water, electricity,
paved private road Also 6 3 BEDROOM aluminum
extra lots, (over 57, acres) siding, low heating bills,
165' lake access plus 400, front sunporch, built-in utilfeet on creek that empties ity porch, on large lot. Price
into bay Ramp available negotiable Call 345-2642
and permit to build dock or (618)543-9476
has been served from 3 BEDROOM house in
T V A Best offer over country priced in lower
$25,000 Write Box 924, $20s 753-9866
Murray, KY 42071
BY Owner. 3 bedroom
MINI Farm Approximately brick, large living room with
2 75 acres, 2-horse stable, fireplace, den, utility, all
near Murray 3 bedroom carpeted, mini-blinds, outbrick home, central H/A, building, 1 2/10 acres on 94
well insulated, garage
West, 41
/
2 miles from MurOnly $37,500 Phone Kop- ray $46,500 Must sell'
perud Realty 753-1222
Make offer 759-1987

NICE mobile home lots for
sale in Scenic Acres near
East Elementary School.
City water, cablevision, and
blacktop roads Owner financing available.
$3,850 00 Days 753-7668
or nights 753-2394

Saturday
8 a.m. -

H011140
For Sal.

3 BEDROOM Brick 2
2 LARGE lots for mobile baths, central air, gas heat,
home near Ky Lake in Bay- beautifully landscaped,
wood Vista Has septic tank fenced yard. Parklane
and driveway Immediate 759-4926
possession Owner financ3 BEDROOM house, aluing available $2,350 Call
minum siding, on large lot
Bob at 753-0697
Mature shade, city water,
5 ACRES East school dis- Lynn Grove community
trict, mature trees, $8,500 435-4144
436-2884
3 BEDROOM Brick In
BEAUTIFUL building lot on Country Quiet, wooded 1
corner in Meadow Green acre lot. 5 miles from city
Acres, 11
/
2 miles south of limits, front proch, 1360 sq
Murray 142'x153', city wa- ft., deep well 753-8872 after, cablevision and black- ter 4p m
top road $5,500 Days 3 BEDRO
OM Brick In Kirk753-7668 or nights sey
2 baths, central heat!
753-2394
air, 1 car garage 489-2797.
LOT at Lynn Grove
474-2325

Moving Sale

•SECRETARY
•EXECUTIVE SE C
.WORD PROCESSOR

46o

Real
Estate

753-8974

3 BEDROOM, 1/, bath
house near university DISCOUNTED rent is $340
753-8734

130
Pete
& Supplies

Furniture,

HOTPOINT A/C 17,500
BTU Call after 5p m ,
759-9778

155

Train to be a Prohasional

14x54 BROADMORE
1984,2 bedroom 1 bath,.2
large decks, all electric,
central air and heat A 1
Fox Meadows, $8,500
(618)949-3866

2 BEDROOM House 8
miles SE carpeted range
refrigerator, wood stove or
electric heat References
and deposit No pets
492-8594

380
Psis
& Supplies

(Concrete Bird Baths, Pots &

50-foot Captain's Craft, V-8,dual air,
tub & shower, excellent condition

618-524-2533 or 524-2141

PA.

Statuettes)

Lay-A-Way
EZ Terms
U Haul -- We Haul

Se,e
S4*Pe' C°
'
7)e
P s71 ko.„
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Owned S Operated by Robert S Nett Wiggins

753-4566
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470

S20

Used
Cars

Motorcycles
1985 HONDA 200X Excel
lent condition $700
759-1652
1987 YAMAHA Banshi
Perfect condition Motocross boots and helmet
Call atter 5p m 753-0523

ATV parts accessories,
tires & service for all
brands' Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd Murray 759 9831
COME see the world's
most innovative line of Polaris ATVsl Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd Murray 759-9831

'87 BUICK
LESABRE
Clean, sharp,
loaded, perfect
for business or
family
Won't
last long at
10% Dow
13.86 APR

Rent A Car
From Us At

48 Ilea
OAC Tax, Lk Erec

515 S. 12

4140

Used
Cars
1966 CORVAIR 4 door
Monza, automatic, A/C,
49,XXX miles 753-3429
1976 DATSUN B-210
Wrecked, 67,000 actual
miles, $400 Perfect engine 436-2610

'88 Chen Nova

8198.26

TrAfota 4 Rumer
For. 54 Mos

$13,987 Sale Price

1979 1-BIRD Low mi
leage clean. extra nice
. condition 489-2440
1977 PLYMOUTH Volare,
$300 Call 753-0680 after 1980 FIAT Strada 4-door
match back 5-speed, only
4p m
48 XXX miles 436 2647

10% Darn
1344 APR

'318mo

48 Mot
OAC Tax, IA. Elea

Cain's
Hwy. 041 No

EJ
Jeep

Public Auction

S235.49
For 48 Moe.

'87 Toyota Camry
For 48 Mos
$10,987 Sale Price

1979 CHEVY Customized
Van Frigidaire heavy duty
washer and dryer Call
436-2786 anytime

1981 MONTE Carlo, green
753-1722 or 753-3922

'86 Chevy troc

1986 CHEVY Astro V-6,
auto burgundy exterior,
grey interior, cassette,
alarm system $9700
759-1187

For

'86 Olds Calais

$232.99
For 42 Mo.

$8,487 Sala Price

$232.99
For

42

Mos.

$8,487 Sale Price

'86 Chevy Eurcis_port

$178.09

1982 REGAL Summerset
Limited Fully loaded, T
tops, extra nice 753-0509
759-1543

$237.71

'85 Olds Ciera
For 36 Moo

$7,487 Sale Price

1986
DELTA
88
Brougham
1 owner,
36,000 miles new, $8,000
1986 LeSabre Limited extra nice, 53,000 miles,
$7,300 Both V 6s, all options available 437-4723,
437-4639

14 Buick

Regi

S206.08
For

36 Mos.

Campers

$6487 Sale Price

1985 JAMBOREE MOTORHOME 23', fully
equipped including microwave, excellent condition,
30,100 miles, $19,995. Call
53-3720

'84 Toyota Camry

$174.21
For 38 Mos.

$5,487 Sale Price

29' AIRSTREAM Rear
bath, awning all around,
like new inside and out
753-0114

'84 Pontiac 6000 LE

$174.21

For 36 Mos.
$5,487 Sale Price

'83 Ford Tern

$167.00
For 24 Moe,

$3,787 Sale Price

'83 Che_s Malibu

$175.91
For 24 Moo.
$3,987 Sale Price

14' ALUMINUM boat 20HP
electric start trolling motor
and locator Trailer with
custom cover 354-8586

'82 Buick Riviera

$216.47
$6,987 Sale Price

Cars From
$50043,000

$1,987 Salo Price

$25435 Per Week
or Payments
Every 2 Weeks
20 Cars
to Choose from.

Call Sammy

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

For 36 Mos

14' LOCKLEY Sea Witch
Mainsail and iib used very
little, good condition $595
i 502)522- 7080

'80 Olds Cutlass

$87.64For 24 Mos

I

ON THE SPOT]
FINANCING

TRUCKS
88 Dodge Caravan

5223.21
For 60 Moo

$9987 Sale Price

'87 Astro Van

$272.72
For 48 Moe

$10,987 Sale Price

'87 Ford 150 Cony. Van

$347.18
For 48 Mos

17' SAILBOAT with trailer,
Must sell by Friday Best
offer 753-0375

Estate Auction

,
Wayne Darnell?
"Marine Repair?

f

Buy, Sell, Trade!
Used boats, motors(
,2
trailers and salvage
parts. Over 20 years
(
experience. All wor

Sat., June 24, 1989 at 10:00 a.m.
At the late Richard "Dick" Scarborough homeplace.
From Murray take
Highway 121 North approx. 1 mile. From Mayfield
take Highway 121
South, watch for auction signs.
4 piece cherry bedroom suite - cherry twin beds old bed - fancy dresser

complete old spinning wheel - bookcases & books - old
picture frames - 4
drawer chest - knee hole desk - small childs desk - dresser
base - other old chest
- sewing machine - fancy old iron bed - old cream separator
- card table - metal
cabinet - record player & radio combination - couch & odd
chair - lamp tables G.E. dishwasher - some old glass 8c China - flatware- pots
& pans - Tappen ref.
- 2 nice chest freezers - electric heaters - light fixtures - wash
kettle - stone
pieces - gas heating stove - two 22 rifles.
As most of you know Mr. Scarborough was a master plumbe
r - will be selling a
lot of tools - hand & garden tools - lot of misc.
-This is only a partial listing.-

For 42 Mos
$8,487 Sale Price

ELECTRICIAN Quality
work at a price you can
afford 24 hour service No
charge service call Ru
nyon Electric Service
759-9682

/,
\:•

FARLEY'S Roofing, Remodeling and Plumbing
Call after 5p m 753-9785
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642

1st II

ig:f

For 36 Mos

$7,987 Salo Price

'0 K-10 Blazer

8297.79
For 44 Mos.
$11,987 Salo Price

Beautiful 3 bedroom brick, central heatpump/air,
fireplace and insert, 2 baths, 2 car garage, 3
outbuildings, satellite, plus 9 acres. Ten minutes
from town on main highway. 7 years old, owner
built; $69,500 firm.

753-8332

753-8663

'83 Siverado
For 38 Ma

435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.

11 Powwow Cwols4 st iU %
&PA 111/14% Doan

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

Hours- 14-F 8-7
Sat. 8-5

"Ity Serriee Doesn't CoAl, Ii Pays.
"

DUANE & Tracy Hauling
Service We will load, haul
and pay dumping fees Will
go anywhere Call anytime
753-0820

8247.45

$6,987 Salo Price

Darrell Beane - Tem Paschall - knetioneers

Hwy 94 East
753-0079

'85 Blazer

For more information & your auction neecLs phone:

In. #1281

Mile from (
0
)
Murray on
p

For 42 Mos
$9,987 Sale Price

8216.47

k%. &

BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios Free estimates. Chimneys new and
repaired. 28 years experience. 753-5476

$274.17

Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

I.0 tist11 in

guaranteed.

I

$232.99

COMPLETE Small Engine
Repair: Free pick-up and
delivery, 9a.m -4p.m.,
Monday- Friday. 753-4641,
ask for John Garland

FAMILY Lawn Care: Now in
1974 IMPERIAL Fiberg- it's 2nd year! Specializing in
lass runabout with walk- lawn maintenance, includthrough windshield. 1974 ing hedges and shrubbery
Johnson 70HP motor, with Also hauling. Now serving
trailer Price includes county and city 10% off for
trailer, excellent condition. Senior Citizens, Call now
52.995 502-522-8610. for dependable service
502-474-2732
Free estimates 492-8838

$13,987 Sale Price

'86 Toyota 4X4 SR-5

APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers dm
posals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd., Hwy 783
753-2455

USED EQUIPMENT 2500 CONCRETE driveways,
watt generator, 20' slabs & blockwork Tipton
Carefree awning, Reese & 759-9731
Easy Litt hitches and sway
controls other misc trailer CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings, pole
equipment 753-0114
barns, general home improvement. Quality work for
less. Free estimates. 8'x 12'
for $585 489-2663

GL

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.

A-1 TREE Service & Stump
Removal. 50' aerial bucket
truck Sprayirati and feeding. 35 years experience
Glen Joiner owner Call
753-0906 Free Estimates

1978 FORD F-250 Explore
Pick-up Super cab, camper special, V-8, automatic, APPLIANCE SERVICE
PS, PB AC cruise, AM/FM Kenmore, Westinghouse,
cassette camper topper, Whirlpool 29 years experiextra nice price $3,850 ence Parts and service,
753-7668 days or Used Appliances Bobby
753-2394 nights or see at Hopper. 753-4872 or
436-5848
South 4th & Elm Streets
1986 CHEVROLET S-10 ATKINS & Carrico Painting'
Pick-up New tires well Free estimates with over 20
cared for, $5,200 After years experience. Call
354-8985 or 437-4221 after
5p.m 759-4841
5p m
1988 FORD Ranger,
56,850 753-3947 or BUSHHOGGING In The
City Done for less than you
753-4423 after 4p m
will have to pay the city for
the same service Call
510
753-0305 after 5p m

'86 Olds Calais

For 42 Moe
$6,487 Sale Price

1984 Z-28 Tilt, T- tops, aluminum wheels red and
silver, 52,XXX miles
$6 500 759-4868

zie, Tenn. Phone 352-3927
License No. 159, Firm No. 39

48 Mos

$11,987 Sale Price

1982 BUICK Regal Excellent condition, real sharp
car 492-8282

1964 FORD Tempo GL
Automatic, air, cruise, ste
reo, 63,000 miles. SHARP,
753-5279 after 5P M

It Pays To Have An Auction"

Vans

$272.72

1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
A/C tilt AM-FM cassette
PS PB 753-4993 after
4p m

Col. James T. Reed - Auctioneer, McKen-

q95

$9,487 Sale Price

1983 AUDI 5000 S Loaded
with power roof, windows.
AfWFM cassette, leather interior, Michelin tires. need
to drive to appreciate
(901)642-4685

REED'S AUCTION
COMPANY

PARKER'S Marine & Salvage Paris Tennessee,
moved to new bi-pass, Hwy
69-A South to Wispering
Pine Road (901)642-6569

1981 CUTLASS Cruiser
SW, good condition Call
759-4805

1982 BUICK Regal, diesel,
excellent condition, approximately 35 MPG, starts
and runs good Call
759-1693 after 6P M.

Lunch will be served by the Henry Fire Dept.
Mr./Mrs. C.W. Bowers Owners, Henry, Tn.
Sale Conducted By

'87 Toyota Corolla FX

901-842-3900
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

For 42 Ito,.

1982 BERLINETTA
Loaded, stereo, cruise PS
PW T-tops high mileage
asking $4,500 753-2297

All information contaircd
this ad is telimed to be correct but u not
guaranteed Purchases mast rely on thee own Judgment
and msgectron of
items Oral representations cannot be relied
upon as correct. All
amouncements made Auction D. take precedcoce
over any prtnted
advertured rnasesul Subject to additions ancVar
deletions.

$8,987 Sala Price

New at Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

8246.72

1981 Z-28 CAMARO T
t
o
p
s
PL PW air, tilt cruise
auto 71,XXX, $3,500
436-2647

Munsv, 7431446 L11113

Saturday, June 24, 1989 - 10:00 cm.
Sunday Afternoon, June 25, 1989 - 1:30 p.m.
Location: In downtown Henry, TN Just across
from the Bank.
LOTS OF PRIMITIVES, ANTIQUES
& GLASSWARE
Mr. C.W. Bowers has collected antiques for over
50 years and has 4 commercial buildings full.
Because of ill health, he has decided to sell this
collection at Public Auction. The buildings are
full, and we're not sure just what is there. If you're a
collector, you're sure to find something you'll like.
2 pump organs - at least 2 hall trees - several pie
safes - marble top dresser - several other old
dressers - wardrobe - wash stands - love seats - ice
boxes - presses - several round oak dining tables old spinning wheels - buffets - kitchen cabinets small weaving loom - drop leaf tables - several
wooden beds - hi-back fancy beds - Jenny Lynn
beds - drop leaf gate-leg table - baby beds - doll
beds - treadle sewing machines - several metal
beds of various designs - several wall telephones roll top desk - pigeon hole desk - wooden tub
washing machine - some showcases - old depot
dolly - old barber's chair - all types of tables several nice dining chairs - lots of rockers - wringer
washer - old coal stove - piano stool - desk chairs many trunks - leather bound seaman's trunk - baby
trunks - chairs of all kinds - floor lamps - radios cream separators - old wash bowl & pitcher - milk
cans - several dinner bells -4 or 5 wash pots - gypsy
kettles - flat irons - iron skillets - old dolls - mirrors
- picture frames - wash boards - light fixtures -Soil
light - chandelier out of a church - cedar churn - lots
of baskets including wicker and shuck baskets - old
books - crocks of all sizes and kinds - lanterns - ice
tongs - primitive tools - cross-cut saws - corn
shellers - cotton scales - horse collars - wheat sickle
- old cookie jars - hand grind coffee grinder - 2
electric coffee grinders - fans - several swings - old
bicycles - fruit jars - trunks and boxes full of
depression glass and carnival glass - many, many,
many items not listed.
Some of this merchandise is damaged due to
leaking buildings. For more information phone
Bob Bowers at 243-2756, Weldon Bowers at 2434591. Becky Aldridge at 352-3858 or Ruth & Jerry
Miller at 352-3034. The owners and the Auction
Co. will not be responsible for accidents.

'87 Pontiac Grand-Am LE

1980 VOLVO GLE Wagon
Leather, power windows
and mirrors, defog, air
automatic, CB, luggage
rack Must sell, $1,800 or
best offer 474-0115

1151400

HOLDER 12 Sailboat Capacity 350Ibs , sail area 68
sq ft , with trailer, A 1 condition at Kentucky Lake
$1 500 Call collect
812-853-8714 Saturday or
Sunday or after 6p m

Free

$341.50

753-4961

Murray, 1514448

0"e owner,can,
-ce looking. fully
equipped, 360 V/
B. Great tor towing. Must see.

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris,

For 413 Moe,
$7,987 Sala Price

Cain's 110
,1
Hwy. 1341 No

'87 JEEP GRAND
WAGONEER

Now it's

1985 RUNABOUT
Inboard- outboard excellent condition, sharp,
140HP Mercruiser Would
consider trade for nice pontoon See at 2103 Coldwater Rd or call 753 4487

1986 IROC Black 1-tops,
48,000 miles $9,500
753-5902 or 753-8281
May be seen at Judy &
Sheres

CARS

TOYOTA
&Alma.

8213tA.

Boats
& Motors

Toyotas Cost Less
In Murray

111
4
/11111
Septic Tank

(installation 11 repair)

Sewer Lines
Ditching

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
HAND quilting piecing and
alterations 435-4150
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting.
mowing Free estimates
759-1683
H&H CONSTRUCTION
Roofing painting, concrete
and tree trimming 20 years
experience Free estimate
Quality work 474 0107
INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
LANDSCAPING, bushhogging, leveling driveways
and buildings flower beds
436-5430
L A 'S Stump Removal
Free estimates Call
489-2862

MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up arid delivery all
work guaranteed
753-5668
NEW homes built decks
and additions Hourly or
contract 435-4306
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PORCHES and decks and
remodeling Call G & A
Construction 436-2617
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care Reasonable rates
759 4440 evenings
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973
LAWN Mowing Service 10
years experience Any type
of lawn care 436-2744 or
436-5211
SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North
Stella, Ky

SHEETROCK finishing
LICENSED electrician, re- new or repair
436 281 1
sidential and commercial.
Air conditioning. Sales and SHOLAR Plumbing &
service Gas installation Electric For your everyday
and repair for natural and plumbing and electrical
LP. Fred's Repair needs cal us at 474-2366
or 437-4113
753-7203,
LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835

SIRESS Roofing Free estimates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752

SMALL engine repair
436-5895, 436-2642
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring lacks
installed phones moved residence and businessexperienced Cali Bobby
Wade 753-2220
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo, 753-0530
WET BASEMENT'? We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Construction Company
Route 2 Box 409-A, Padu
cah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026
WILL do plumbing installa
von & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 753-3247 or
753-1308
WILL work on tractor and
combine air conditioners
Call after 7P M 753-0341
ask for James
550

Feed
& Seed
SOYBEAN Seed for sale
300 bushels 753-8251

•

MINOR Home Repair Call
753-7328 or 753-7852 after
4p m
MITCHELL PAVING 30
years experience Hauling
excavating, seal coating
and striping For estimate
call Rocky, Guy, or R B
753-1537

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking

MOBILE HOME Specialist
repair, leveling, underpin
rung, set-ups, tear-downs
roofs, floors, plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 436-5255

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see Our Showroom

Frida), ,June 23rd, 1989 6:30 p.m.
Location: Wingo,KY - from Fulton take Hwy 45 to Wingo,at
caution light
turn right and proceed to sale site. From Mayfield take Hwy
45 South to
Wingo at caution light turn left and proceed to sale site. Watch
for signs!
* Craftsman * Craftsman * Craftsman * Craftsman
*
150 plus Wrenches(open & box end); 170 plus sockets(1/4"

drive to 3/4" drive
deepwell & regular sizes); 27-Rachets (1/4" to 1/2' drives some
with swivel
heads) some new Breaker Bars (1/4' + 1/2' drives); Extensions
(all sizes);
Socket Adapters; Line Wrenches; Crowfoot Wrenchtis; Drag
Link Sockets;
Pipewrenches; Ignition Wrenches; Screwdrivers; Vise Grips; Pliers;
Channel
Locks; Crescent Wrenches; Nut Drivers; Chisels; Speedwrenche
s; Slip Joint
Pliers; Linesman Pliers; Needle nose; Sheetmetal Cutters; Seal
Pullers; Awl;
Ballpin Hammers;Punch Set; Tube Cutters; Hand impact; Hacksa
ws; Brushing
Squeezer; Bondo File; Portable Tool Box; Allen Wrenches;
8r. More.
New Craftsman Mechanic Tool Boxes:(1) 12 Drawer with Lockin
g Cover;(1)
6 Drawer on casters with Locking Cover; (1) 4 Drawer
on Casters
250 AMP Welder AC/DC like new with Rods, Helmet & More; Rigid
Electrical
Pipe Threading machine 2-1/2' to 4"; 8" Table Saw Scroll
Saw
Misc. Tools
Rockwell 10" Table Saw (like new), Skil Bandsaw, Makita
Cordless Drill,
Milwaukee 8-1/4" Skil Saw, Milwaukee 1/2" drive drill, Stanley
, Williams,
Vanadium Wrenches, K-D Snap Ring Pliers & Hyd. Valve lifter
puller, 4 Air
Conditioning Bearing & Seal pullers, Assorted Torque Bits, C-Clam
ps, Drill
Bits, 3/4" Drive Sockets, Rachets & Breaker Bar(JD & S-K),(2)
20' Fiberglass
Extension Ladders, Large Cresent & Pipe Wrenches, Bonney(rachet
wrenches,
ignition wrenches, dual size sending unit socket). K-D 4&6 (point
differential
sockets), Bolt Cutters, Radcliffe Come-a-long (chain driven)
, Side Grinder,
Log Chains (Cold Welded), Industrial Gear Drive Skilsaw,
Various Ladders,
Clevises.
Mr. McKenzie has been a mechanic for over 25 years
and has
commissioned our firm to liquidate his new & used tools. We
feel that these
tools are of the best quality, and will be sold at Auction where
you set the
price!! Make plans to attend this Auction!
Terms: Cash Day of Sale
Refreshments Available

Saturda) June 24th 1989 - 10:00 a.m.
Location: Oakton, KY from Clinton, KY take Hwy
58 to Hwy 239 to
Oakton turn right at sign & proceed to sale site.
Mr. Holland has decided to move to town and has commis
sioned our
firm to auction his surplus merchandise.Toby has lived
in Oakton 71 years.
We would like to Invite all of his friends & ours
to this nice clean sale.
Massey T030 TiT.ctor, New Holland 56 Hay Rake, PTO Seeder,
10-1/2' Stock
Trailer 2 Axle, Log Chains, Poulan Chainsaw, Fence
Post, Dchorners &
Cattleclamps, Chicken Coop, Kerosene Lamp, Well
Pulley, Boom Pole, 2
Round Hay Feeders, 8 Stall Creepfeeder, American Fence
& Barbwire, 211000# Round Bales of Hay, 3-Logs 145 yrs. old. Timber
s 7"x14"x14', Yard
Swing & 4 Chairs, Secretary Desk, Crosscut Saw &
1 Man Saw, Old Trunk,
Glassware & Much Much More.
GUNS
16 ga. Shotgun, 22 Single Shot Rifle (Remington)
ITEMS FROM THE GUY PAYNE ESTATE
990 David Brown (nice), RI Burch Disc, 3 & 16" Ford Plows,
6' Ford Sickle
Mower,6' Hico Bustihog. Harrow,4 Row John Deere
Rotary Hoe,2 Row Burch
Corn Planter, 2 Row Cultivator w/Sidedresser, Rear Blade,
Boom Pole, Carry
All Box
Terms: Cash Day of Sale
Lunch Available
Auction Conducted by

Trenching
Water Line
Installation

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156

Bunch Bros.

,
11

Your Auctioneers
In Wingo, Ky.
Steven J. Bunch
TN Lk. N2094
Roy Bunch
376-2922
376-2992
376-5542
"Better Atecttoru are Bunch Auctions."

•
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Federal panel concludes CSX train
crew 'clearly at fault' in derailment

OBITUARIES

Mrs. Myrtle Boyd, 74, of Rt. 3,
Murray, died today at 7 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church. One son,
Jackie Boyd, and one . grandson,
Ronnie Earl Boyd, preceded her in
death.
Born March 1, 1915, in Model,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Warren McDougal and Virgie
McKinzie McDougal.
Survivors are her husband, Leon
Boyd; two daughters, Mrs. Maloy
Russell and husband, Wesley, Rt.
6, Murray, and Mrs. Betty Darnell
and husband, Phillip, Rt. 1, Murray; three sons, Bobby Boyd and
wife, Gail, Rt. 6, Murray, Buddy
Mack Boyd, Rt. 1, Almo, and Donnie Boyd and wife, Rosemary, Rt.
4, Murray; 12 grandchildren; 12
great-grandchildren.
Services will be Friday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts will officiate.
Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Thursda)).

Phillip
Earl
Cunningham
Phillip Earl Cunningham, 45.
Louisville, died Wednesday morning at Humana University Hospital,
Louisville.
He is survived by two daughters,
Letrica Mae Cunningham and Cindy Renee Cunningham, and two
sons, Donald Earl Cunningham and
Dustin Lesley Cunningham, all of
Hamilton, Ohio.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Dorothy Gipson, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Peggy Butler, Murray;
three brothers, Jerry Murrell Cunningham, Decatur, Ill., and David
Cunningham and John Sullies, both
of Paducah; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Joe
Estes will officiate.
Burial will follow in Riley
Cemetery at Oak Level.
Friends may call after 4:30 p.m.
Friday at the funeral home.

Ford hopes to
decide soon
about run for
the governor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford said he
hopes to decide by Aug. 5 —
the date of he annual Fancy
Farm picnic in western Kenwhether he will run
tucky
for governor in 1991.
Ford, a 64-year-old Democrat
from Owensboro, wouldn't say
which way he is leaning. He
declined to say how his family
feels, but said they are "beginning to talk about it a little
more freely, talking pros and
cons. I think a consensus is
about to arrive as to what I
should or should not do."
Ford said that his letters and
phone calls are still heavily in
favor of him running for governor, but that he is hearing from
more people in the coal industry who want him to stay in
Washington to help their
interests.
T.T. Colley, a Pikeville
businessman and longtime
friend, said Wednesday he
believes Ford ill run, based on a
conversation they had last
weekend that he declined to
reveal.
"If he's breathing, he's a
candidate for governor ... I'd
like to bet some 10-to-1 money
that he'd be a candidate."
Others close to Ford told The
Courier-Journal that they would
bet against it, because Ford
could face a tough race against
Lt. Gov. Brenton Jones and his
seniority in the Senate enables
him to do more for Kentucky_in
Washington than at any time
since he left the governorship
for the Senate in 1974.
Ford had said he was considering another run for the governor's office because it was his
favorite job, and because it
would allow him to retire three
years earlier than another

Saute term.

Mrs. Hazel Boyer Ellis
Graveside rites for Mrs. Hazel
Boyer Ellis will be Saturday at
2:30 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 12 noon
to 2 p.m. Saturday at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to Holmes Ellis
Memorial Scholarship Fund at
Murray State University.
Mrs. Ellis, Arlington, Va., died
Wednesday at 6:25 a.m. at Hospice
of Northern Virginia Hospital,
Arlington. She was a member of
Dulin United Methodist Church,

Falls Church, Va.
Born in Cleveland, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late Luther
Boyer and Josephine Hamilton
Boyer.
Survivors are her husband, Frank
Ellis, to whom she was married in
May 1940 in Northern Virginia;
two sons, James Ellis, Stuarts
Draft, Va., and John Ellis, Los
Angeles, Calif.; one sister, Mrs.
Jessie Mae McNabb, Johnson City,
Tenn.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Leila Ellis Erwin and Mrs. Gela Furches Ellis, Murray; a brother-inlaw, Herman K. Ellis and wife, Jo,
Murray; three grandchildren.

Layton Youngblood
Services forLayton Youngblood
will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. Bob Haley will officiate.
Burial will follow in Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. Youngblood, 99, Rt. 1, Murray, Coldwater community, died
Tuesday at 1:20 p.m. at Henry

County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Robbie Cox and husband,
Raymond, Rt. 1, Murray; two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Lucille Youngblood and Mrs. Muriel Youngblood; 11 grandchildren; 21 greatgrandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

'Rain Man'may aid convent
MELBOURNE, Ky.(AP) — The
hit movie "Rain Man" may offer
some return for the St. Anne Convent in northern Kentucky this
weekend when the Sisters of Providence celebrate the order's 100th
anniversary in America.
Memorabilia and souvenirs of
"Rain Man" will be only a part of
the order's history on display at the
open house Saturday afternoon. But
the link to the hit film — the convent provided the set — may boost
the size of the crowd.
The convent's tree-lined drive,
the front steps and rooms and sections of the convent provided locations for the film. The moviemakers left book shelves built into
what was a set for an office. That
is now known as the "Rain Man
Room."
"Rain Man" is a love story, of a
selfish, free-wheeling young man
portrayed by actor Tom Cruse, who
comes to appreciate and care for
his brother, played by Dustin

Hoffman.
The actors' presence affected the
convent, which had been overlooked by much of the community.
"We had people coming in from
the back and hanging in the trees,
trying to see Tom Cruse," Sister
Emerita McGann said.
While the curious and the moviemakers invaded the sisters' privacy
— "it was like your house being
taken over by strangers," Sister
McGann said — convent residents
enjoyed the experience.
"It was an education for bS,"
she said.
The nuns made friends with the
actors and the production company.
Hoffman was heard to refer to "...
the lovely ladies on the hill."
Sister McGann asked for and
received the directors chairs Hoffman and Cruse used during the
production. If auctioned, the seats
could provide funds for a foreign
missionary effort someday, she
said.

CROFTON, Ky.(AP) — A federal panel has concluded that the
crew of a CSX train that derailed
one year ago Thursday near this
western Kentucky community was
"clearly at fault" in the accident
that sent 121 people to the hospital.
The crew should have known
that a warning message received
about a stretch of damaged track in
Christian County was incomplete
— due to a computer malfunction
— and should have asked that it be
resent, said George Cochran, the
National Transportation Safety
Board field officer who investigated the accident.
"They have a responsibility to
the company to verify those messages," Cochran said Wednesday.
Unaware of the bad track and a
warning to slow to 10 mph, the
train continued at 35 mph until
crew members saw the damaged
section and hit the emergency
brake. The train was traveling 25
mph when it reathed the bad track
and derailed, one year ago
Thursday.
The crew either did not see an
advance-warning sign or the sign
was not yet in place, Cochran said.
Thirty-seven cars of the 121-car
train derailed, and one split open,
releasing 9,200 gallons of white
phosphorus. The chemical ignited
and burned for three days, sending
a toxic plume 3,000 feet into the
air. More than 1,000 people in a
20-square-mile radius were evacuated, and 121 people were
treated for minor nausea and irritated throats and lungs.
The cost of the June 22, 1988,
accident, excluding medical claims
paid to the 121 victims, was $1.1

million. The spill took 2'.4 months
to clean up.
The NTSB attached no safety
recommendations to its report on
the derailment, Cochran said,
because CSX has already revamped
its system for dispatching messages
and has introduced a verification
system.
CSX spokesman Lloyd Lewis
said at the time of the accident, the
company was introducing a new
message system. However, the
printer system was being used for

several different purposes. After
the accident, the company installed
the most advance printer system
available and designated it to support train operations only.
Lewis said the engineer of the
train was diseiplined, although he
would not say what action was
taken.
The safety board concluded that
the reaction to the spill, the evacuation and the cleanup were carried
out efficiently, according to Kentucky's natural-disaster plan.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+4.55
I.B.M.
Previous Close
2,464.91
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
431
/
2 unc
Jerrie°
A.T.C.-Class A
50% B 50%A
Kmart
AT&T
361
/
2 -%
Kroger
Bell South
48+1
McDonalds
/
2
Briggs & Stratton
26% +%
JCPenney
Chrysler
251
/
2 unc
Penwalt
CSX Corp
35+%
Quaker Oats
Dean Foods
32% +/
1
2
Sears
Dollar Gen. Store 11% B 11% A
Texaco
Exxon
441
/
2 unc
Time Inc.
Ford
48s/I unc
UST
General Motors
401
/
2
Wal-Mart
Goodrich
Woolworth
Goodyear
53% +1/1
C.E.F.Yield

BETTY BOSTON
COURT SQUARE

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

IN OVERALL
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
1986, '87 & '88

YAPA
JO Pomo' owl Akserms

Federal-State Market News Service June 22, 1989 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 5 Buying Stations Receipts: Act 294, Lg. 350 Barrows & Gills
1.00 higiwr, Sows steady-.50 higher.
US 1-2 220-250_uxoo-asso
US 14 200-230
US 2-3 220-250
US 3-4 250-270
Sows
US 1-2 /70-350 lb,..
_----US 1-3 300-400 lbs.
S3950-32-50
115 1.3 400-500 lbs..---__S30.00-313.0
US 1-3 SOO and up--------S31.00-33.50
US 2-3 300500
Boars $30.00-33.00

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

PAT GOSSUM

753-3366

TRUCKS

Hog Market

109% 41% -%
18% B 18% A
36% unc
14% unc
28% +1
56% +3
/
4
129% _+%
63% +%
/
2
44% -1
49% -%
12
155% -1/
24% -%
39% -%
53-3
/
4
8.81

Mr 'MO line ION Compre Iron Crew., 11.011••••• h.= ,
ce p.afl oar., a,a sr.. sin,-

800 Chestnut

Carroll Mazda

753-8850

BUILDING SITES
Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney

"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

Margin not met in strike vote
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Union
workers at Lourdes Hospital failed
to achieve the necessary margin in
a strike vote, although a majority
voted to walk off the job, a union
representative said.
The International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace workers
did not reach the two-thirds-plusone vote needed for a strike, hospi_____i
tal' pokesman John Lambert said
W nesday.
he hospital's last contract offer,
rejected last week by a 4-1 margin,
will go into effect as a result, officials said. The contract will add an
average of $1,800 to the salary of
each employee during the first

year.
George Hyatt, a spokesman for
Lodge 2770 of the union, declined
to disclose the exact vote but said a
majority cast ballots favoring a
strike.
Issues dividing the union and
hospital management included a
"closed shop" provision, and certain overtime and retroactive wage
payments, Hyatt said.
Lourdes is one of the largest
employers in western Kentucky,
with a work force of about 1,300
people and an annual payroll of
$25 million.
Nearly 800 workers organized
more than a year ago.

LAWN-BOY'S
1•11C1 BREA=SALE.
Self-Propelled Mower S21ESN
•4 HP commercial-grade engine
•Cast aluminum deck•Electnc
start•21" cut,staggered wheel
•Mulcher,shredder,side and rear bag
accessories available• Rear catcher
kit shown is optional

$52995

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
Murray

753-2617

SOON lit NC Ye, COOOONNIN

Krrp The Grail GM

lth Genuin‘

1. ettinc

Push Mower L2IZPN•4 HP
commercial-grade engine•Side or
rear grass bag available•21" cut.
staggered wheel• 14 gauge steel deck

17995

Sale
Reg. 349.95

Sale

Reg. 619.95

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
i-dr,

***********
1985 Chevrolet Silverado
Pickup
White, loaded
$8,800

***********

- SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
-n

There's No Place Like

HOMEPLACE

Rear Engine Rider R Elite
•SHE'climmercial.grade engine
•5,speed gear drive transmission
,• 12 volt electnc start with auxiliary
recoil• 30" full floating mower deck
Twin bag grass catcher and thatcher
sa optional

Speck'', Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday

•

PLATE LUNCHES

Mrs. Myrtle
Boyd

927
Reg. 1599.95

Yard Tractor 1-116•16 HP twincylinder commercial-grade engine
• 5-speed heavy duty transaxle•42"
axle mounted mower deck• Thatcher,
snow 'dozer blade, and snowt h rower
available

1399xSale
Reg. 3199.95

Catcher and front anoints alto. n art Ifoloonal

Charbroiled
Pork Chops

8
0

Choice of potato. salad
or slaw, Texas toast

525
$425

2 per serving $

All You Can Eat

Avg 7 oz each

Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

•
/2

Order

'4'5

19011 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.4 p.m.

aooavas -

TOTAL I—IARDVVARE-

CA

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

• H31MCINVS • 0•13-10/13

Coast to Coast

0

2

HSli

Store Hours:
8:30-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
12:00-6:00 Sun.

Central Shopping Center

753-8604
Sales And Service!

Hire

1:7
4

!Li

